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Construction of Duck whole genome radiation hybrid panel: an aid for NGS whole genome 

assembly and a contribution to avian comparative maps 

UMR444 Génétique Cellulaire, 24 chemin de borde-rouge, BP52627, Castanet-Tolosan, 31326 

Directeur de thèse : Alain VIGNAL 

  Duck is a very important agronomic species in France, especially for fatty liver 
industry which presents 75% worldwide production. Moreover, duck is also a scientific model for 
avian influenza research as it is a natural reservoir for avian influenza viruses. The work 
presented here    is part of the international collaboration on duck genome sequencing, including 
SNP detection and mapping, EST sequencing. Our goal is to provide a genome map allowing for 
fine mapping QTL and identifying candidate genes involved in expression of agronomic traits.  

 A panel composed of 90 radiation hybrids was produced by fusing irradiated duck donor 
cells with hamster cells. To avoid large-scale culture of the clones, PCR genotyping involving 
Whole Genome Amplification (WGA) and/or reduction of reaction volumes were tested and two 
first maps for duck chromosomes were made. We also used the PCR genotyping method to test 
for the quality of duck sequence scaffold assemblies, which had been produced by the Beijing 
Genome Institute (BGI, China). Finally, to cover the whole genome, we performed a low-pass 
sequencing (0.1X depth) of hybrids, allowing for rapid map development. These maps allow the 
detection of chromosomal rearrangements that have taken place between the duck and chicken 
genomes, which have diverged 80 million years ago. 

Keywords: RH mapping, duck genome assembly, comparative genomics, parallel sequencing. 

Le canard est une espèce d’importance agronomique en France, principalement à travers 
l’industrie de foie gras, qui représente plus de 75% de la production mondiale. De plus, c’est 
aussi un modèle important pour l’étude de l’infection par le virus influenza, pour lequel les 
oiseaux aquatiques sont un réservoir naturel, car porteurs asymptomatiques. Les travaux réalisés 
lors de la thèse se situent dans le contexte international de l’étude du génome du canard, 
comportant la séquence du génome, le séquençage d’EST et l'identification et la cartographie de 
SNP. Le but à terme pour l'INRA étant de disposer des connaissances sur le génome nécessaires 
pour la cartographie fine de QTL et l’identification de gènes impliqués dans l’expression de 
caractères agronomiques. 

 Un panel de 90 d'hybrides irradiés (panel RH) a été réalisé par fusion de cellules 
donneuses de canard  irradiées avec des cellules receveuses de hamster. Afin d'éviter la culture à 
grande échelle des clones cellulaires, des méthodes de génotypage par PCR utilisant 
l'amplification complète du génome (WGA) et/ou la réduction des volumes réactionnels ont été 
testées et deux premières cartes de chromosomes ont ainsi été réalisées. Nous avons également 
utilisé le génotypage par PCR pour vérifier la qualité de l'assemblage des scaffolds du génome du 
canard, réalisés par séquençage nouvelle génération Illumina au Beijing Genome Institute (BGI, 
Chine). Finalement, afin de couvrir le génome complet, nous avons entrepris un séquençage léger 
(0,1X de profondeur) d'hybrides, permettant une réalisation de cartes plus rapides que par PCR. 
Ces cartes permettent la détection des réarrangements chromosomiques existant entre les 
génomes de la poule et du canard, qui sont distants de 80 millions d’années. 

Mots clés : carte d’hybrides irradiés, assemblage du génome du canard, génomique comparée, 
séquençage parallèle. 
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1. General information on ducks 

1.1 Taxonomy & Domestication 

Duck is the common name for a number of species in the Anatidae family of 

Anseriforms. The ducks are divided between several subfamilies in the Anatidae family; they 

do not represent a monophyletic group but form a taxon, since swans and geese are not 

considered ducks.  

All domestic ducks descent from the characteristically green-headed wild mallard, 

Anas platyrhynchos, except for the Muscovy duck (cairina moschata). The name comes from 

the Latin anas (a duck) and a combination of two Greek words, platus (broad) and rhynchos 

(bill). The Muscovy duck is larger than the Mallard in size and was domesticated by South 

American Indians long before Europeans arrived on the continent.  

 No one knows for certain when Mallards were first domesticated, but there is some 

evidence to suggest that Egyptians used ducks in religious ceremonies around 1,353 B.C and 

possibly also bred them for food. Paintings and carvings in the tomb at Saqqara and 

“Astronomer to Amun” at the Karnak Temple in Egypt show that more than 3,000 years ago 

migratory wildfowl were hunted and trapped with large, hexagonal-shaped clap-nets in the 

extensive swamplands of the Nile delta. These ducks were kept in large aviaries and were 

force-fed before slaughtering to provide a ready supply of meat throughout the year.  

The Southeast Asians were also raising ducks in captivity prior to 500 B.C. But there 

are some reports suggesting that domestication of duck occurred about 4,000 years ago in 

China. Wucheng suggests that pottery ducks excavated in the Yan Shi Menkou Mountain in 

Fujian Province (south China) provides evidences that domestication of duck may have 

occured during the New Stone Age between 4,000 and 10,000 years ago (Wucheng 1988). 
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Clayton described a report in the Chinese literature by Yeh, who investigated archaeological 

evidence and suggested ducks were domesticated in China at least 3,000 years ago (Clayton 

1984). 

Clayton suggests that the history of domestication of the common duck in both China 

and Western Europe is obscure but the range of types emanating from the Far East suggests 

South-east Asia as a major centre of domestication (Clayton 1984). The archaeological 

evidence along with a favourable environment and agriculture suggest that ducks were 

probably domesticated in southern China at least 1,500 years before they were separately 

domesticated in Western Europe (Cherry and Morris 2008).  

1.2 Natural habitat and habits 

Ducks have a cosmopolitan distribution occurring across most of the world except for 

Antarctica. A number of species manage to live on sub-Antarctic islands like South Georgina 

and the Auckland Islands. Many ducks have managed to establish themselves on oceanic 

islands such as Hawaii, New Zealand and Kerguelen, although many of these species and 

populations are threatened or have become extinct.  

Ducks are mostly aquatic birds, usually smaller than the swans and geese, and may be 

found in both fresh water and sea water. Ducks exploit a variety of food sources such as 

grasses, seeds, aquatic plants, fish, insects, small amphibians, worms, and small mollusks. 

Their natural diet is normally about 90% vegetable matters (seeds, berries, fruits, nuts, bulbs, 

roots, succulent leaves, and grasses) and 10% animal matter (insects, snails, slugs, leeches, 

worms, eels, crustacean, and an occasional small fish or tadpole). They have little ability to 

utilize dietary fiber. Although they eat considerable quantities of tender grass, they are not 

true grazers like geese, and don’t eat coarse grass and weeds at all. Sand and gravel are 

swallowed to serve as “grindstones” in the gizzard. 
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Ducks usually have a long lifespan in natural condition and it is not rare that a duck 

can live for up to 8 years; there are some reports of exceptional ducks living more than 20 

years. 

 Despite domestication and selection over perhaps more than 3,000 years, 

domesticated duck still shares many similarities with wild Mallard. Incubation takes about 28 

days except for Muscovy duck which needs 35 days, commencing after the last egg is laid to 

enable all ducklings to hatch more or less together. Young ducks fledge by about 50 days and 

achieve adult maturation live weight at about 12-14 weeks of age by which time feathering 

with maturation of primary and secondary wing feather is complete (Cherry and Morris 2008).  

Despite large differences in size, color and appearance, all the domesticated duck 

breeds derived from the Mallard can interbreed freely and produce fertile offspring. 

Depending on the breed (and season), a female may reach sexual maturity at about 20 weeks 

of age. Most begin laying at 20-26 weeks, but the best laying varieties start at 16-18 weeks 

and lay profitably for 2 years. 

Ducks are very efficient at converting diet into meat and egg, meaning that duck has a 

very high feeding efficiency. The most common domesticated duck breed hitherto is named 

Beijing duck, which is the most popular and major meat-type breed. They can convert 2.4-2.6 

kg of concentrated feed into 1 kg of weight gain in confined conditions. The only domestic 

animal that has higher feeding efficiency is the broiler chicken (Cherry and Morris 2008). 

Ducks are adapted to environments with humid climates, such as wetland, swamplands, 

rivers, lakes, ponds and marshes. However, most breeds can be raised without swimming 

water. Domestic duck has a low tolerance towards salt and must therefore be supplied by 

fresh water.  
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Figure I-1a: the indigenous duck consumption in China from the year 2005 to 2009. 
data obtained from FAO. MT: million tons. The revenue from duck production in 
China is indicated by blue dots.
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data obtained from FAO. MT: million tons; The revenue from duck production in 
France is indicated by blue dots, which is about 10 times less than that of China.
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 Ducks are also well known for their smooth temper. They are shy, nervous and only 

seldom aggressive to each other or to human. Most domestic ducks, especially the egg laying 

strains, have little instinct to brood, and as a consequence, they can lay eggs wherever they 

happened to be – occasional even while swimming (1991).  

1.3 Duck breeding  

 

Poultry meat represents about 33% of the global meat production: in 2007. Some 269 

million tons of meat were produced worldwide, of which 88 million tons were from poultry. 

Chickens, turkeys and ducks are the most common sources of poultry meat (87%, 6.7% and 4% 

of total poultry production, respectively). However, other commercially available poultry 

meat include geese, pigeons, quails, pheasants, ostriches and emus (combined about 2.7% of 

total poultry production) (FAO’s data from http://www.fao.org). In China and France, duck 

meat is the second most important poultry meat consumed after chicken, so duck plays an 

important role in agro-economics in both countries. 

 

1.3.1 Duck breeding in China 

 

Domestication of duck in China occurred more than 3,000 years ago, not only caused 

by the high prevalence of wetland environment, but also because ducks have many interesting 

agronomic characteristics, such as a high feed conversion efficiency and growth efficiencies, 

good disease tolerance, and a short breeding cycle. Finally, they are easy to breed. China is by 

far the leading country with an annual production of about 75% of all duck slaughtered and 

about 66% of duck meat produced in the world (FAO’s data). Duck meat consumption in 

China has increased in the recent years. Between 2005 and 2009, the indigenous meat 

consumption has increased at an average pace of 5.3% each year and by the year 2009; the 
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production of duck meat in China was estimated to reach around 2,149,837 million tons 

(Figure I-1a). 

 

In the north, duck is mainly used for the famous “roast duck” which is considered as 

the speciality of Beijing. For roast duck, the most widely used duck breed is the common 

Beijing duck (Anas platyrhynchos domestica). Moreover, there are some strict requirements 

such as the weight of the duck, which should be greater than 5kg within 100 days after 

hatching. Beijing ducks are mainly force-fed and used as the main breed in the north.  In the 

south, which is the main duck breeding area in China, duck meat and eggs are frequently 

consumed and the popularity varies depending on different “cuisine” habits. According to 

some Chinese literature concerning duck breeding in China, due to differences in market 

demand, there are numerous domestic duck breeds in China and a survey showed that there 

are 27 indigenous breeds, two introduced breeds and a few breeds being recently developed. 

Seventy percent of the recorded breeds are distributed in southeastern China and 8 breeds 

(Beijing duck, Youxian Sheldrake, Liancheng white duck, Jianchang duck, Jinding duck, 

Shaoxing duck, Putian black duck and Gaoyou duck) have been included in the National 

Genetic Resource Protection program (shown in Figure I-2a). The Beijing duck is the most 

famous and widely used breed for broiler, because of its very fast growth rate and early 

development of feather and fatty tissues due to the adaption for life on water. The egg 

production of Shaoxing Duck and Jinding Duck is among the highest in the world, with 

annual production rates of 280~300 eggs of 68~70g each, though the adult body weight is 

about 1.3kg and 1.7kg for Shaoxing and Jinding duck respectively.   Gaoyou duck is a dual-

purpose breed and average adult weight is around 2.3kg for male and 2.6kg for female. 

Gaoyou duck is widely used to produce traditional Chinese duck meat products such as 

Nanjing cooked duck and Nanjing dry-cured duck which are very famous in South Asia and 

China. Jianchang duck is a broiler breed which is mainly kept in the Sichuan province.  The 
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average adult weight for male is 2.4kg and for female is about 2.0kg. In addition, saline duck 

is frequently made from this breed; moreover, this breed is capable to produce fatty liver. 

 

In addition to the large consumption of duck meat, there is also a large requirement for 

duck feather down in China. Feather down is a valuable by-product which can be used as 

fillers for pillows, comforters and winter clothing. Up to 2008, the production of feather down 

in China was of 360,000 tons in which 75% come from duck.  The feather down industry 

provides 1.8 billion dollars for the workers and represents 55% of the world production. 

 

Furthermore, the so-called duck-rice farming system is well-established in the south. 

In this system, the special fondness of ducks for mosquitos, beetle larvae, grasshoppers, snails, 

slugs and crustaceans is used to profit and they are used as effective pest control agents which 

lead to the reduction of use of pesticides. Moreover, duck feces are organic fertilizers and 

more ecological for rice breeding. 

 

1.3.2 Duck breeding in France 

 

France is the second largest duck consuming country in the world. Duck breeding in 

France is directed mainly towards the ‘foie gras’ (fatty liver) industry. Various genera, species, 

breeds and strains of geese and ducks are bred in accordance with production requirement, but 

mainly two genera of ducks and their hybrids are used: the Bejing duck (Anas platyrhynchos 

domestica), the Muscovy duck (Cairina moschata), and the hybrid mule duck ( the progeny of 

a Muscovy drake with a Beijing duck female). The indigenous consumption of duck from the 

year 2005 to 2009 in France is shown in Figure I-1b. 

 



Wildtype 
Muscovy duck

Mallard Duck (wild type)
(female: left, male: right)

Figure I-2b: Main Duck Breeds  and their crosses in France. Mule ducks in France are mainly bred 
for Foie Gras (fatty liver) production. Hinny ducks are rarely raised in France.

Beijing Duck
(broiler) Muscovy duck

Mule duck  
(female Beijing X Muscovy drake)

Hinny duck 
(Beijng drake X female Muscovy) 

Rouen duck
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About 95% of duck fatty liver production comes from force-fed male mule ducks, the 

remaining 5% being from the male Muscovy ducks. Recognized quality of the mule duck 

(rusticity, force-feeding ability, high weight and good quality of fatty liver) and the 

development of artificial insemination have allowed its wide-spread popularity. The French 

production of fatty liver was of 19,800 tons in 2008 representing 75% of the world production. 

The average increase of fatty liver production for the last 10 years was around 6% per year, 

with a very strong increase of duck liver production, whilst a long-lasting trend of reduction 

of goose liver production was observed. For the meat production, heavy Muscovy ducks are 

bred in France, the male Muscovys for cut-up pieces, and the females sold as roast ducklings. 

French duck meat production reached 289,792 million tons in 2007 (FAO’s data) which is the 

most fruitful year in this decade, with around 60% coming from the fatty liver industry, the 

remainder from the specific duck meat industry. Unlike China and other south Asia countries, 

Beijing duck breeding for meat production is non-existent. 

 

Beijing ducks have a better performance for feed efficiency and behavior traits whilst 

Muscovy ducks have a good force-feeding aptitude. Cross-breeding is used to produce hybrid 

ducks combining the merits of both parental lines for fatty liver production, resulting from 

heterosis effect. The progeny of a Muscovy drake crossed with a Beijing duck female are 

called Mule ducks, whereas the products of the reciprocal cross: a Beijing drake and a female 

Muscovy are named Hinny ducks (Figure I-2b). Both hybrids are usually infertile, which can 

be explained by the genetic distance between the parents. The female and male Mule ducks 

are both infertile. The male have normal testicular development and sexual activity, but do not 

produce spermatozoa (Snapir et al. 1998). The females do not have completely developed 

ovaries and any follicles; no ova are produced even though the reproductive organ exists. For 

the male and female Hinny duck, the situation is slightly different: the males don’t produce 

spermatozoa and females do produce ova but cannot usually lay fertile eggs. The infertility of 
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both hybrid ducks could be explained by the failure of the two parental chromosomes to pair 

during meiosis in the hybrid germ line cells, despite very similar karyotypes (Denjean et al. 

1997). This causes chromosomal sterility which differs from genetic sterility where the 

parental alleles lead to disharmonies of the development and sterility (Marie-Etancelin et al. 

2008). 

 

Tai and Rouvier studied the growth rate of the two species and the two hybrids in 1998, 

the results showed that the female Muscovy influenced the female Hinny by slowing down 

the growth whereas there was no impact on male Hinny duck. For the Mule duck, it seemed 

there was no sexual dimorphism. Comparing the same stage of growth, male Mule ducks have 

better performance than that of male Hinny and so does the female Mule ducks (Tai and 

Rouvier 1998). Finally, the mule ducks are selected in the fatty liver industry. 

 

1.4 A scientific model for avian influenza study 

 

Duck is not only an important agronomic species, but also a scientific model for avian 

influenza studies, being a natural host for avian influenza viruses. There are three types of 

influenza viruses: A, B, and C. Only influenza A viruses can infect birds, and wild birds are 

natural hosts for these viruses. Avian influenza is caused by type A viruses of the 

Orthomyxoviridae family. The influenza A viruses infect primarily free-living aquatic birds. 

Waterfowl can be infected by a very high diversity of influenza viruses and infection in wild 

birds is nearly always asymptomatic. The influenza A viruses are classified by their 

hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) surface glycoproteins. All 16 HA and 9 NA 

subtypes have been isolated from aquatic birds, of which mallard ducks are a main reservoir 

(Kim et al. 2009). Type A influenza A can be further classified into two categories: low 
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pathogenic avian influenza (LPAI) and highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI). LPAI can 

infect human and birds but only provoking mild symptoms, whereas HPAI cause severe 

illness and high mortality in poultry. However, LPAI have the potential to evolve into HPAI. 

Among the subtypes isolated, H5 and H7 are of particular concern because they can become 

highly pathogenic, causing systemic illness and death in both avian and mammalian species, 

including human (Swayne and Suarez 2000). 

 

The prevalence of avian influenza is mainly due to ducks migration during spring and 

autumn, influenza viruses having thus the potential of being transmitted along the migration 

route to the domestic duck populations. Thereafter, infected domestic ducks are likely to 

maintain the virus locally, which may then spread to other species (Kim et al. 2009). The 

virus replicates in the cells lining the intestinal tract and is excreted at high titres in the feces 

of the infected ducks that do not show clinical signs of disease and scarcely produce 

detectable serum antibodies. All human influenza pandemics can be traced back to viruses 

that originated in ducks (MacDonald et al. 2007). Most of HPAI viruses are 100% lethal to 

chickens and gallinaceous poultry, they often cause asymptomatic infection in some species 

of domestic and wild ducks, which can still be a serious problem for the duck industry and 

can lead to the slaughtering of all animals the farms in which outbreaks occur (Kida et al. 

1980; Songserm et al. 2006). 

 

The best known HPAI, the H5N1 HPAI virus, which emerged in Asia in 1996, is 

unique among the highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) viruses in that it has continued to 

circulate in avian species for more than a decade and has spread to more than 60 countries in 

Eurasia. Moreover, it is evident that some strains of H5N1 HPAI can also infect human and 

cause lethality. Around 60% of human individuals infected by H5N1 HPAI have died from it 

and furthermore, there is a possibility that H5N1 may mutate into even more highly 
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pathogenic strains, capable of efficient human-to-human transmission. According to the FAO 

Avian Influenza Disease Emergency Situation Update, H5N1 HPAI pathogenicity is 

continuing to rise gradually in endemic areas although the avian influenza disease situation in 

farmed birds is being held in check by vaccination. Eleven outbreaks of H5N1 HPAI were 

reported worldwide in June 2008 in five countries (China, Egypt, Indonesia, Pakistan and 

Vietnam) compared to 65 outbreaks in June 2006 and 55 in June 2007. Each outbreak leads to 

tens of thousands of poultry slaughtered and incinerated and consequently leads to the loss of 

farmers and/or poultry breeding enterprises.  

 

Due to the high lethality and virulence of HPAI A (H5N1), its endemic presence, its 

increasingly large host reservoir, and its significant ongoing mutations, the H5N1 virus is the 

world's largest current pandemic threat and billions of dollars are being spent on the study of 

H5N1. Genetic evidence shows that H5N1 HPAI viruses originated from a H5 LPAI virus 

from a wild mallard or another migratory wild bird in northern Japan (Duan et al. 2007; 

Okazaki et al. 2000). In the first place, H5N1 HPAI killed ducks as well, but maybe due to the 

specificities of the immune response in ducks or to the rapid adaption of viruses, H5N1 HPAI 

became less pathogenic to duck (Hulse-Post et al. 2007; Hulse-Post et al. 2005). The first case 

of human lethality caused by H5N1 HPAI virus was reported in Hong Kong in 1997, which 

was a direct bird to human  transmission (Peiris et al. 2007).  To control the avian influenza 

pandemic, apart for producing vaccines, many efforts also have been made on understanding 

the genetic basis of the duck’s resistance to those viruses. 

 

A recent study made by Magor et al suggests that the influenza virus sensor, retinoic 

acid inducible gene I (RIG-I), is present in ducks and plays an important role in clearing an 

influenza infection (Barber et al. 2010). RIG-I encodes a DExD/H box RNA helicase that 

contains a caspase recruitment domain as an essential regulator for dsRNA-induced signaling 
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which transmits downstream signals and thus results in the activation of transcription factor 

NF-κB and IRF-3. Subsequent gene activation by these factors induces antiviral functions 

such as type I interferon production (IFN) (Yoneyama et al. 2004). RIG-I is pivotal in 

detection and eradication of replicating RNA virus genomes, as showed by the fact that 

dsRNA viruses were more virulent and active in RIG-I-deficient mice than in controls (Kato 

et al. 2006). Duck RIG-I has features in common with mammalian RIG-I; duck RIG-I is 933 

amino acids and in human is 925 (Barber et al. 2010). Domain prediction also shows that 

duck RIG-I has an N-terimal caspase recruitment doman, a helicase domain and a DExD/H 

box helicase domain, consistent with the mammalian structure (Takahasi et al. 2008; 

Yoneyama et al. 2004). A striking finding is that RIG-I is apparently absent in chicken which 

may explain why the chicken has higher mortality than duck after avian influenza infection. 

The presence of RIG-I in ducks demonstrates that an early antiviral response may contribute 

to survival of lethal avian influenza infection. 

 

These may be the tip of iceberg in the signaling pathway induced by avian influenza 

viruses, more efforts are still needed to be made to unravel the immunogenetics of the 

relevant response.  

 

1.5 The rationale for duck genomics 

  

As public concern for animal welfare become more and more critical, duck breeding is 

now facing a constricting regulation. For instance, in Europe, the permanent comity of the 

European convention on breeding animal welfare is asking for evolutions in the duck’s 

housing systems during the force-feeding phase and more specifically a change from 

individual to collective housing by 2016. On very a short term, the industry must therefore 
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adopt new housing systems, to which the duck stocks must be adapted. This necessary 

adaptation may imply a relaxed selection pressure on production traits. The detection of 

genome regions influencing the duck’s behaviors during the breeding and force feeding 

phases could help adapting stocks to new breeding systems. Moreover, the detection of QTL 

controlling production traits could enable to limit the loss of genetic gain in the selected 

breeds. 

 

Due to more and more constricting regulation in the animal breeding industry, genetics 

could be a powerful tool to handle the challenges. But, before the year 2000 hardly any 

molecular genetic markers were known for duck. So as to initiate molecular studies on the 

genetic variability, such as QTL detection in duck, the Laboratoire de Génétique Cellulaire 

and the Station d’Amélioration Génétique des Animaux at INRA Toulouse developed 

respectively specific duck microsatellites and a resource family for QTL detection of the traits 

related to fatty liver production. In China, the state-key laboratory for agro-biotechnology in 

China Agricultural University collaborated with the most famous duck breeding company 

Golden Star Duck Production (Beijing) and established also a resource family to detect QTL 

traits related to growth. More and more efforts are dedicated to duck genomics world-wide, 

and the duck genome has been sequenced by using Illumina GenomeAnalyserⅡ sequencing 

machines at the Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI) by Huang et al (Huang et al, in prep). In 

addition to current efforts in China and France, the sequencing of EST libraries from immune 

tissues is undergoing at the Roslin Institute, UK and the University of Alberta, Canada. The 

production of SNP by sequencing northern and southern European mallard duck samples has 

been published by Kraus et al in Netherland (Kraus et al. 2011). 
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2. Genome mapping and sequencing 

 

A genome map allows navigating around a genome and consists of a set of molecular 

marker landmarks. The different genome mapping techniques have a range of resolutions and 

one or another will be used according to the question to be solved and to the available data 

and resources (Figure I-3). Genome maps are divided into two main categories: the genetic 

maps and the physical maps. Genetic maps are used to order loci along chromosomes on the 

basis of the frequency of meiotic recombination events. The observation of such 

recombination events is made by observing the segregation of alleles at different loci from 

parents to offspring. These alleles can either be phenotypic differences due to polymorphism 

at singular loci (shape of organs, color…) or the visualisation of allelic differences at the 

molecular level, usually on the DNA sequence itself (microsatellite, SNP markers…). The 

highest the frequency of co-segregation of alleles at two tested loci, the closest they are 

considered to be on the chromosome. Two loci segregating independently are either on 

different chromosomes or far from each other on the same chromosome (Figure I-4). The 

distances on a genetic map are thus estimations and the link to physical distances is dependent 

on local recombination rates, which can vary along chromosomes. The physical map is a 

representation of the chromosome providing the physical distance at the DNA level between 

markers on the chromosomes. The main categories of physical maps are the cytogenetic map 

in which the chromosomes are visualized under a microscope, the Bacterial Artificial 

Chromosmes (BAC) contig maps, the radiation hybrid (RH) maps and the ultimate map 

represented by the genome sequence. 

 

 To construct different maps, genetic markers are prerequisite components which tell 

apart cells, individuals, populations or species. There are several types of markers used in the 
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genome mapping; the most common types are restriction fragment length polymorphism 

(RFLP), simple sequence length polymorphism (SSLP) and single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP). 

2.1 Genetic markers 

  

The first genetic maps were constructed at the beginning of the 20th century by using 

phenotypic data (Hutt 1933) and the first genetic map published for livestock species was a 

map for chicken composed of 18 markers in 5 linkage groups by Hutt (Hutt 1936). This so-

called classical map was updated regularly and the least versions was composed mainly of 

phenotypic markers and mutations observed in chicken lines and of blood group loci by 

Bitgood et al (Bitgood and Somes 1993). After these first efforts, more extended genetic maps 

were developed in several livestock species by using molecular markers revealing 

polymorphism directly at the DNA level. 

 

RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length Poluymorphism) are the first type of DNA 

markers to have been largely used for genetic mapping. Restriction fragments are produced 

when a DNA molecule is digested by a restriction endonuclease, a type of enzyme which cuts 

DNA at a defined sequence, for instance GAATTC (Figure I-5). Many different restriction 

endonucleases exist and restriction fragments produced at a defined locus can be detected by 

Southern blot. Any change in the target sequence will affect the enzyme’s cutting activity and 

thus DNA sequence polymorphism can be detected by the change in the size of restriction 

fragments between two alleles. The major drawbacks of RFLP are that it requires a mutation 

to be within a restriction enzyme target sequence, that only two alleles per locus can be 

detected and also that the detection technique, although improved by the use of PCR-RFLP, is 

difficult to use on a large scale with many different markers. 
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 SSLP (Simple Sequence Length Polymorphism) are arrays of tandem repeat sequences 

displaying length variations, the different alleles containing different numbers of a repeat unit. 

SSLP can be multiallelic since each SSLP can have a number of different length variants. 

There are two types of SSLP: minisatellites also known as Variable Number of Tandem 

Repeats (VNTR) in which the repeat unit is a few tens of nucleotides in length and 

microsatellites, which were the most widely used markers for the construction of genetic 

maps in the past two decades, containing repeat units of a few bases in length. The reasons 

why microsatellites are more popular than minisatellites are that microsatellite are more 

abundant and evenly spread out along the chromosomes while minisatellites are more prone to 

be found near the ends of the chromosomes and that microsatellites can be easily genotyped 

by PCR (Figure I-6). 

  

 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) are now the most commonly used genetic 

markers. As suggested by the name, an SNP marker is a single base change in the DNA 

sequence, with a usual alterative out of two possible nucleotides at a given position. Several 

million of these single nucleotide substitutions are known for mammalian species such as 

human or mouse. On average, when comparing two chromosomes picked at random in a 

population, one SNP every kb can be found in human and one every 200 pb in chicken (Wong 

et al. 2004). For such a base position with two alternatives in genomic DNA to be considered 

as an SNP (versus a mutation), it is considered that the least frequent allele should have a 

frequency of 1% or greater (Vignal et al. 2002). In the genome, the density of SNP is higher 

than that of microsatellites and genotyping techniques allowing the simultaneous analysis of 

several hundred alleles have been developed. Thus, by using SNP as genetic markers, high 

density genetic maps can be built facilitating genetic approaches. 

  



Figure I-7a: Fluorescent in situ Hybridization (FISH). Chromosomes are arrested at metaphase. The green signal

showed above are probes hybridized to chromosomes. Yellow arrows indicated the signal

Figure I-7b: an example for interspecific painting between chicken and turkey. (Cited from D. Griffin et
al., Whole genome comparative studies between chicken and turkey and their implications for avian
genome evolutionBMC Genomics 2008 )
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2.2 Cytogenetic, BAC contig and genetic maps 

 

Cytogenetic techniques allow the visualisation of chromosomes condensed at the 

metaphase stage under a microscope. The routine analyses involved in cytogenetic mapping 

are mainly banding techniques, with alternate bands obtained by staining techniques, and 

fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH), allowing the positioning of DNA fragments on 

chromosomes. A FISH example was shown in Figure I-7a. Banding technique provides an 

over view of chromosome size and band patterns allow to distinguish chromosomes of similar 

size and gives an idea of the structure of the chromatin, e.g. in G-banding, the deeply stained 

fragments are heterochromatin which are more compact while the less stained are 

euchromatin. FISH allows the mapping of DNA fragments of a minimum size of 10-20 kb. Its 

resolution is low when compared to other mapping techniques, but it is the only one allowing 

the assignment of loci to chromosomes. Thus other map types can be linked to chromosomes 

via FISH (Figure I-3). Inter-specific mapping, allowing the rapid discovery of evolutionary 

breakpoints, mainly translocations and inversions, can be done by standard FISH or by 

chromosome painting, in which a probe for an entire chromosome in one species is hybridized 

to a metaphase of another species (Figure I-7b). 

 

Genetic maps are based on the calculation of recombination frequencies between 

markers by linkage analysis. During meiosis, homologous chromosomes pair and the sister 

chromatids are exchanged at points of crossing-over as demonstrated in Figure I-4. The 

recombined chromosomes subsequently segregate into the gametes. The recombination rate 

between two markers will increase with distance and the distances thus measured in genetic 

map are expressed in centimorgans (cM). One Morgan is the distance between two markers at 

which one recombination event will be observed statistically in each meiosis. Recombination 

rates vary along chromosomes and high recombination rates within short physical intervals 
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can be detected and are named recombination hotspots. Therefore, genetic maps reflect the 

situation of the recombination rate during meiosis which sometimes is not always directely 

correlated to physical distances. Genetic maps are especially useful, as they allow determining 

the position of a gene even though nothing is known about it except for its phenotypic effect 

(Dear 2001). Therefore, genetic maps are invaluable for the localization of genes responsible 

for specific traits, such as genetic diseases or traits of agronomic importance. However, the 

construction of genetic maps require one or several genetic mapping populations including at 

least three generations in which the segregation of genetic marker can be observed and it also 

requires polymorphic markers: RFLP; microsatellites or SNP, allowing the distinction of the 

parental origin of alleles at the loci studied. 

 

The BAC contig maps are physical maps in which more than 100-500 thousand BAC 

clones (Figure I-8a), containing each over 100 kb of DNA are ordered along the genome. 

BAC clones are subjected to restriction digestion, to produce fingerprints after separation by 

gel electrophoresis and the overlapping clones share a subset of fragments, by which the order 

can be inferred (Figure I-8b). BAC fingerprint mapping has been successfully applied for the 

human genome by Gregory et al (Gregory et al. 1996) and for the chicken genome by Wallis 

et al (Wallis et al. 2004). 

 

2.3 Genome maps using somatic cell radiation hybrids: a history 

2.3.1 Radiation hybrid map  

 

Whole genome radiation hybrid mapping became a mainstream mapping technique for 

high resolution gene mapping in mammals in the beginning of the 90’s (Cox et al. 1990; 

Gyapay et al. 1996). RH mapping is used to complement linkage and other physical maps by 
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providing higher resolution ordering than usual genetic and cytogenetic maps and thus is an 

aid for the assembly of whole genome sequence contigs and scaffolds (Hitte et al. 2005). RH 

mapping also holds great utility for generating comparative maps in species for which the 

development of crosses for genetic mapping is logistically problematic (Page and Murphy 

2008). 

 

2.3.2 History 

 

RH mapping can be traced back to the 1970s, when the concept of “radiation hybrid 

(RH)” cells was first proposed by Goss and Harris (Goss and Harris 1975), as an extension of 

the somatic hybrid cell mapping technique. Somatic hybrid cells were made by the fusion of 

two parental cells by treatment with inactivated Sendai Viruses, with lysolecithin or with 

polyethylene glycol, agents provoking the fusion of cell membranes. The fusion between two 

parental cells of different species of origin gives rise to binucleate heteokaryons, which 

generate mononucleated or hybrid daughter cells after the following mitosis. In the 1970s, 

most somatic hybrids were produced between human and mouse or human and hamster cells. 

In these hybrids, the unilateral loss or segregation of human chromosomes was observed so 

that they could be used to map genes (Ruddle 1973). The use of mutant recipient cell lines, 

deficient in enzymes involved in the metabolism of nucleotides, such as hypoxanthine-

guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) or thymidine kinase (TK) allowed the selection of 

hybrids by cultivating the fusion partners in a selection medium containing hypoxanthine, 

aminopterin and thymidine (HAT). HPRT deficient cells cannot incorporate hypoxanthine 

whereas TK deficient cell cannot metabolize thymidine. If de novo synthesis of purines and 

pyrimidines is blocked by the antimetabolite aminopterin, cells become dependent for 

survival on exogenous hypoxanthine and thymidine. HPRT or TK deficient recipient cell are 
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thus conditional lethal, hence, the fusion of HPRT or TK-deficient recipient cell with normal 

cells expressing functional HPRT or TK yields hybrids whose enzyme deficiency is 

complemented and thus that can survive in the HAT medium. The donor cells which do not 

fuse are eliminated due to low growth rate. In the somatic hybrid cell system, no breakage or a 

very low breakage of donor cell chromosomes is observed and the technique was mainly used 

for assigning genes to chromosomes and eventually to large chromosome regions.  

 

To allow for fine mapping of genes, a new method called irradiation and fusion gene 

transfer (IFGT), was proposed by Goss and Harris. The main difference when compared to 

the somatic hybrid cell approach is that donor cells are subjected to a large dose of ionizing 

radiation which breaks their chromosomes and is was lethal for the cells. Irradiated donor 

cells are then fused with HPRT or TK deficient recipient cell and hybrids selected on HAT 

medium. As the PCR technique was not yet available in 1975, Goss and Harris used as 

markers 4 X-linked enzymes including the selective marker HPRT and were able to establish 

the order of these four markers on the long arm of HSAX and to demonstrate retention of non-

selected chromosome fragments. They also derived mathematical approaches for constructing 

maps based on the co-retention frequencies of markers. 

 

However, due to the lack of markers to map and of high throughput genotyping 

techniques, the IFGT method was not widely used in the following years. A renewed interest 

in IFGT was prompted by Cox and coworkers (Cox et al. 1990), who modified the original 

approach by using a rodent-human somatic cell hybrid as donor cell instead of a diploid 

human cell. In his approach, the donor cell was monochromosomal rodent-human somatic cell 

hybrid containing HSA19 and a map containing 14 DNA probes spanning 20Mb was obtained 

and confirmed by pulse-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). The work done by Cox and co-

workers demonstrated the effectiveness of RH mapping for constructing high-resolution, 



Hybrid cell
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independent 
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Figure I-9: principle of RH panel construction HPRT- deficient recipient cells are fused with donor cells, whose

chromosomes are broken by irradiation. After fusion, all the cells are cultured in HAT selective medium and

chromosome fragments of the donor cells are randomly lost. Only hybrid cells which bear the HPRT gene from donor

cells can grow and propagate in HAT medium, loosing donor cell chromosome fragments at random. A panel

comprising of 90 to 100 hybrids is used for RH mapping.
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contiguous maps of a mammalian genome. An important feature of this study was the 

retention of human chromosome fragments without selection, allowing an equal sampling of 

all regions of the chromosome studied. The advantage of the protocol was that all the human 

fragments retained in the radiation hybrids were derived from a known human chromosome, 

thus simplifying the mapping process and map building. However, the major drawback was 

that approximately 100 hybrids were required for building a map for each chromosome, and 

thus for human whole genome would require thousands of hybrids, making the process very 

expensive and laborious. 

 

In this context, Walter and his colleague proposed a new method which is widely used 

nowadays for RH mapping (Walter et al. 1994). They reverted to Goss and Harris’ original 

protocol and used a diploid human genome fibroblast as donor cell. Forty-four hybrids were 

obtained and used to make a map of HSA14 containing 40 ordered markers, from which they 

suggested that the construction of a high-resolution map of the whole human genome was 

feasible with a single panel using 100 – 200 hybrids (Walter et al. 1994). The principle for 

developing a RH panel is described in Figure I-9.  

 

2.4 Radiation Hybrid (RH) mapping 

 

2.4.1 Principle 

 

The principle of RH mapping uses the fact that after irradiation of the donor cells, the 

chromosomes are broken and randomly lost during cell culture (Figure I-10). After cell 

culture, on average 20 % of the donor cell chromosome fragments are retained in the hybrids 

and the probability for the simultaneous rescue of two markers will increase proportionally 



clones

Figure I-10: principle of RH mapping. The example is given for one chromosome. Only fragments of the

chromosome are present in each of the 90 clones representing the RH mapping panel. Each clone has randomly

retained different fragments. Markers M2 and M3 are close together and tend therefore to be retained in the

same chromosome fragments with only occasional breakage. Contrariwise, M1 appears independent, never being

present at the same time as M2 and M3 and is either on a different chromosome or on the same chromosome

than M2 and M3, but at a long distance. However, the fact that all three markers belong to the same chromosome

can be deduced from the mapping of additional markers, allowing the constitution of a linkage group (right).
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with their proximity on the chromosome, as the chances of having a radiation-induced break 

between them will decrease. If two markers tend to be retained together in many hybrid cell 

clones, the number of breaks is low and thus the distance will be short.  

RH mapping is performed by genotyping markers on the hybrids, usually by PCR, to 

test for the presence or absence of the corresponding chromosome fragments (Figure I-10). 

The key observation behind RH mapping is that if two markers are close to each other on a 

chromosome, then the probability of a break occurring between them during the irradiation is 

smaller than if they are far apart. If no break occurs between two markers located on the same 

chromosome, they will be on the same fragment and the markers will either be both present 

(retained) or both absent (non-retained) in the hybrid cell lines. For a pair of markers, the 

closer they are located on the same chromosome, the higher the co-retention. A break between 

markers is observed when one is positive (presence of the chromosome fragment) and the 

other negative (absence) in a hybrid cell clone. An RH map is built by genotyping a series of 

markers and then calculating the relative likelihood of the proposed order of loci and/or the 

distances between them.  

2.4.2 Published RH panels and maps 

 

Two decades have passed since Walter et al reported the method to construct whole 

genome radiation hybrids. RH panels and maps are now available for many mammals 

including human (Gyapay et al. 1996; Olivier et al. 2001; Stewart et al. 1997), macaque 

(Murphy et al. 2001), mouse (Avner et al. 2001; McCarthy et al. 1997; Schmitt et al. 1996; 

Van Etten et al. 1999), rat (McCarthy et al. 2000; Watanabe et al. 1999), bovine (Itoh et al. 

2005; Marques et al. 2007; Prasad et al. 2007; Rexroad et al. 2000; Williams et al. 2002; 

Womack et al. 1997), swine(Hamasima et al. 2003; Yerle et al. 1998), dog (Vignaux et al. 

1999), cat (Murphy et al. 1999), horse (Chowdhary et al. 2002; Kiguwa et al. 2000),sheep 
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(Laurent et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2007), river buffalo (Ianella et al. 2008), but also in non-

mammalian species like chicken (Douaud et al. 2008; Jennen et al. 2004; Leroux et al. 2005; 

Morisson et al. 2007; Morisson et al. 2004; Morisson et al. 2002; Morisson et al. 2005; Pitel 

et al. 2004; Rabie et al. 2004), zebrafish (Geisler et al. 1999; Hukriede et al. 2001; Hukriede 

et al. 1999; Kwok et al. 1999), medaka fish(Su et al. 2007), sea bass(Guyon et al.) and 

gilthead sea bream(Sarropoulou et al. 2007; Senger et al. 2006). 

 

Several RH panels can be available for the same species such as for human, bovine 

and swine; some differences exist among these panels, such as the dose of irradiation used to 

break the donor cell chromosomes.  The irradiation step has two functions: first, a lethal dose 

is necessary to kill the donor cell and to ensure that any survival cell is true hybrid and a 1500 

rad dose is largely sufficient to kill most cell types; second,  the irradiation causes double 

strand breaks in DNA and shatter the chromosomes in the cell: the larger the irradiation dose, 

the higher the number of breakages in the chromosomes (Walter and Goodfellow 1993). 

Siden et al using human chromosome Xq27-28 region as a model, found that 40% of the 

hybrids generated at 5,000 rads or less were found to have retained fragments in the range of 

3-30 Mb, 10% retained whole chromosome arms, and the remaining 50% retained fragments 

of less than 2-3 Mb (Siden et al. 1992). The proportion of fragments of 3 Mb or larger 

decreased rapidly at higher irradiation doses and was very low (less than 6%) in hybrids 

generated at 25,000rads (Siden et al. 1992).  

 

So, according to the purpose for which the panel is designed, different irradiation 

doses can be adopted. Radiation hybrids for whole chromosome mapping are generated with 

low doses (< 10,000rad), whereas for local high resolution mapping, such as for positional 

cloning experiments, higher doses (> 10,000 rad) will be used.  
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2.4.3 Radiation hybrids are unstable 

 

Radiation hybrid cell lines are unstable: donor cell chromosomal fragments tend to be 

eliminated during the cell divisions. Karere and his colleagues assessed the donor cell 

chromosomal fragment loss on the genomic level by IRS (interspersed repeat sequence)-based 

quantitative PCR in macaque-hamster hybrids. The qPCR data displayed a significant loss of 

the donor cell fragment after ten passages (Karere et al. 2010). A mechanism proposed for the 

loss of donor cell chromosome fragments is that they cannot attach efficiently to the hybrid 

spindle apparatus. This model is supported by the centromere effect observed by Benham et al 

(Benham et al. 1989) and Goodfellow et al (Goodfellow et al. 1990), in which markers close 

to the centromeres of the donor cell chromosomes are often retained at higher than average 

frequencies. Centromeres are needed for proper chromosome segregation during meiosis. 

Nabhloz et al have suggested that chromosomes are lost by a slow and progressive loss in 

some instances over cell culture passages (Nabholz et al. 1969). 

 

Since radiation hybrids are unstable, results obtained from the same clone can only be 

combined if DNA originating from the same cell culture passage is used. This requires that 

sufficient quantities of DNA should be obtained from one cell culture batch for mapping all 

markers and for sharing the RH panel resource between collaborating laboratories. In order to 

obtain sufficient DNA quantities, two strategies are widely used: large scale culture of the 

hybrid cells or another is whole genome amplification (WGA). 

2.4.4 Whole genome amplification as an alternative approach to avoid large 

scale culture 

 

During the first decade of RH mapping, large scale culture was the only method used 

to obtain the amount of DNA required for large-scale mapping. However, this was a time-
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consuming and laborious process and a genome wide half-life of the donor DNA of 8.7 

passages was reported in cell culture (Karere et al. 2010), meaning that the retention of donor 

markers decreased rapidly during cell culture. However, in the absence of any alternative 

method, most published panels, made in the late 1990s or the beginning of 2000s, have gone 

through large scale culture. Whole genome amplification (WGA) methods at the time were 

based on PCR, like for instance primer extension pre-amplification (PEP) (Telenius et al. 

1992), or degenerate oligonucleotide primed PCR (DOP) (Zhang et al. 1992). Amplification 

products obtained by these PCR-based methods have a limited length, with a typical 

amplification fragment length of < 3 kb and an error rate of 3 × 10−5 .These methods also 

suffer from incomplete coverage and uneven amplification of genomic loci. Up to 10-2 ~ 10-4 

and 10-3 ~ 10-6   fold amplification biases have been described using PEP and DOP-PCR 

methods, respectively (Silander and Saarela 2008). Therefore, these methods, although widely 

used for chromosome painting by FISH, were not adapted for producing DNA for RH 

mapping.  

More recently, a new method of WGA was reported by Dean et al, using isothermal 

amplification by DNA polymerase phi29 called multiple displacement amplification (MDA) 

(Dean et al. 2002). The main difference between MDA and PEP or DOP is that the enzyme 

derived from the Bacillus subtilis bacteriophage phi29 allows the isothermal amplification at 

30oC and has strong strand displacement ability. Thus, the polymerase can produce DNA 

fragments as long as 70,000 nt on average and has DNA polymerase’s associated 3’–

5’exonuclease proofreading activity. Exponential amplification results through a 

hyperbranched DNA intermediate structure. Only 0.2% of genome loss has been reported by 

Lasken et al. (Lasken 2009). This method has been tested intensively for trait association 

studies (Pask et al. 2004), genetic disease research and for the sequence analysis of DNA 

(Berthier-Schaad et al. 2007) on homogenous DNA, and then Kerere et al have tested it on 

radiation hybrids (Karere et al. 2010). A number of experiments showed that MDA-amplified 



Figure I-11: principle of Sanger sequencing. Dideoxy nucleotides (ddNTP), each labeled with one of four fluorescent

dyes are mixed with dNTP in the sequencing reaction. A random incorporation of a ddNTP stops the elongation of the

DNA copy. The fragments obtained are separated by size by capillary electrophoresis the size and color of the

fragments passing in front of a detector allows sequence determination.
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genomic DNA is suitable for several common genetic analysis methods, including single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) genotyping, FISH chromosome painting, Southern blotting, 

restriction length polymorphism analysis, subcloning, and DNA sequencing (Lovmar and 

Syvanen 2006). Furthermore, a WGA European sea bass whole genome RH map has been 

published which indicates the feasibility of mapping whole genome amplified hybrids (Guyon 

et al. 2011). 

 

2.5 Genome sequencing 

 

2.5.1 The Sanger sequencing method 

 

More than fifteen years elapsed between the discovery of the DNA double helix and 

the first experimental determination of a DNA sequence: the 24 bases of the cohesive ends of 

bacteriophage lambda (Wu and Taylor 1971). By the mid 1970s, sequencing methods were 

improved and two main ones were used. One was proposed by Maxam and Gilbert (Maxam 

and Gilbert 1977) and worked by chemical modification of DNA, followed by the cleavage at 

specific bases. However, this method used toxic chemicals and high amounts of radioactivity 

and was out of use after only a few years. The second was published by Sanger et al (Sanger 

and Coulson 1975) and has been prevalent for more than 30 years, with constant 

improvements. It was notably used for the first sequencing of an entire genome: the 5386 bp 

genome of the Phi X 174 bacteriophage (Sanger et al. 1977) and much later for the 

sequencing of the much larger human genome (Lander et al. 2001; Venter et al. 2001). The 

key to Sanger sequencing is the use of a polyacrylamide gel to separate by size the products of 

primed synthesis by DNA polymerase, with specific stops at the 4 possible bases A, C, G and 

T (Figure I-11).  Although it required more steps than the Maxam and Gilbert technique, such 



Figure I-12a: Hierarchical shotgun sequencing. Also called “clone-by-clone sequencing”. This strategy follows a

‘map first, sequence second’ progression (E. Green, 2001). First a physical BAC contig map as built, from which

individual mapped clones are selected for directed sequencing.
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as the cloning of the fragments to be sequenced in vectors such as plasmids and therefore the 

culture of bacterial clones, it soon became the technique of choice (Hutchison 2007).  

 

The main improvements of the Sanger sequencing method include improved chemistry 

allowing for longer reads, the replacement of the cloning step by PCR, and more importantly, 

the use of sequencing machines, performing the electrophoresis step in slab gels or more 

recently in capillaries, followed by the automatic reading of the fluorescently labeled DNA 

fragments.  

 

Until 2005, Sanger sequencing (sometimes also referred to as capillary sequencing in 

reference to the latest generation of sequencing machines) was still the dominant technology 

used, with read lengths around 1,000bp and a per-base raw accuracy as high as 99.999% 

(Shendure and Ji 2008).  

2.5.2 Strategies for whole genome sequencing of large genomes 

 

 There are two main strategies for whole genome sequencing and assembly (Green 

2001): (1) The hierarchical shotgun sequencing approach also referred as “clone by clone” or 

“map-based” (Figure I-12a), follows a ‘map first, sequence second’ progression. The target 

DNA is firstly analyzed by a clone-based physical mapping methods, generally BAC contig 

mapping and after individual mapped clones spanning the region of interest are selected and 

sequenced. In this strategy, the process can be divided into a series of discrete and sequential 

steps: (i) map construction in which pieces of genomic DNA are cloned using a suitable host-

vector system like BAC; (ii) clone selection in which selected clones representing a minimal 

tiling path across genome are chosen; (iii) subclone library construction, because a BAC clone 

insert are too large to be sequenced at once, the BAC clones are subcloned into vectors 



Region with significant high sequencing depth  (repeats) are excluded for initial contig construction

Initial contig assembly is mainly based on overlapping using reads for short insert  (pair-end) library 

Long inserts (mate-pair) reads are used to bring contigs into scaffolds

re
ad

s

Figure I-12b: whole genome shotgun sequencing. Genomic DNA from one individual is sequenced directly. The

assembly follows a stepwise strategy. First, initial contigs are assembled using short inserts reads; repeats are avoided

by not extending into region with unusually high sequencing depth. Then, paired sequences: cosmid, fosmid or BAC

ends in the case of Sanger sequencing or mate-pair reads in the case of NGS are used for building scaffolds. Finally all

remaining reads are mapped back to the assembled scaffolds to fill the gaps. ( Cited from A.Vignal Etat actuel du
séquençage et de la connaissance du génome des espèces animales, INRA Prod. Anim. 2011, 24(4) 387-
404)

Map all sequencing reads to fill gaps, constructing final contigs and scaffolds
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containing smaller inserts such as plasmid or M13-based vectors, generating one library per 

BAC clone; (iv) randon shotgun sequencing and assembly of each BAC clone library. In this 

strategy, sequencing coverage at 3~5 fold is usually used for a wide range of analyses. Human 

(Lander et al. 2001) genome sequencing projects adopted hierarchy shotgun sequencing.  (2) 

The whole genome shotgun sequencing approach which had been first applied mainly for the 

sequencing of repeat-poor and small genome such as viruses, bacteria and flies but also to 

larger genomes, with a higher repeat content, such as human (Venter et al. 2001). In this 

approach, the targeted DNA is fragmented into pieces of defined size and/or subsequently 

cloned into a suitable host-vector system. Sequencing reads are generated from both insert 

ends of a huge number of subclones so as to produce highly redundant sequence coverage 

across genome. The application of whole genome shotgun sequencing to eukaryotic genomes 

is more difficult than for bacteria or viruses, owing to their larger size and higher repeat 

content. Using pair-end reads and different insert sizes can help close gaps owing to repeat 

(Figure I-12b). And indeed, for repeat-rich genomes, different insert size libraries are crucial.  

 

The two strategies mentioned above are not mutually exclusive but are often used in 

complement of one another. In a hybrid shotgun-sequencing strategy, sequencing reads are 

generated in both whole genome shotgun sequencing and hierarchical shotgun sequencing, 

capturing the advantages of both strategies. The whole genome shotgun provides a rapid 

insight into a genome and the hierarchy shotgun component simplifies the process of 

sequence assembly and minimizes the likelihood of serious misassemblies. This strategy can 

be used without a prior BAC contig map of the genome. 

 

The chicken (Consortium 2004) genome sequencing project was an example adopting 

a hybrid strategy. The assembly was generated from a 6.6X coverage in whole genome 

shotgun reads, of a combination of plasmid, fosmid and BAC-end reads. Sequencing reads 
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were used to build first contigs which are sequences assembled without gaps and then 

supercontigs or scaffolds which are ordered and oriented contigs including estimates of gap 

sizes (principle in FigureI-12b). The draft assembly produced a N50 contig size of 36kb and a 

N50 supercontig or scaffold size larger than 7Mb, in which N50 statistic is defined as the 

largest length L such that 50% of all nucleotides are contained in contigs or scaffolds of size 

at least L. A BAC-based physical map was developed in parallel with the sequence assembly. 

Along with genetic map, combining BAC-based physical map and BAC-end reads helped 

grouping and orienting scaffolds, as well as assigning them to chromosomes. This larger-scale 

ordering and orienting of scaffolds by genetic and FISH maps, with assignment to 

chromosomes, creates the so called ‘ultracontigs’ or ‘ultrascaffolds’.  

 

However, no matter which strategy is adopted, the high cost of Sanger sequencing is a 

major problem for whole genome sequencing of species with large genomes such as most of 

higher eukaryotes. The Human genome project cost 3 billion dollars for the initial human 

genome sequencing  (Lander et al. 2001) and the chicken genome, also sequenced by the 

Sanger method in 2004 cost almost 8 million dollars. The major cost in Sanger sequencing is 

not only due to sequencing reaction itself, but also to the library preparation, involving the 

growing of each sequence template in individual bacteria colonies, which is a time and labor-

consuming step. 

 

2.5.3 Next Generation Sequencing or parallel sequencing 

 

In high throughput production pipelines, capillary sequencing machines such as the 

Applied Biosystem 3730, can read 96 sequencing reactions in a 2 hour run, producing 96 kb 

of sequence. Hence, whole genome sequencing project for large genomes require hundreds of 
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sequencing instruments and a large effort in library preparation. There are already several 

thousand prokaryote and eukaryote genomes sequenced including most model organisms and 

many agronomic species.  

 

In many cases, to link phenotypes with genotypes, the current sequencing data 

available is not sufficient. Especially genome-wide association studies (GWAS), detection of 

genetic sweeps and epigenetics become more and more popular; species which have a 

reference sequence are resequenced for the detection of polymorphism and association with 

traits. Sequencing multiple species offers great help to comparative genomics which will 

provide insight into evolution and help detecting important sequences on the basis of 

conservation. Sequencing is a core technology in the development of genomics and genetics, 

and the high demand for low-cost sequencing drives the development of high throughput 

sequencing which parallelizes the sequencing process. 

 

After four decades of gradual improvement, nowadays, the so-called Next Generation 

Sequencing (NGS) technologies replace Sanger sequencing for projects needing large 

amounts of data. Several milestones should be noted during NGS evolution: (1) Ronaghi et al 

(Ronaghi et al. 1996) announced the method of pyrosequencing in 1996, which is used by 454 

sequencing; (2) Lynx Therapeutics, merged with Solexa Ltd. which is now merged with 

Illumina have published and marketed the method of ‘Massively Parallel Signature 

Sequencing’ (MPSS) in 2000 (Brenner et al. 2000); (3) 454 Life Science commercialized a 

parallel version of pyrosequencing in 2004; (4) Shendure et al developed a method named 

Polony sequencing (polymerase colony) in 2005 and ultimately incorporated it into the 

Applied Biosystem SOLiD platform (Shendure et al. 2005); (5) Bentley et al announced and 

published the sequencing of a flow-sorted human X chromosome by the Illumina Solexa 
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sequencing technology, proving the feasibility of using ultra short read for assembly and 

structure variant detection (Bentley et al. 2008). 

 

The main innovation of NGS, as compared to Sanger sequencing, is the parallelisation 

of the process, allowing between a few thousands and up to millions of sequencing reactions 

to be processed simultaneously. The main aspects are (1) complete libraries are used directly 

for sequencing and DNA fragments are amplified in parallel, thus tremendously reducing the 

cost and complexity when compared to Sanger sequencing in which individual E.coli clones 

were picked and grown; (2) templates from the libraries are processed in parallel on an 

immobilized surfaces where they are enzymatically manipulated by a single reagent volume; 

(3) sequencing is done in cycles in which only one base of each template is interrogated, the 

number of cycles determining the read length. The three main NGS technologies available on 

the market use different approaches for library construction, template immobilisation and 

sequencing reaction, but the basic principles remain the same. NGS also have some 

drawbacks compared with Sanger sequencing: (1) sequence reads produced by NGS (100 bp 

for Illumina, 500 bp for 454) are shorter than Sanger sequencing reads (1,000 bp) and have a 

higher error rate, making the sequence assembly more problematic; (2) the pairing of reads in 

Sanger sequencing is limited by the size of the DNA fragments that can be inserted in cloning 

vectors, ranging from 1-2 kb or less up to 100-200 kb (plasmids, fosmids, BAC), whereas 

pairing of reads is limited to 10 kb with NGS, limiting the average assembled scaffolds length 

and leading to more difficulty in segmental duplication and copy number variation detection; 

(3) as a consequence, higher sequencing depth is required for assembly. Nevertheless, the 

sequencing and de novo assembly of a Chinese individual (Li et al. 2010b) proved the 

feasibility of sequencing and assembling whole genomes by NGS despite short sequencing 

reads. Many species were sequenced and/or resequenced by NGS since then, such as the giant 

panda (Li et al.), the silk worm (Xia et al. 2009), the cucumber (Huang et al. 2009), the 



Figure I-13: Roche 454 sequencing workflow. a: library prepartion, DNA is randomly sheared and adaptors

ligated to the ends. b: DNA template is amplified by emulsion PCR. DNA and beads are diluted and mixed with a

ratio such as a maximum of one DNA molecule is attached to a bead. An emulsion is created so that individual

beads are trapped into microreaction chambers. PCR allows then the clonal amplification of DNA molecules

attached to beads. c: Beads bearing amplified DNA are loaded on the PTP plate into microwells in which the

sequencing reaction takes place. One of four dNTPs is added sequencially in the reaction. Each incorporation

event results in releasing a pyrophosphate which is thereby converted into an ATP with the presence of APS and

sulfurylase. The ATP provides energy to luciferin which thereafter generates visible light under the catalysis of

luciferase. Thus when one of the four possible nucleotides is added in the reaction, light is emitted only from the

microwells in which it is incorporated. A picture of the PTP plate is taken at each cycle, capturing the information

in parallel from all reactions simultaneously. (http://www.454.com)
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chicken (Rubin et al. 2010; Ye et al. 2011) and the duck (Huang et al., in prep). An analysis 

performed by Warren et al (Ye et al. 2011) showed that NGS can somehow get more 

sequences from chicken than Sanger sequencing does. To date, three NGS technologies which 

are Roche 454, Illumina Solexa and ABI SOLiD dominate the sequencing market. 

a. Roche 454 

 

This next-generation sequencer was first to achieve commercial introduction in 2004 

and uses an alternative sequencing technology known as pyrosequencing (Ansorge 2009; 

Mardis 2008). The first instrument named 454 GenomeSequencer (GS) FLX was introduced 

in 2005. The workflow is summarized in Figure I-13 and contains mainly three steps: (1) 

DNA library preparation; (2) Emulsion PCR to amplify DNA template and (3) sequencing. 

 

DNA/RNA is fragmented by nebulization and is subsequently ligated with adapters allowing 

the binding to oligonucleotides on the surface of beads. Ligated libraries and beads are mixed 

in proportions such as only one DNA fragment per bead is fixed. An emulsion is then created 

with oil in which each single bead is incorporated into one droplet, which behaves as a micro 

reactor. Emulsion PCR is then carried out to amplify the DNA templates and each bead 

carries now copies of the single DNA molecule that was bound, allowing for sufficient light 

signal intensity for reliable detection in the sequencing process and also for preventing 

template cross contamination. When PCR cycles are complete, beads are treated with 

denaturants to remove the untethered strands and then subjected to a hybridization-based 

enrichment for amplicon-bearing beads. A sequencing primer is hybridized to the universal 

adapter (Ansorge 2009). Then each bead with its amplified fragment, Bacillus 

stearohermophilus (Bst) polymerase and single-stranded binding protein placed in the 

PicoTiterPlate (PTP) plate which contains millions of etched picoliter wells, created from 
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glass fiber bundles. During the sequencing process, one of the four possible dNTP is 

introduced in each cycle. A pyrophosphate is released if there is one nucleotide incorporated, 

and then released pyrophosphate incorporates with an Adenosine 5’-phosphosulfate (APS) 

into an Adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Via ATP sulfurylase and luciferase, incorporation 

events immediately drive the generation of a burst of light which is detected by CCD which is 

bonded to the other side of PTP plate.  

 

There is a major drawback in 454 sequencing concerning homopolymers like AAAAA 

or CCCC, due to the reason that the length of homopolymer is determined by the signal 

intensity.  Therefore the dominant error type from 454 platform is insertion-deletion related to 

homopolymers. But compared with other platforms, the key advantage is read length. For the 

moment, the GS FLX Titanium XL+ system can read up to 1000bp. 

b. Illumina Solexa 

 

The Illumina Solexa sequencing platform was commercialized in 2006. This platform has its 

origins in work by Turcatti and coworkers (Fedurco et al. 2006; Turcatti et al. 2008).  They 

solved the most two tough obstacles for Solexa platform. One breakthrough is that they used 

Benzene-1,3,5-triacetic acid (BTA) to attach 5’-aminated DNA primers and templates on an 

aminosilanized glass surface for subsequent generation of DNA colonies by in situ solid-

phase amplification. By this innovation, the primers on the surface of the glass flow cell are 

more stable and heat-resistant.  The other breakthrough is that they used a 3’-OH unprotected 

cleavable fluorescent 2’-deoxynucleotides to block the next incorporation events in DNA 

synthesis.  

  



Illumina

Sequencing Cluster generation

Library preparation

Figure I-14: overview of Illumina sequencing workflow. Top: library preparation involves DNA fragmentation and

adaptor ligation to construct pair-end libraries. The construction of mate-pair libraries is more complex, involving

several ligation and purification steps. Sequence pairs further apart can be obtained, but with a small rate of false-

pairing. Pair-end libraries are more reliable than mate-pair libraries. Single molecule templates are immobilized

onto the surface of a flow cell and cluster generation is done by bridge PCR, in order to amplify the signal

intensity. Sequencing by synthesis reads one base at a time by using 3’-blocked reversible terminator. The 4 bases

are labeled with different fluorochromes. A picture of the flowcell is taken at each cycle, indicating which base is

incorporated at each position on the flowcell. (http://www.illumina.com)
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The principle of Solexa sequencing is sequencing by synthesis with novel reversible 

terminator nucleotide for the four bases, each labeled by a different fluorescent dye. In the 

Solexa sequencing workflow (Figure I-14), there are three steps: (1) library preparation which 

is similar to 454 platform; (2) cluster generation which uses bridge PCR to amplify locally the 

single DNA strands attached to the glass plate (flow cell) and (3) sequencing by synthesis. 

 

In the library preparation process, there are two categories of libraries: paired-end 

libraries and mate-pair libraries. In practice, paired-end libraries refer the short insert size 

library (150 ~ 800bp), whereas mate-pair libraries concern longer insert sizes (2kb ~20kb); 

both ends of DNA in both library types can be sequenced. Briefly, for short-insert library 

generation, genomic DNA is fragmented by nebulization with compressed nitrogen gas. Then 

the DNA fragments are polished at the both ends and an “A” base is added to the ends. The 

DNA adaptors with a single “T” base overhang at 3’-end are ligated to the above products. 

Then the ligation products are purified on an agarose gel, the required size band are excised 

and purified for sequencing. For the mate-pair libraries, genomic DNA is fragmented by 

nebulization, the DNA fragments are polished by biotin labeled dNTPs and the required sizes 

are selected on agarose gel. The purified DNA fragments are circularized by self-ligation, so 

the two ends of the DNA fragment are merged together; any remaining linear DNA fragments 

are digested by a DNA Exonulease. The circularized DNA are fragmented again by 

nebulization, followed by enrichment of the “merged end” with magnetic beads and 

biotin/streptavidin, then the ends are polished and “A” base and adaptors added for 

sequencing. 

Cluster generation is performed to enrich the templates. DNA molecules from the 

library are denatured and attached to the surface of a flow cell (which contains 8 lanes) where 

there are dense lawns of primers whose sequences are complementary to the adaptors. After 

the single-strand DNA molecules binding to the primers in the flow cells, unlabeled 
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nucleotides and DNA polymerase are added to initiate solid-phase bridge amplification. The 

enzyme incorporates nucleotides to build double-strand bridges on the solid-phase substrate. 

Then the double-strand DNA is denatured and subsequent cycles are performed to perform an 

in situ PCR. Complete amplification allows the generation of dense template clusters. 

 

The last step of the workflow is the sequencing. A flow cell containing millions of 

unique clusters is loaded into the sequencer for automated cycles of extension and imaging. 

The first cycle of sequencing consists in the incorporation of a single fluorescent nucleotide, 

followed by high resolution imaging of the entire flow cell. These images represent the data 

collected for the first base, each of the 4 possible bases having its specific fluorescence 

wavelength. Any signal above the background identifies the physical location of a cluster and 

the fluorescent emission identifies which of the four bases is incorporated at that position. To 

initiate the first sequence circle, all four labeled reversible terminator, sequencing primer and 

DNA polymerase are added into the flow cell. All unincorporated reagents are washed away 

and the image of emitted fluorescence from each cluster is captured after laser excitation. The 

blocked 3’ terminus and the fluorophore from each incorporated base are then removed. To 

initiate the second sequence cycle, all four labeled reversible terminators and DNA 

polymerase are added again and the process above is repeated until the end of the run. Base 

calls are derived with an algorithm that identified the color emission over time for each cluster 

position on the flow cell.  

 

The HiSeq2000 system can produce 300Gb of sequence per run with read lengths up 

to 150bp. In the Illumina Solexa platform, the main errors are substitutions rather than 

insertion-deletions. Average raw error rates are on the order of 1-1.5%, but higher accuracy 

bases with error rates of 0.1% or less can be identified through quality metrics associated with 

each base call (Shendure and Ji 2008). 



Figure I-15: Solid sequencing principle. Similarly to the Roche workflow (Figure 13), DNA is fragmented and

ligated to adaptor P1, emulsion PCR is performed to amplify template and the beads are deposited on the glass

slide. The sequencing reaction works by the ligation of octamers, instead of the usual incorporation of dNTP by a

polymerase. The two first bases of the octamers are used to interrogate the sequence to be read. Four colours are

use for 16 di-nucleotides and the sequence is deduced from the knowledge of the first base. After each

incorporation, cleavage takes place at the 5th base. Then repeats the incorportaion until the reaction is finished,

then product is removed and the template is reset with a primer complementary to the n-1 position for a second

round of ligation cycles. (http://www.appliedbiosystems.com)
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c. ABI SOLiD 

The ABI SOLiD was first introduced in 2007 and its principle is sequencing by 

ligation. Like for the other two platforms, three main steps can be characterized: library 

preparation, cluster generation and sequencing. DNA library preparation is also an in vitro 

process in which, similarly to the Roche 454, DNA is fragmented, ligated to designed adaptor, 

attached to magnetic beads, emulsion PCR is applied to generate the clusters and beads are 

plated onto a solid support with microwells. Unlike the other two platforms, SOLiD uses 

DNA ligase rather than a polymerase and a unique approach to sequence the amplified 

fragments. The details are shown in Figure I-15. A universal primer (n) complementary to the 

adaptor sequence is hybridized to the array of amplicon-bearing beads. A set of structured 

fluorescently labeled octamer mixtures are involved to decode the sequence. In these octamers, 

the two first bases are used to characterize di-nucleotides and are each characterized by one of 

four fluorescent labels at the end of the octamer. After ligation and signal detection, the 

ligated octamers are cleaved at 5th base to release the fluorescent labels, and then 

hybridization and ligation cycles are repeated, leading to the identification of di-nucleotide 

unit with intervals of three nucleotides (Figure I-15). After the DNA synthesis with universal 

primer (n), the newly synthesized strand is denatured and washed off. Then another universal 

primer (n-1) which is one base less than universal primer (n) and fluorescently labeled 

octamer mixtures are added into reaction again to repeat the procedure above. Altogether 

there are five primer rounds which contain 5 different universal primers from n to n-4 which 

means each base has been decoded twice, therefore improving the accuracy of the reads. 

The current read length achieved is 75bp, for the 5500xl system and each instrument 

can produce approximately 15Gb per day. Each base is queried twice due to di-base decoding 

so that the error rate is reduced.  
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2.5.4 Comparison and Conclusion 

 

In term of costs among these three sequencing technologies discussed above, Illumina 

Solexa and ABI SOLiD have a lower cost per base sequenced compared with Roche 454, but 

the read length and average acurracy (Harismendy et al. 2009; Margulies et al. 2005) in Roche 

454 can now almost rival with Sanger sequencing. Considering the error type in these three 

NGS platforms, the main error type for the Roche 454 platform is insertion-deletions, due to 

its weakness in the determination of the number of bases in homopolymers, and for the other 

two platforms, the main error type is substitutions (Dohm et al. 2008). 

 

Roche 454 and ABI SOLiD both use emulsion PCR to generation clusters, which can 

be cumbersome and technically challenging. In SOLiD platform, it is possible that sequencing 

on high density array of very small beads may represent the most straightforward opportunity 

to achieve extremely high data density, simply because 1µm beads physically exclude one 

another at a spacing that is on the order of the diffraction limit. Furthermore, high resolution 

ordering of 1µm bead arrays may enable the limit of one pixel per sequencing feature to be 

closely approached (Shendure and Ji 2008). The output of the reads from ABI SOLiD differs 

from Illumina solexa and Roche 454 as well because of the sequencing by ligation principle.  

 

According to a case study by Ye et al (Ye et al. 2011), the same red jungle fowl 

individual that had been sequenced sequenced in 2004 by Sanger sequencing was resequenced 

by Roche 454 and Illumina Solexa platforms. A notable problem in the chicken sequencing is 

that the smallest 10 microchromosomes were missing in the final assembly. More than 31Mb 

of new sequence data was obtained by NGS. Comparing the novel sequences obtained from 

these two platforms, showed that those obtained from Illumina Solexa platform had higher 

GC content and Roche 454 sequences contained more contaminated sequences before 
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contamination removal. Partial novel sequences have BLAST hits with novel sequenced 

obtained in recently sequenced BAC clones selected for the finishing process, therefore NGS 

platforms may have better performance in whole genome sequencing for covering regions 

missed by Sanger sequencing. Suzuki et al (Suzuki et al. 2011) resequenced the same straine 

of E.coli DH1 recently, and the result showed that Illumina Solexa and ABI SOLiD have a 

relatively higher proportion of unusable reads among these three NGS technologies, but the 

low quality reads can be trimmed without a doubt.  

 

These NGS technologies have their own merits and drawbacks, and each technology 

has been successfully applied to whole genome sequencing, resequencing, DNA methylation 

analysis (Li et al. 2011) and transcriptomics (Mortazavi et al. 2008). Along with the 1000 

Genomes project, developments of metagenomics and technological optimization, NGS is 

now prominent. Given the state of flux, the near future will be an era of NGS and its extents. 

2.5.5 Consequences of the NGS on genome assembly strategies 

 

As described above, the sequencing reads in NGS are shorter than with Sanger 

sequencing and the library insert size that can be sequenced are also smaller in NGS. The 

current largest insert size for NGS is around 20kb (even though some company announced 

that maximum inserts could be up to 40kb) whereas BAC libraries can have insertion up to 

180kb in length and BAC clones can be sequenced from both ends by Sanger sequencing. In 

sequence assembly, the principle is similar in NGS and Sanger sequencing, although there are 

some differences in the algorithms adopted. Contigs are build based on overlap information 

from the pair-end library and not extended to the regions which have too low, to avoid 

sequencing errors, or too high, to avoid repeats, sequencing depths. Using a stepwise strategy, 

mate-pair (large insert library) reads assemble the contigs into supercontigs or scaffolds 
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(Figure I-12b). Finally all reads are used to close the gaps when possible. In the scaffolding 

process, the size of the mate-pair libraries influences the length of N50 or average scaffold or 

supercontig length. The larger the insert size, the longer the scaffolds. Current whole genome 

sequencing projects by NGS now concern species for which there is a lack of detailed or 

satisfactory supplementary long range mapping data. This makes the construction of 

ultracontig or ultrascaffold and especially the chromosomal assignment much more difficult.  

 

Due to the smaller insert size of libraries, the scaffolds are smaller and hence the 

number of scaffolds is larger. For instance, for panda (Li et al. 2010a), which is the first 

mammal sequenced by NGS, the assembly gives N50 contig and N50 scaffold sizes of 39kb 

and 1.28Mb respectively.  

2.5.6 Third generation sequencing 

 

NGS methods have changed whole genome sequencing projects into routine 

procedures and have been adapted to other areas, such as transcriptome sequencing and 

epigenetics. However, in second generation sequencing platforms, as described above, 

templates are amplified by PCR before the sequencing step to make the light signal strong 

enough to be detected. The use of PCR is problematic for two reasons. First, amplification 

efficiency varies according to the property of template, for example the GC content, and thus 

introduces biases; second, errors are introduced in the process of PCR amplification and in a 

recent human genome resequencing for breast and colorectal cancer approach, it was found 

that PCR errors alone account for about one third of initially detected mutations (Sjoblom et 

al. 2006). The fidelity of PCR polymerases is reported to vary between 0.5x10-4 and 1.0x10-4, 

which is a substantial error rate for amplifying a single template (Barnes 1992). To overcome 

this, the ultimate miniaturization into the nanoscale and the minimal use of the biochemicals, 



Figure I-16: Helicos Heliscope sequencing. A1-A3, template preparation. A poly(A) tail is added to the 3’-end of the

template and then a ddATP is added to block the 3’ terminus. A4-A5: template loading and unpaired dA are filled by

dTTP and the reaction is stopped by virtual terminator nucleotides (ATP, CTP, GTP). B1-C4: sequencing by synthesis in

a “wash and scan” manner, one base at each cycle. Pictures at each step are taken by CCD cameras via a confocal

microscope. Thus, the principle is similar to the Illumina sequencing, but without the bridge PCR for signal

amplification.(Ozsolak et al. 2009. Direct RNA sequencing. Nature 461: 814-818)
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would be achievable if the sequence could be determined directly from a single DNA 

molecule, without the need for PCR amplification and its potential for distortion of abundance 

levels. This sequencing platform sequence a single DNA molecule is now called as the third 

generation sequencing (TGS) technology (Pareek et al. 2011; Schadt et al. 2010).  

 

a. Helicos Bioscience single molecule sequencing 

  

One of the first techniques for sequencing from a single DNA molecule was 

introduced by Braslavsky et al (Braslavsky et al. 2003) and licensed by Helicos Biosciences at 

the first commercial single-molecule DNA sequencing in 2007. The Heliscope sequencer uses 

true single molecule sequencing (tSMS) technologies which was first applied for sequencing 

the M13 virus genome in 2008 (Harris et al. 2008) and has been successfully applied on direct 

RNA sequencing in 2009 (Ozsolak et al. 2009). The principle is described in Figure I-16. The 

library preparation involves DNA shearing and the addition of a poly-A tail to the fragmented 

DNA using E. coli poly(A) polymerase I (PAPI). The elongation step is blocked by 

introducing 3’ deoxyATP to the polyadenylation reaction shortly after the start of the tailing 

reaction.This poly(A) tail is used for attaching the DNA fragment on the sequencing support, 

which is composed of poly-T oligonucleotides covalently anchored onto the surface of a flow 

cell at random positions. These oligomers are first used to capture the template DNA and then 

serve as primers for the sequencing step. This sequencing technique relies on stepwise 

synthesis in cycles in which one of the four nucleotides is added. The sequencing by synthesis 

reaction is performed using a modified polymerase and proprietary fluorescent nucleotide 

analogues, called Virtual Terminator nucleotide (VT), containing a fluorescent dye and which 

are chemically cleavable, allowing stepwise sequencing (Ozsolak et al. 2009). Observation of 
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single the molecule signals is accomplished by CCD cameras via confocal microsopy. The 

workflow is diagrammed in Figure I-16. 

. 

It is announced that the capacity of the Heliscope Sequencer is approximately 28 Gb in 

a single sequencing run of about 8 days. It can generate short reads with a maximal length of 

55bp (Pareek et al. 2011). The sequencing error rate is reported around 4% and all the errors 

are single base errors because the sequencing is in “one base at a time” manner. The dominant 

error is deletion (2-3%) due to failures in detection of base incorporations; while the insertion 

rate is 1-2% probably caused by failing in rinsing VT analogues from the flow cell between 

each addition cycle. The substitution rate is 0.1-0.2%. 

In summary, the principle is similar to the Illumina NGS sequencing, but without the 

bridge-PCR step. 

b. Ion Torrent’s Semiconductor Sequencing 

 

Ion Torrent System Inc. has announced the semiconductor sequencing technology in 

2011. The difference from other sequencing technologies is that the base calling is not based 

on optical methods and the detection of fluorophores. The principle of semiconductor 

sequencing technology used is that the base calling process is determined by the detection of a 

voltage change due to the fact that a hydrogen ion (or proton) is released after each nucleotide 

incorporating into the nascent DNA strand, resulting in a change of pH. The sequencer has no 

optical component and is comprised primarily of an electronic reader board interfaced with 

the chip, a microprocessor for a single processing, and a fluidics system to control the flow of 

reagent over the chip (Rothberg et al. 2011).  

 



Figure I-17: Ion Torrent semiconductor sequencing. a: overview of the workflow; b: DNA library preparation. DNA

is fragmented in a defined size and then ligated with adaptors; c: DNA template is amplified on beads by emulsion

PCR; d: beads are deposited on a flow cell and DNA is sequenced by sequencial addition of dNTP, one of the four

possible bases at a time. Each incorporation event causes the release of a proton, thereby influencing the pH of

the neighboring solution. This in turn changes the surface potential of the metal-oxide-sensing layer leading to a

change of voltage. The change of voltage is positively related to the number of released proton and thus the

number of nucleotides incorporated. (Rothberg et al, 2011, An integrated semiconductor device enabling non-

optical genome sequencing. Nature 475: 348-352.
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This technology is not true single molecule sequencing because it requires emulsion 

PCR to amplify the templates to amplify the signal. The library preparation can be briefly 

summarized as following: genomic DNA is fragmented and ligated with adapters and then 

adaptor-ligated libraries are clonally amplified onto beads like for the 454 pyrosequencing 

library preparation; and then emulsion PCR is performed to amplify the templates to achieve a 

high signal-to-noise ration. 

 

 In the sequencing step, similarly to 454 pyrosequencing, all four nucleotides are 

provided in a stepwise fashion during an automatic run and the sequencing run is a “cleavage 

and washing” manner. When the nucleotide is incorporated results in the net liberation of a 

single proton (or hydrogen ion) during that flow which thereby produces a shift in the pH of 

surrounding buffer proportional to the number of nucleotide incorporated. Then the pH 

change will be detected by the sensor on the bottom of each well, converted to a voltage and 

digitized by off-chip electronics (Figure I-17). This process eliminates the need for light, 

scanning and cameras to monitor the sequencing by synthesis process, thereby simplifying the 

overall sequencing process, dramatically accelerating the time to result, reducing the overall 

size of the instrument, and lowering cost to make DNA sequencing more generally accessibly. 

 

 Rothberg et al have characterized the performance of this technology by sequencing 

three different bacterial genomes. It is reported that the per-base accuracy was observed to be 

99.569% within the first 50 bases and 98.897% within the first 100 bases; and the 

homopolymer of lenth 5 is 97.328% and higher than that of pyrosequencing-based method. 

This technology has allowed the routine acquisition of 100-based read lengths and perfect 

read length exceeding 200 bases. In their approach, 20-40% of the sensors in a given run yield 

mappable reads and the failure of the other sensors is probably due to incomplete loading of 
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Figure I-18: Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT) sequencing., a: the structure of zero-mode waveguide(ZMW) in which

the reaction takes place. Left: a schema of SMRT cell, with the single DNA molecules (blue) being processed; middle:

structure of a single ZMW which is a small hole made by etching glass surface; right: the heatmap of the laser light

passing through ZMW showing the light decayed dramatically;[a1] b: the modified nucleotide used in Illumina

sequencing and SMRT sequencing. Left: the nucleotide used in Illumina platform in which the fluorophore is linked to

the base; right: the nucleotide structure in SMRT sequencing, in which the fluorophore is linked to the phosphate

chain; c: the schema of SMRT sequencing. In a single ZMW, DNA polymerase is immobilized on the bottom and laser

light comes from beneath. The free nucleotides diffusing in the ZMW only stay for a few microseconds, while the

nucleotides being incorporated are captured by the polymerase for several milliseconds, resulting into a wider pulse.

The succession of wide pulses determines the sequence of nucleotide incorporation and therefore the DNA

sequence. (http://www.pacificbiosciences.com)
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the chip, poor amplification of the template on the beads or to beads bearing multiple 

templates (Rothberg et al. 2011).  

 

c. Single Molecule Real Time Sequencing (Pacific Bioscience) 

  

Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT) sequencing was licensed by Pacific Bioscience 

Inc. in 2009 and is reported as true single molecule sequencing in real time. The principle of 

this technology relies on single molecule real time sequencing by synthesis on a zero-mode 

waveguide (ZMW)-containing SMRT cell (Figure I-18). Differently from the ion 

semiconductor sequencing and Helicos true single molecule sequencing, SMRT sequencing 

achieves sequencing in real time and allows long sequencing reads which can be up to 10,000 

bases long (Eid et al. 2009). SMRT sequencing technology has the advantages of shortening 

the time for obtaining results, of avoiding PCR amplification of the template and allows for 

long read length. Those advantages are achieved by two principle components: ZMW and 

fluorescence-labeled phospholinked nucleotides (Korlach et al. 2010). 

  

 The ZMW nanostructures consist of dense arrays of holes which are approximately 

100nm in diameter, fabricated in a 100nm metal film deposited on a transparent substrate 

(Foquet et al. 2008; Levene et al. 2003). Each ZMW becomes a nanophotonic visualizable 

reaction chamber for observing a single nucleotide incorporation event, providing a reaction 

volume of ~100 zeptoliters (10-21 L). As the diameter of the ZMW is of three orders of 

magnitude smaller than the wavelength of fluorescence, the intensity of fluorescence from the 

free nucleotides in the reagent decreases dramatically when observed from the bottom of the 

reaction chamber by diffraction-limited confocal microscopy. The small size of ZMW 

prevents visible laser light which comes beneath the transparent substrate and has a 
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wavelength of 600nm from passing entirely through the ZMW. Rather than passing through, 

the light exponentially decays as it enters in the ZMW, and only the bottom 30nm of the 

ZMW becomes illuminated. In addition, the DNA polymerase is immobilized at the surface of 

the ZMW by streptavidin and biotin interaction. Therefore, it is possible to observe single 

nucleotide incorporations undergoing at the bottom of the reaction chamber or ZMW. 

Thereafter the fluorescent signal from each single chamber is transmitted and collected by the 

optical systems beneath the ZMW. 

 

In addition to reducing the number of labeled nucleotides present inside the 

observation volume, the highly confined volume results in drastically shorter diffusional 

visitation times. This enables better temporal differentiation between events involving 

diffusion of labeled nucleotides through the ZMW which typically lasts for a few 

microseconds and incorporation events which lasts for several milliseconds, therefore, the 

diffusion events can be easily distinguished (Korlach et al. 2010). 

 

ZMW only resolves the difficulties of observing single molecules during sequencing. 

The higher speed in sequencing reaction is achieved by the use of dye-labeled terminal 

phosphate-linked nucleotides. Several of the sequencing by synthesis schemes utilize 

nucleotides with fluorescent dyes linked to the nucleobases, but their enzymatic incorporation 

becomes increasingly limited with large fractions of labeled dNTP replacements. Current 

solutions for most sequencing technologies are adapting stepwise additions of base-labeled 

nucleotides, followed by chemical or photochemical removal of the label, resulting in reduced 

sequencing speeds as additional washing and cleavage steps have to be performed (Ju et al. 

2006; Korlach et al. 2008; Mitra et al. 2003).  
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In SMRT sequencing, an alternative approach is applied that attaches the fluorescence 

label onto the phosphate chain instead of the base. In this case, as the DNA polymerase 

induces the cleavage of the α-β-phosphoryl bond in dNTP during DNA synthesis, a 

pyrophosphate with the attached fluorescent label is released, leaving a natural unmodified 

nucleotide in the newly synthesized DNA strand. Linking a fluorescent dye directly onto the 

phosphate in dNTP introduces steric hindrance as a potential cause of DNA polymerase 

inhibition; however, an extension of the triphosphate moiety to four or five phosphates was 

reported to increase incorporation efficiency (Kumar et al. 2005). The form of the labeled 

nucleotides used in SMRT sequencing is that fluorescent dye is conjugated to an aliphatic 

linker that separates the nucleotide and the fluorophore thus allowing larger spatial separation, 

and then built onto pyrophosphate moiety. By using terminal phosphate-labeled nucleotides, 

the “cleavage and washing” scenario is avoided and therefore realizes sequencing in real time 

and shortens time to result dramatically. The overview of SMRT sequencing is shown in 

Figure I-18. 

 

Unlike NGS and the other two third generation sequencing platforms, SMRT 

sequencing is capable to read up to 10,000 bases with an average of 1,000 bases long reads. 

High processivity is achieved by using Φ29 DNA polymerase which is also capable of strand 

displacement DNA synthesis, enabling the use of double strand DNA as template. Φ29 DNA 

polymerase has also been currently widely used in whole genome amplification approaches 

(Dean et al. 2002; Silander and Saarela 2008). A wild type of Φ29 DNA polymerase was 

modified to have improved performances in sequencing. The mutant has reduced 3’-5’ 

exonuclease activity but maintains the identically polymerization properties as the wild type 

(Korlach et al. 2008). 
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The SMRT sequencing platform provides three read types: (1) standard sequencing in 

which a long inserts library is made so that DNA polymerase can synthesize along a single 

strand; (2) circular consensus sequencing (CCS) in which insert size is short and double 

strand template is ligated to a pair of hairpin-like adapters so that both the forward and reverse 

strand can be read for several times each (Figure I-18); (3) strobe sequencing in which 

requires very long insert size, the laser light in the instrument is alternated between on and off 

during sequencing step so that on-periods generate the sequencing reads and off-periods 

determine the length of the space in between. 

 

Fluorescence pulses in SMRT sequencing are not only characterized by their emission 

spectra but also by their duration and by the interval between successive pulses, from which 

two parameters are obtained: pulse width (PW) and interpulse duration(IPD), reflecting the 

kinetics of the polymerase while the sequencing is in process. PW is a function of all kinetics 

steps after nucleotide binding and up to fluorophore release, whereas IPD is determined by the 

kinetics of nucleotide binding and polymerase translocation. Eid et al also reported that the 

IPD was strongly affected by the DNA template whereas the PW was governed by local 

chemical processes in the active site so that PW showed only moderate variability with 

sequence context (Eid et al. 2009). A SMRT cell contains approximately 75000 ZMW in 

which about one third contain a single DNA polymerase with optimized loading. The DNA 

synthesis rate is about 2~4 bases per seconds and therefore a single SMRT sequencing run 

takes only a few hours. The current error rate of 15 % is significantly higher than with other 

sequencing techniques, which a proeminence of deletions, followed by insertions rates. The 

deletions probably stem from incorporation events or intervals that are too short to be reliably 

detected while the insertions may be caused by dissociation of a cognate nucleotide from the 

active site before phosphodiester bond formation resulting in the duplication of a pulse. 

Although the current error rate is high, the erroneous position happens stochastically during 
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sequencing. So the error rate can be diminished by CCS in which both strands are read several 

times. In an approach followed by Travers and his colleagues (Travers et al. 2010), first a 

double strand template, with both ends ligated with a hairpin-like adaptor was used to 

constructed the library called SMRTbell, thus sequencing by CCS read type as described 

above. With an insert length of 250bp, theoretically, an expected phred-style quality value 

could reach 30 which is sufficient for SNP detection. The accuracy is positively related with 

the sequencing depth, it is reported that with 15-fold average coverage, the median accuracy 

can achieve 99.3% (Eid et al. 2009). 

 

SMRT sequencing has a fascinating utility in detecting DNA methylation (Flusberg et 

al. 2010) and damaged DNA bases (Clark et al. 2011). Both studies are based on the principle 

that the kinetics of DNA polymerase is influenced by DNA sequence context. Compared with 

bisulfite conversion combined with massively parallel sequencing, SMRT sequencing 

provides opportunities for the direct detection of single DNA molecule methylations without 

bisulfite conversion which simplifies the sample preparation and reduces the complexity in 

post-sequencing analysis. Furthermore, different modifications such as N6-methyladenosine, 

5-methylcytosine and 5-hydroxymethylcytosine influence the kinetics of DNA polymerase in 

different patterns, the assignment and classification of the modifications can therefore be 

inferred from the metrics of PW and IPD. The discrimination between cytosine, 5-

methylcytosine and 5-hydroxymethylcytosine cannot be accomplished with bisulfite 

sequencing. The Pacific Bioscience company is still refining this technique to make de novo 

methylation profiling become possible. 
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2.5.7 De novo assembly for TGS 

 

The TGS technologies described above devote many efforts to reducing the 

sequencing biases caused by PCR amplification to generate template clusters, to produce long 

sequencing reads, to shorten the run times and to reduce the instrument cost by avoiding 

optical system in base identification. But in the library preparation step, all the TGS 

technologies still use the in vitro library preparation strategies as for NGS (or second 

generation sequencing) so that the size of the inserts is still limited to 20kb which still makes 

the large eukaryotic genome difficult assemble into ultracontig or superscaffold. The final 

solution may still need mapping-based strategies to order and assign the scaffolds onto 

chromosomes. 
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3. Avian Genome Structure 

It is believed that avian species could have existed at least since the late Triassic 

period which is about 200 million years ago since discovery of two nearly complete fossil 

skeletons of Protoavis which pre-date the Jurassic Archaeopteryx by some 50 million years. 

Mitochondrial analysis suggested that the common ancestor of birds and mammals diverged 

310 million years ago while the common ancestor of birds and crocodilians diverged 210-250 

million year ago (Burt et al. 1999; Griffin et al. 2007; Muller and Reisz 2005). The 

evolutionary relationships among major avian groups are contentious although well studied 

(Chojnowski et al. 2008; Ericson et al. 2006). But there are two nodes at the base of the avian 

tree that are supported by both morphological and molecular phylogenetic studies (Chubb 

2004; Groth and Barrowclough 1999; Hackett et al. 2008). The first divides into the 

Paleognathae (ratites and tinamous) and Neognathae (all other birds), and the second splits the 

neognaths between the Galloanserae (Galliformes and Anseriformes) and Neoaves (other 

neognaths). According to the data from Timetree website (http://www.timetree.org/), the 

mean divergence between Galliformes and Anseriformes is about 81.2 million years. 

Although many bird species have diverged tens of millions years or even longer, avian species 

possess highly conserved karyotype and synteny (Nanda et al. 2011; Shibusawa et al. 2004). 

Most avian species contain about 40 pair of chromosomes except some notable 

extremes like the stone curlew and kingfisher, with 20 and 66 pairs of chromosomes, 

respectively (Burt 2002). Of 40 pairs chromosomes, seven or eight pairs are the largest 

chomosomes, the macrochromosome which are 3µm  ~ 6µm in length; the remainings are 

0.5µm ~2.5µm in length and named as microchromosomes (Rodionov 1996). Interestingly, in 

Accipitridae, the total number of chromosomes is about 70 but they only have 3 to 5 pairs of 

michromosomes (Bed'Hom et al. 2003). The organization of their karyotype is really different 
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Figure I-20: The French genetic mapping and QTL resource family. The family structure, a backcross design, is

designed to detect traits influencing the overfeeding efficiency and liver lipid metabolism. The originality of the

design is that the phenotypes of the BC daughters are estimated through the performances of their Mule duck

offspring. The trait of interest is thus the genetic capacity of the BC female Beijing ducks, to improve the

performances of their sons. (C.Marie-Etancelin personnal communication)
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than the classical bird karyotype. In birds, the nomenclature of sexual chromosomes is 

different from mammals which are named as Z and W rather than X and Y. In contrast to 

mammals, the females are heterogametic in which karyotype is ZW and males are 

homogametic whose karyotype is ZZ in birds.  Moreover, comparative genomics showed that 

ZW chromosomes are not syntenic to mammalian XY but mostly syntenic to HSA5 and 

HSA9 (Fridolfsson et al. 1998; Nanda et al. 1999; Stiglec et al. 2007). 

Of all the avian species, chicken is the most studied. It has a karyotype composed of 

39 pair chromosomes in diploid cells, in which 30 are small to tiny microchromosomes and a 

pair of Z and W sex chromosomes (Burt 2002). The ancestral karyotype of the birds appears 

similar to the chicken one, with GGA1, 2, 3, 4q, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 4p and Z representing the 

ancestral avian chromosomes 1-10 + Z (Griffin et al. 2007). Sequencing comparison between 

chicken and human reveals that all the chromosomes show extensive interchromosomal 

rearrangements except for HSA4 and GGA4q, so it is speculated that GGA4q is the most 

ancient chromosome and appeared at least 310 million years ago before the divergence of 

birds and mammals. The rest of the ancestral avian chromosomes appeared at least 210 

million years ago (Chowdhary and Raudsepp 2000; Griffin et al. 2007).  

 

 The karyotype of duck (2n=80) is very similar to that of chicken (2n=78) except for 

one known interchromosomal rearrangement, with GGA4 (chicken chromosome) 

corresponding to APL4 and APL10 (duck chromosomes), explaining the difference in 

chromosome numbers in the karyotypes (Denjean et al. 1997; Fillon et al. 2007; Ladjali-

Mohammededi et al. 1999; Skinner et al. 2009) (Figure I-19). There are no more 

interchromosomal rearrangements known to date between chicken and duck, and the 

published comparative cytogenetic maps only detected a few intrachromosomal 

rearrangements on some macrochromosomes. Due to due to the low resolution of the 

fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) techniques used, no intrachromosomal rearrangement 
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have been observed to date on microchromosomes. High synteny conservation is observed not 

only between chicken and duck (Fillon et al. 2007; Skinner et al. 2009) but also among other 

birds such as between chicken and turkey (Griffin et al. 2008; Zhang et al.), chicken and zebra 

finch (Volker et al.; Warren et al. 2010), chicken and quail (Kayang et al. 2006; Sasazaki et al. 

2006).  

Compared to mammals, most birds have a genome which is approximately three times 

smaller although the content in genes is expected to be very similar. The smallest bird genome 

is about 0.91pg per haploid genome for the Black-chinned hummingbird (Archilochus 

alexandri) and the largest is 2.16pg for the ostrich (Struthio camelus) 

(http://www.genomesize.com/statistics.php?stats=birds). One hypothesis is that the smaller 

genome could be related to the energy conservation requirements associated with the 

evolution of flight (Hughes and Hughes 1995). However, a study made by Organ et al has 

shown that the small genome of birds originate deep within the dinosaurian roots of modern 

birds, long before the origin of flight, perhaps as a means of accommodating other metabolic 

needs (Organ et al. 2007). However, this hypothesis may be supported by data on the bat 

genome, as a bat is a mammal which can fly, and also by the ostrich genome (2.16pg for 

ostrich versus mean value of 1.38pg for birds). Indeed, the mean genome size for mammal is 

approximately 3.37pg whereas a bat species (Miniopterus schreibersi) has a genome whose 

estimated size is only 1.77pg. The gene counts are similar between birds and human while the 

genome size is significantly smaller in birds. This can be explained by a much lower 

repetitive content of the genome and smaller introns in birds than human as first revealed by 

the chicken genome sequences (Consortium 2004).  
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3.1 Sex Chromosome 

The sex chromosomes, either XY or ZW, often show different size, structure and gene 

content (Otto et al. 2011). In fact, avian Z and W sex chromosomes share some common 

features with mammalian X and Y sex chromosomes: (1) all of them contain many repeat 

sequences which is a major reason responsible for the difficulties in sequencing and assembly; 

(2) both the X and Z chromosomes are extremely conserved; (3) both Y and W are 

degenerated and highly heteromatic in most species and (4) both XY and ZW only pair and 

recombine at the tips known as the pseudoautosomal regions during meiosis.  

3.1.1 Evolution of sex chromosomes 

It is believed that sex chromosomes originate from an ordinary autosome pair via the 

acquisition of a dominant sex determination gene (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2005; 

Malone and Oliver 2008). The Human sequencing project showed that HSAX is largely 

euchromatic but that 56% of the euchromatic regions are interspersed repeats, and the GC 

content is 39%, which is lower than that of genome average (41%). The evolution of the sex 

chromosomes with the shrinkage of the Y and W has been described by the principle of 

Muller’s ratchet (Muller 1964). Briefly, if there is no recombination as it is the case for most 

of the length of the Y and W chromosomes, when linkage groups carrying the fewest number 

of deleterious mutations are lost in the species population, there is no way back and the 

genetic load increases, leading to a gradual deterioration of the chromosome. This hypothesis 

is widely accepted for the evolution of sex chromosome due to their unique characteristics. 

The hypothesis explaining the absence of recombination for the Y and W chromosomes is the 

necessity of conserving intact the sex determining factors, which are under strong constraint. 

Thus in the absence of recombination, some deleterious mutation would accumulate and those 

regions would be gradually eliminated during the evolution. Generally speaking, the way that 

sex chromosomes evolve is very similar between birds and mammals. 
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3.1.2 Dosage compensation 

Dosage compensation is an epigenetic mechanism that normalizes the expression of 

genes on the sex chromosomes, between the individuals having two (XX or ZZ) or one copy 

(XY or ZW) (Conrad and Akhtar 2012). Different organisms use different strategies to solve 

the balance of gene expression for the X and/or Z chromosomes. Studies in model organisms 

show that there are mainly two different strategies for dosage compensation: one is to double 

the gene expression level on X and/or Z chromosomes in the heterogametic sex like in the 

fruit fly (Gorman and Baker 1994; Prestel et al. 2010) and another involves inactivation of 

one of the X and/or Z chromosomes in the homogametic sex such as in human and mouse 

(Brown et al. 1991; Heard and Disteche 2006).  

In birds, however, there is a debate about the existence of dosage compensation. In the 

last century, it was widely accepted that dosage compensation did not exist in birds 

(Baverstock et al. 1982), based on the observation of the absence of a Barr body or a late 

replicating Z chromosome in male avian nuclei (Schmid et al. 1989). However, there are some 

recent reports suggesting that dosage compensation may exist in birds (Kuroiwa et al. 2002; 

McQueen et al. 2001). The contradictory conclusions on dosage compensation in birds are 

probably due to the limited number of genes investigated, as some may escape from 

inactivation if it does exist. Nevertheless, several other findings fueled the idea that dosage 

compensation is weak in birds. For instance, sexual dimorphism approaches in gene 

expression found a disproportionate number of Z genes among male-biased genes and genes 

with male-specific expression were disproportionately Z-linked rather than autosomal in gene 

expression databases (Agate et al. 2004; Agate et al. 2003; Arnold et al. 2008; Chen et al. 

2005; Scholz et al. 2006; Storchova and Divina 2006). The mechanism of dosage 

compensation in birds, if birds really do have one, is certainly different from the one in 

mammals in which one copy of the X chromosome is inactivated so that the X-linked genes 
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are transcribed from only one activated X chromosome. In birds, a biallelic expression pattern 

is observed for Z genes, suggesting that one of Z chromosome is not inactivated in the same 

manner (Kuroda et al. 2001; Kuroiwa et al. 2002). 

 X chromosome inactivation in mammals is triggered by a non-coding specific 

transcript named Xist which is devoid of any significant ORF and expressed from the inactive 

X chromosome in somatic cells at the X inactivation center (Augui et al. 2011).  Xist can coat 

the chromosome from which it is expressed (Clemson et al. 1996) and a complex pathway is 

employed to cause hypermethylation and heterochromatization of the entire X chromosome., 

leading to its inactivation except for a few genes that escape. In chicken, a region located on 

the p arm of the Z chromosome shows a lower male:female (M:F) expression ratio than the 

rest of the chromosome, suggesting a regional dosage compensation (Melamed and Arnold 

2007). Inside this region, there is a Z non-coding RNA (ncRNA) showing a female-specific 

expression pattern. The ncRNA is only expressed in females at the Male HyperMethylated 

(MHM) locus, probably because the DNA at MHM locus is hypermethylated and 

transcriptionally silenced in ZZ males (Teranishi et al. 2001). However, in zebra finch no low 

(M:F) ratio was observed making dosage compensation and Z inactivation more complicated 

(Warren et al. 2010).  

To sum up genetic studies on sex chromosomes in birds so far show that dosage 

compensation is not obvious as compared to mammals and fruit fly. However it is evident that 

dosage compensation does happen in birds, at least in some species in a region-wise manner. 

3.2 Sequenced Avian Genomes 

3.2.1 Chicken Genome 

Chicken is the first sequenced livestock and bird species. The first draft genome was 

obtained by Sanger sequencing from an inbred female red jungle fowl to minimize 
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heterozygosity and provide sequence for both sex chromosomes in 2004. The assembly was 

generated from 6.6-fold coverage whole genome shotgun reads from plasmid, fosmid and 

BAC-end read pairs. The scaffolding and chromosomal assignment were accomplished by 

combining a BAC-based physical map and a genetic map, and thereafter the final assembly 

was improved by including expression sequence tag (EST) and mRNA data. The final 

assembly was 1.05 Gb in which 933Mb were assigned to specific chromosomes and the 

remaining were placed on a virtual chromosome, chrUN (chromosome Unknown) 

(Consortium 2004).  

Several insights have been yielded from chicken sequencing: (1) the chicken genome 

is almost one third of a typical mammalian genome in size, mainly due to the repeat content 

which occupies around 15% of the assembled chicken genome in contrast to around 50% in 

mammals; (2) GC content, CpG island, recombination rate and synonymous substitution rate 

are negatively correlated with chromosome size; (3) there is a paucity of retroposed 

pseudogenes in the chicken genome and (4) alignment of the chicken and human genome 

identifies at least 70 Mb of sequence that are highly conserved and thus have a high 

probability of being functional in both species. 

a. Genome Content of Chicken Genome 

An evidence-based system and two comparative gene prediction methods together 

predicted a common set of 106,749 protein-coding exons which may represent around 20,000 

to 23,000 protein-coding genes. Alignments of chicken and human orthologous protein-

coding genes demonstrate the expected pattern of sequence conservation, with the highest 

sequence similarities in protein-coding exons and in introns. Moreover, the alignment of 

orthologous coding regions often did not extend in 5’ to the previously annotated human 
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protein start codon, indicating that an internal ATG codon could be the true translation start 

site for approximately 2,000 human genes, thus improving the annotation of the human genes.  

In the chicken genome, only 51 retrotransposed pseudogenes were found in contrast to 

more than 15,000 copies in rat and human genome (Gibbs et al. 2004; Torrents et al. 2003). 

Among those 51 gene duplicates 36 are clearly pseudogenes, and there is no clear bias 

towards either particular gene families or chromosomal locations (Consortium 2004). The low 

number of pseudogenes might be linked to resistance mechanisms towards the invasion of 

repetitive elements. 

Insights into the repetitive content of the the chicken genome show a dominance of 

transposable elements (TEs). The most abundant TEs are a family of non-long terminal repeat 

(LTR) retrotransposon called CR1 (Chicken Repeat 1). CR1 resembles mammalian L1 

elements whose full length is estimated between 6~7 kb and having a GC-rich internal 

promoter region, followed by two open reading frames (ORF) with the second ORF encoding 

a reverse transcriptase (Mathias et al. 1991). The full length of a CR1 is 4.5kb, but more than 

99% of the CR1 copies in the genome are truncated at the 5’ end and most CR1 elements in 

chicken are less than 500 bp long (Wicker et al. 2005). The CR1 elements are mainly divided 

into six large subfamilies designated A-F, in which B, C, D and F subfamilies probably have 

descended from four different progenitors whereas A and E subfamilies may have been 

spawned from the ancestor of those four different progenitors or from a distinct progenitor 

(Vandergon and Reitman 1994). Although CR1 elements resemble mammalian L1 in some 

aspects like their abundance or general structure, the consequences of retrotransposition and 

the evolution mechanisms are different. CR1 do not create target site duplication (TSD) which 

is a typical byproduct in mammalian retrotransposition (Martin et al. 2005), and the evolution 

of CR1 in birds suggesst that widely divergent elements have been active in parallel whereas 

in mammals a single lineage of L1 elements has been dominant (Adey et al. 1994; 2004; Smit 
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et al. 1995). Besides, the most consequential difference in the structure of CR1 and L1 is in 

their 3’end: the 3’UTR of L1 elements are divergent from their ancestors except for the 

polyadenylated tails whereas the CR1 3’UTR are remarkably conserved between all derived 

subfamilies and end with microsatellite repeats in all chicken CR1 subfamilies (Haas et al. 

2001; Smit et al. 1995). 

Another striking discovery is that in chicken there is a paucity of short interspersed 

element (SINE). SINEs are small, non-autonomous retrotransposons derived from structural 

RNA having an internal polymerase III promoter. Generally, the retrotranspositon of SINEs 

relies on the replication machinery of the autonomous retrotransposons (Kramerov and 

Vassetzky 2005). In contrast to mammals, SINEs occupy 7% of the genome in the rat (Gibbs 

et al. 2004), 8% in the mouse (Waterston et al. 2002) and 13.64 % in the human genomes 

(Lander et al. 2001), whereas in chicken there is not a single SINE, although there are about 

10000 faint matches in the chicken genome to MIR and MIR3 (the SINEs associated with L2 

and L3 respectively). 

Furthermore, the chicken genome sequence provides clear evidence that 

macrochromosomes and microchromosomes have distinct genomic features. Previous studies 

suggested that microchomosomes are CpG-rich and gene-rich, reflecting high 

transcriptionally activities (Andreozzi et al. 2001; Grutzner et al. 2001; Habermann et al. 2001; 

McQueen et al. 1996; McQueen et al. 1998; Ponce de Leon et al. 1992; Schmid et al. 1989; 

Smith et al. 2000). The macrochromosomes represent two thirds of the genome but only just 

half of the genes. Compared to microchromosomes, machromosomes contain more repetitive 

elements, a lower gene density and also exhibit a lower rate of synonymous substitutions, 

although they have the same rate of non-synonymous substitutions. Alignment to the genetic 

map also showed that microchromosome have higher recombination rate than 

macrochromosomes (median value of 6.4cM/Mb and 2.8cM/Mb, respectively). 
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3.2.2 Zebra Finch genome 

The zebra finch, an important model organism in neuroscience, is the second bird 

sequenced (Clayton et al. 2009; Doupe and Kuhl 1999; Kuhl 2003). Zebra finch 

communicates through learned vocalizations, an ability otherwise documented for only in 

humans and a few other animals and absent in chicken (Jarvis 2004; Warren et al. 2010). 

Unlike chicken, zebra finch belongs to the largest orders in the Ave class, Passeriformes 

(Hackett et al. 2008). The overall structure of the genome is similar between chicken and 

zebra finch; however, they differ by many intrachromosomal rearrangements, lineage-specific 

gene family expansions and repeat content composition. 

The zebra finch genome was assembled by Sanger pair-end sequencing of plasmid, 

fosmid and BAC libraries from a single male individual. The initial assembly was based on 

6X coverage whole genome shotgun reads and then improved with 35 finished BAC clones 

which led to a 1.2 Gb draft genome. The N50 contig size is 36kb and 39kb for chicken and 

zebra finch respectively. The length of N50 scaffold is 7 Mb and 9 Mb for chicken and zebra 

finch respectively.  

The zebra finch genome contains half of the chicken’s CR1 content but three times 

more retrovirus-derived LTR than chicken. More surprisingly, in the zebra finch genome, a 

low copy number of SINEs are found which are absent in the chicken genome. Expressed 

sequence tag (EST) analysis shows that mobile elements are present in 4% of the transcripts 

expressed in the zebra finch brain and some of them are regulated by song exposure (Warren 

et al. 2010). 

3.2.3 Turkey genome 

A female turkey was sequenced using multiple sequencing platforms. The sequencing 

reads for the genome assembly were produced solely from the Roche 454 GS-FLX and the 
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Illumina Genome Analyzer II platforms and additionally, 400 000 BAC ends were sequenced 

by Sanger sequencing for linking scaffolds and for chromosome assignment. The Illumina 

platform was used to produce single and pair-end reads from short insert libraries (180 ~200 

bp) while the 454 platform generated sequencing reads from long insert libraries (3kb and 

20kb). The draft assembly spans 1.038 Gb in which the N50 size of contig and scaffold is 

12.6kb and 1.5Mb respectively. The repeat content and gene content are very similar between 

chicken and turkey, but slight differences are observed. Compared to chicken, turkey has a 

lower repeat content, with 6.94% of the assembled draft genome. In term of gene content, the 

overall gene content is similar except some new families with unknown functions. 

3.3 Avian comparative Genomics 

Hitherto there are three sequenced avian species published. Genome comparison 

provides further evidence of the high level of karyotype and chromosome synteny 

conservation in birds. Only a few cases of interchromosomal rearrangements are reported, 

most of which caused by fission or fusion events explaining the previously observed 

karyotype differences such as the number of chromosomes or of chromosome arms. 

Intrachromosomal rearrangements are more frequent and thus are speculated to play an 

important role in speciation.  

The genetic maps, physical maps and genome sequences have revealed highly 

conserved synteny and a few chromosomal rearrangements among chicken, zebra finch and 

turkey. A diploid genome of zebra finch contains 40 pairs of chromosomes whereas chicken 

has 39 pairs. The sequence of zebra finch genome and FISH experiments confirm the high 

degree of almost one-to-one homology between chicken and zebra finch that had been 

suspected from genetic mapping results (Stapley et al. 2008; Warren et al. 2010). The genetic 

map of zebra finch has confirmed two interchromosomal rearrangements documented in 2004, 
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in which GGA1 corresponds to two large zebra finch chromosome TGU1 and TGU1A and 

GGA4 corresponds to macrochromsome TGU4 and microchromosome TGU4A (Derjusheva 

et al. 2004). More intrachromosomal rearrangements than expected have been revealed by 

comparing zebra finch genetic map with the chicken genome, suggesting that the gene order is 

not highly conserved between Passeriformes and Galliformes after they diverged from their 

common ancestor about 100 MYA ago (http://www.timetree.org) (Pereira and Baker 2006). 

The intrachromosomal rearrangements when compared to chicken are not only inversions, but 

also involve translocation and more complex rearrangements. Additionally, genome 

sequencing also reveals that the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is dispersed across 

several chromosomes, whereas is present at two loci, but only on a single microchromosome 

in chicken (Consortium 2004; Warren et al. 2010).  

Previous studies have already shown that there is a high degree of synteny and 

karyotype conservation between chicken and turkey despite 20 ~ 40 million years divergence 

(Dimcheff et al. 2002; van Tuinen and Dyke 2004). There are two interchromosomal 

rearrangements between chicken and turkey due to translocations. One event is probably due 

to a fission in the turkey lineage and as a result, GGA2 corresponds to MGA3 (turkey 

chromosome) and MGA6. Another event is a fusion in the chicken lineage in which GGA4 

corresponds to MGA4 and MGA9 (Dalloul et al. 2010; Griffin et al. 2008; Reed et al. 2005; 

Reed et al. 2007). There are 20~27 major rearrangements predicted between chicken and 

turkey and all the cytogenetic experiments have shown that most of the intrachromosomal 

rearrangements are pericentric inversions resulting in the turkey chromosomes being prone to 

be telocentric (Zhang et al. 2012). It is suggested that there might be a fusion event in the 

turkey lineage involving two ancestral microchromosomes fused into one larger 

microchromosome, but this is not evident in cytogenetic mapping. Moreover, there are still 
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~10 microchromosomes missing in all the sequenced birds, so that the sequencing data is not 

available to support this hypothesis. 

On the contrary, in mammalians comparative genomics reveals both extensive 

interchromosomal and intrachromosomal rearrangements (Gibbs et al. 2004; Gregory et al. 

2002; Zhao et al. 2004). For instance, although mouse and rat have diverged from their 

common ancestor only 12 ~ 24 MYA ago (Adkins et al. 2001; Springer et al. 2003), mouse 

has one extra chromosome pair. Except for a few exceptions such as MMU4, MMU9 and 

MMUX (mouse chromosomes) having a one-to-one well-conserved synteny to RNO5, RNO8 

and RNOX (rat chromosomes) respectively, all the other chromosomes demonstrate inter-

chromosomal rearrangements during evolution. The intrachromosomal rearrangements 

between human and chimpanzee which diverged around 6MYA ago (Chen and Li 2001), also 

outnumber those between chicken and turkey despite a longer evolution time for the latter pair.  

Although chromosomal rearrangements both between the mouse and rat or the human 

and chimpanzee pairs of species may be extreme examples, the average number of 

chromosomal rearrangements in mammals is relatively higher than in birds. Burt et al have 

revealed that the organization of the human genome is closer to that of the chicken genome 

while comparing human, mouse and chicken (Burt et al. 1999). One possible explanation is 

that both human and mouse contain much more transposable elements and repeats, so that the 

rearrangements by illegitimate recombination are more common; the rates for human and 

mouse lineages are 0.58 and 1.14 rearrangements per MYA.  It is proposed that transposable 

element (TE) may be the driving force for chromosome evolution. This hypothesis has 

emerged from the analysis of large scale rearrangements by comparing different sequenced 

species, in which an enrichment of TE has been observed at the breakpoints(Eichler and 

Sankoff 2003). Comparison of human and mouse(Dehal et al. 2001) and of the three 

sequenced birds (Skinner and Griffin 2011), supports the fact that the breakpoint regions 
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where the rearrangements happen are significantly enriched with repeats. Thus it is postulated 

that highly conserved karyotypes and syntenies result from the lower repeat content in bird 

genomes. 
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4. Current status of duck genomics 

4.1 Duck genetic map 

 

The first duck genetic linkage map was developed by using a cross between two 

extreme Beijing duck lines by Huang et al in 2006 (Huang et al. 2006). These two lines were 

selected for high body weight at 42 days of age or high egg production at 360 days of age, and 

an experimental population with a total of 224 G2 individuals was created. Linkage analysis 

of 155 polymorphic microsatellite markers performed on this population produced the first 

duck genetic map containing 19 linkage groups. Out of 155 microsatellite markers genotyped, 

115 are placed on the genetic map. The sex averaged map spans 1353.3cM, with an average 

interval distance of 15.04 cM. The male map covers 1,415cM whereas the female map covers 

1387.6cM. The flanking sequences of 155 genotyped microsatellite markers were aligned on 

the chicken genome by BLASTn and 49 corresponding ortholog sequences were found. 

Specific PCR primers were designed based on the corresponding orthologs and used to select 

28 chicken BAC clones which were then used to integrate genetic and cytogenetic map by 

FISH. Eleven out of 19 linkage groups were thus assigned to 10 duck chromosomes.  

 

The first QTL detection on carcass and meat quality traits was carried out by Huang et 

al in 2007 (Huang et al. 2007b), based on the Chinese resource family used for building the 

map (Huang et al. 2006). With the 95 microsatellite markers tested, eight genome-wide 

significant QTL for crop weight, skin fat, liver weight, neck, shanks, wings and drip loss were 

detect on linkage groups CAU4 and CAU6; one genome-wide suggestive QTL and one 

chromosome wide QTL affecting breast weight were detected on linkage groups CAU1 and 

CAU4 respectively. Fifteen chromosome-wide suggestive QTL influencing weight of 

abdominal fat, breast, crop, heart, carcass, thighs, liver, shanks, gizzard, fat thickness in tail, 
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drip loss and cooking loss were mapped to linkage groups of CAU2, CAU4, CAU5, 

CAU6,CAU7, CAU10 and CAU13. A second QTL detection on traits influencing body 

weights and conformation were perform in the Chinese resource family (Huang et al. 2007a). 

Six genome-wide suggestive QTL for three body weight traits and two body conformation 

traits were identified on the linkage groups of CAU1, CAU2, CAU6 and CAU12. 

Chromosome-wide significant QTL affecting body weight traits and one conformation trait 

were found on CAU4 and CAU10. Besides, 12 chromosome-wide suggestive QTL for 6 body 

weight traits and 4 body conformation traits were located on seven different linkage groups. 

Moreover, the QTL on CAU6 at 21cM and 73cM jointly influenced shank girth and could 

explain 10.6% of phenotypic variations. 

 

A second duck genetic map has been constructed from a resource family in France 

(Marie-Etancelin et al. in prep). This resource family was designed to detect and map single 

and pleiotropic QTL segregating in the Common duck having an influence on the expression 

of traits in their overfed mule duck offspring. To this end, a Common duck back cross (BC) 

design has been generated by crossing Kaiya ducks (I444) which are from a light strain and 

heavy Beijing ducks (I37) (Figure I-20). The two lines differ notably in the bodyweight and 

overfeeding ability of their mule progeny. The BC females were mated to Muscovy drakes, 

and their mule duck progenies were measured for growth, metabolism during growth and 

overfeeding period, overfeeding ability, breast meat and fatty liver qualities. The phenotypic 

value of each BC female was estimated for each trait by assigning the mean value of its 

offspring’s phenotype values, taking into account the variance, which depends on the number 

of sons measured per BC and the heritability of the trait considered.  

 

The genetic map used for QTL detection has 91 microsatellite markers aggregated into 

16 linkage groups (LG), covering a total of 778 cM. Twenty-two QTL were found significant 
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at the 1% chromosome-wise threshold level, using the single trait detection option of the 

QTLMap software. Most QTL were detected for breast meat and fatty liver qualities: QTL for 

meat pH 20 minutes post mortem were mapped on LG4 (at 1% genome-wide level) and QTL 

for meat lipid content and cooking losses were found both on LG2a. For the fatty liver weight 

and composition in protein and lipid, QTL were mainly detected on LG2c and LG9 and 

multiple traits analyses highlighted pleiotropic effects of QTL in these chromosome regions. 

Apart for the strong QTL on chromosome Z for plasma triglyceride content at the end of the 

overfeeding period detected in single trait analysis, all metabolic traits QTL were revealed 

with the multi-traits approach: QTL on LG14 and LG21 affected the plasma cholesterol and 

triglyceride contents whereas QTL on LG2a seemed to impact glycaemia and the basal 

plasma corticosterone content (C. Marie-Etancelin et al, in prep).  

 

4.2 BAC library & Fosmid library 

 

Moon and Magor constructed a duck fosmid library for comparative genomic analysis 

in 2004 (Moon and Magor 2004). Before this period, others had tried to construct a BAC 

library for duck but failed due to problems with recombination, insertions and deletions 

(Moon and Magor 2004). A male Beijing duck was the DNA source and known to be 

heterozygous for MHC class I genes. This individual was chosen for two purposes: on one 

hand, he was the principal breeding male of the University of Alberta duck colony; thus, his 

haplotypes should be found in many offspring and available for future studies. On the other 

hand, the cDNA library constructed from his spleen will allow the comparison of expressed 

genes to those present in the genome within one individual. The final fosmid library consists 

of 124,488 clones and is estimated to have genome coverage of 4.7X with an average insert 

size of 38kb. 
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A duck BAC library deriving from an inbred Beijing duck, which is the individual that 

was subjected to whole genome sequencing afterwards, has been constructed in 2006 by 

partial digestion with HindIII restriction enzyme and then ligated to the pIndig-5 vector (Yuan 

et al. 2006). The whole library comprises 84,480 clones representing nine-fold physical 

coverage of the duck genome. The estimated average insert size of this library is close to 

118kb (Yuan et al. 2006). 

 

4.3 SNP Detection 

 

 Kraus et al have reported a genome wide SNP discovery from nine wild mallard ducks 

collected from three locations in Europe (Kraus et al. 2011). More than 122,000 SNPs were 

identified within this sample by sequencing a reduced representation library at a depth of 16 X. 

All the sequencing reads were then mapped to the duck draft assembly thus identifying 62,000 

additional SNP.  Altogether more than 184,000 SNP were identified from this study in which 

almost 150,000 have the characteristics required for subsequent genotyping. Among those 

high quality 150,000 SNP, approximately 101,000 SNP were detected within wild mallard 

sequences and the rest were detected between wild mallard and domesticated duck. Within the 

dataset of 101,000 SNP, they found a subset of ~20,000 shared between wild mallard and 

domesticated duck, suggesting a low genetic divergence (Kraus et al. 2011). 

   

One run of sequencing including F1 animals of the resource population used for the 

construction of the genetic map and for QTL research is scheduled at INRA (Frédérique Pitel 

and Alain Vignal, INRA, France). This approach should produce less SNP per kb of 

chromosome sequence due to the limited number of animals coming from the cross of two 
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domestic lines, but these should be the best choice for genotyping the French QTL resource 

family, due to the choice of animals to be sequenced. 

 

4.4 EST data 

 

Most of the efforts are devoted towards the production of Expressed Sequence Tags 

(EST), which will be subsequently used to annotate the genome and to design chips for 

transcriptome analyses. Eight runs of sequencing with a Roche 454 have been performed and 

are under analysis (Dave Burt, UK, personnal communication). These include tissues 

involved in the response to the Influenza virus, mainly spleen, lung and intestine. Control and 

challenged birds are included in the analysis. Another analysis is performed at INRA 

(Frédérique Pitel, Christian Diot and Alain Vignal, INRA, France) and consists of 2 runs of 

Roche 454 sequencing of liver, muscle and brain tissues from both the common duck and the 

Muscovy duck. All the sequencing data were assembled into 64,946 EST contigs and used to 

annotate the duck genome scaffolds sequenced at BGI (Huang et al, in prep).  

 

4.5 Duck genome sequencing 

 

A 10-week-old female Beijing duck from the Golden Star Duck Production in China 

has been sequenced by the BGI (Beijing Genomics Institute) using similar methods as those 

used for the sequencing of the giant panda genome (Huang et al, in prep). The genome 

analysis is mostly finished. In total they generated 77 Gb of paired-end and mate-pair reads 

representing a 64X physical coverage of the genome with an average read length of 50bp. The 

assembly is composed of 78,487 scaffolds covering 1.1 Gb. The N50 contig size is 26kb and 

the N50 scaffold is 1.2Mb. 
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All the EST data were collected and combined for improving the assembly and gene 

prediction, which resulted in 15,065 protein-coding genes in duck. Genscan and Augustus, 

trained on human data, were used to predict duck genes, giving a prediction of 32,383 and 

22,739 protein-coding genes respectively (Huang et al, in prep). After integrating all gene 

sources, a reference gene set was created containg 15,634 protein coding genes, 249 

pseudogenes and 567 ncRNAs occupying 2.3% of the duck genome 

(http://pre.ensembl.org/Anas_platyrhynchos/Info/Index). 

 

The whole genome sequencing predicted almost 2.8 million SNPs from which the 

estimated the heterozygosity values of the duck genome were estimated to be 2.61 × 10-3 for 

the autosomes in general and 2.08×10-3 for the coding regions(Huang et al, in prep) . The 

transcriptome sequencing data from a cherry valley duck was mapped to the draft assembly, 

increasing the total SNP number to more than 2.95 million. Therefore, on average there are 

2.76 SNPs per kb in the duck genome when comparing two random complements. The 

fraction of SNP in the intergenic, intronic and exonic regions is 63%, 34.3% and 2.7% 

respectively(Huang et al, in prep) . 

 

 It is estimated that segmental duplications (SD) represent 1% of the duck assembly, 

which is similar to chicken but significantly less than mammals for which SD represent 

3.1~5.2 % of the genome. Of 2,960 SD detected in duck, only 7 exceed 10 kb in length and 

none is greater than 20kb. On the contrary, large SD are abundant in mammals. It might not 

be a drawback resulting from the second generation sequencing technique because chicken 

sequenced by Sanger doesn’t have large SD (> 20kb) either. Detailed analyses of SD have 

shown that a total of 412 genes are located in the predicted duck SDs and 209 of them can be 

annotated by the Gene Ontology database. Those genes participate in immunity, receptor, and 

signaling pathways, suggesting that SD plays an important role in the organism’s adaptive 
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evolution. In addition, the genes related to the cytoskeleton are also enriched in the predicted 

duck SD, which was not reported in other species (Huang et al, in prep). 

  

 The draft duck genome sequence will allow more detailed comparative analyses to 

study candidate genes involved in the immune response to avian influenza. Comparison of the 

turkey, duck, chicken and zebra finch genomes, allowed the identification of 5, 76, 577 and 

1,752 lineage-specific gene duplications (LSD). The use of different sequencing platforms 

may partially explain the lower number of LSD in turkey and duck, but both chicken and 

zebra finch were sequenced by the Sanger technique, meaning that the difference in LSD 

could reflect the requirement of gene expansion for adaptation. Within the 76 duck LSD, 14 

gene families are found, out of which 3 are significantly expanded in the duck lineage.  Those 

three significantly expanded gene families are: (1) the immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF) 

which includes mammalian butyrophilin-like (BTNL) genes with the exception of BTNL9. 

BTNL were suggested to attenuate T cell activation and antagonize the pathologic 

inflammatory T cell infiltrates (Bas et al. 2011; Nguyen et al. 2006). Inside this superfamily, 

other BTN members and the tripartite motifs (TRIM) also exhibit a special domain which are 

involved in the secretion of lipid droplet (Jeong et al. 2009) or in targeting retroviral capsid 

proteins(Towers 2007) and binds to the Fc portion of IgG (James et al. 2007); (2) an olfactory 

receptor (OR) gene family. This expanded gene family may be a result from the adaptation of 

aquatic lifestyle for duck comparing to turkey, chicken and zebra finch; (3) a novel gene 

family that includes only 5 duck epidermal growth factor (EFG)-like genes. 

  

 Due to the lack of resolution of intermediate map, the duck assembly is much more 

fragmented than that of chicken or zebra finch. To facilitate comparative genomics, QTL 

detection and fine mapping in duck, efforts should be devoted to improve the genome 

assembly and accomplish chromosome assignment. 
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4.6 Ultrascaffold construction strategy for NGS: duck as an example 

 

The duck sequencing project has produced 78,487 scaffolds; no detailed BAC-based 

or any other physical map is yet published and only a very low density genetic map is 

available at the moment (Huang et al. 2006). Thus, with the current data, it is almost 

impossible to concatenate scaffolds and to assign scaffolds to chromosomes in a correct order. 

Although the location of scaffolds can be partial inferred through comparative genomics with 

chicken, due to avian’s well-conserved synteny, their orientation and local ordering may 

sometimes be wrong, as suggested by the few intrachromosomal rearrangement detected in 

cytogenetic comparative maps (Fillon et al. 2007; Skinner et al. 2009). It is unsuitable to order 

and orient such a massive numbers of scaffolds by a cytogenetic approach such as FISH alone. 

Moreover, the resolution of FISH is insufficient.  

 

Thanks to NGS, more and more species will be subjected to genome sequencing, 

among which most of them may have even less genomic data available than duck. There is no 

doubt that the genome assembly will be highly fragmented like that of the giant panda and of 

duck, causing difficulties in constructing chromosome assemblies.  

 

Therefore, we propose here a strategy for improving NGS genome assembly, aiming at 

building chromosome-wide sequence assemblies. RH mapping can be used to construct NGS 

chromosome sequence. RH mapping reduces a lot of complexities; moreover, combining 

NGS makes RH mapping more powerful and high throughput. We use duck as an example, 

showing that the feasibility of this survey approach. Moreover, by combining comparative 

genomics information with other sequenced birds, the assignment of duck scaffolds onto 

chromosomes is achieved and thereafter allowing detection of chromosomal rearrangement 

among them. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the first ones developed in human (Gyapay et al. 1996), whole-genome radiation 

hybrid (WGRH) panels have been widely produced for mammalian species. The radiation 

hybrid (RH) maps produced with these panels have usually a higher resolution than the 

genetic maps produced by recombinant mapping, allowing the ordering of markers otherwise 

clustered on the genetic map (Gyapay et al. 1996). However, another major advantage of RH 

over genetic mapping, is that it does not require polymorphism: any STS (Sequence Tagged 

Site) can be used. This has proved especially useful for mapping genes and EST (Expressed 

Sequence Tags). The resolution of RH maps can be tailored by adapting the radiation dose 

used to break the chromosomes in the donor cell. Higher radiation doses will break the 

chromosomes into smaller fragments and panels of different resolutions can be created 

depending of the needs: aid to BAC contig construction, high resolution transcript maps of a 

whole genome, or regional fine mapping of candidate regions for quantative trait loci (QTLs) 

(Faraut et al. 2009). Radiation hybrids are produced by the fusion of lethally irradiated donor 

cells of the species of interest with a recipient cell line, usually of rodent origin, which is 

either thymidine kinase (TK) or hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT)-

deficient. Fusion products are cultured in selective hypoxanthine-aminopterin-thymidine 

(HAT) media to eliminate the parental rodent cells and isolate the hybrid clones. The WGRH 

(Whole Genome Radiation Hybrid) panel obtained consists of hybrid clones that randomly 

retain a subset of short broken chromosomal fragments from the donor cells. The markers are 

then scored by a simple PCR analysis for the presence or the absence of DNA from the 

hybrids, avoiding the necessary development of polymorphism as required for genetic maps 

(Figure I-10). The probability that two linked markers are included within a single fragment, 

and therefore their co-retention probability, decreases with the distance between them. This 

method allows the mapping of a high number of non-polymorphic markers such as expressed 

sequenced tags (EST) or gene based markers, providing an efficient approach for direct gene 
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mapping and the production of dense maps of the genome. However, the proportion of the 

genome from the donor cells -the retention frequency- is critical to the success or failure of a 

WGRH panel. Hybrid selection was proposed by Jones (1996) as a method to increase the 

mapping power of radiation hybrid panels (Jones 1996). In that case, several hundred of 

hybrids are made initially and screened for the proportion of donor cell genome present in the 

hybrids, assessed by PCR analysis by testing for the presence or the absence of a small 

number of independent markers to provide independent estimate of donor cell chromosome 

retention and to assess the genome-wide retention frequency. Then, a selection is made for a 

subset of 90 hybrids which are positive for the largest proportion of tested loci. 

In birds, an attempt to develop chicken radiation hybrids was first published by Kwok 

and coworkers who tested 4 different radiation doses and two different hamster recipient cell 

lines but got only a few hybrids in each case (Kwok et al. 1998). This was probably due to a 

particularly low retention frequency of the chicken genome after the fusions. Indeed, a lower 

retention of the chicken chromosome fragments leads to a lower number of hybrids bearing 

the selection gene and thus leads to a lower number of hybrids from which to select after each 

fusion experiment. To overcome this problem when developing the chicken radiation panel, a 

large number of fusion experiments was done, to obtain more than 450 chicken radiation 

hybrids, whose average retention frequency was only 11.3% for the whole genome (Morisson 

et al. 2002). Due to the particularities of the chicken genome structure, the retention rate for 

markers located on microchromosomes and macrochromosomes were evaluated separately 

giving values of 14.8% and 9.5% respectively. Finally, the 90 best clones were selected for 

the final WGRH panel in which the average retention frequency of the chicken genome is 

close to 22% (25.7% for the microchromosomes and 20.1% for the macrochromosomes). This 

WGRH panel has successfully been used to construct chromosome RH maps of the chicken 

genome and helped in detecting regions misplaced in the sequence (Morisson et al. 2007). 
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 Our experience in chicken highlighted the difficulties in developing such a tool in 

birds, the main problem being the low retention frequency. In an attempt to produce a WGRH 

panel in duck and in order to maximize the number of hybrids obtained from each fusion 

experiment, we decided to optimize our method by comparing the conditions we used in 

chicken with those recently published by Page and Murphy for mammals (Page and Murphy 

2008). It is anticipated that the optimized method described here should be applicable to other 

birds. Along with duck genome sequencing, in the absence of other long-range intermediate 

maps in duck, the duck WGRH panel will be the only source to aid in the improvement of 

current duck genome assembly. 

 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1 Comparison of two methods for duck embryonic fibroblast culture 

For chicken radiation hybrids, we used normal diploid fibroblasts obtained from 

female chick embryos and propagated in complete RPMI1640 medium [RPMI1640 (Sigma 

Chemical Co.) supplemented with 15% fetal calf serum, streptomycin and penicillin] with 5% 

CO2 and at 40°C to emulate the natural chicken body temperature. They were cryopreserved 

in complete RPMI1640 plus 15% glycerin at a concentration of 3 to 6 million cells/mL in 

liquid nitrogen. However duck primary fibroblasts grew better when cultured in complete 

DMEM [DMEM plus GlutaMAXTM-I (Gibco/Invitrogen), supplemented with 10% fetal calf 

serum, 1% streptomycin and penicillin] and cryopreserved in 95% fetal calf serum 

(Gibco/Invitrogen) and 5% DMSO. These conditions are in accordance with the ones 

recommended by Page and Murphy. 
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2.2 Generation of duck radiation hybrids 

Pre-irradiation step: Duck fibroblasts were cultured at 40°C with 5% CO2 in complete 

RPMI1640 medium and harvested, on the day of fusion by a PBS wash, trypsinized, collected 

in complete RPMI1640 (supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 1% streptomycin and 

penicillin), counted, spinned, resuspended in incomplete RPMI1640 medium (without serum) 

and kept on wet ice until the irradiation step. Wg3hCl2 hamster cells were cultured in 

complete RPMI1640 medium at 37°C with 5% CO2 and prepared for fusion the same way in 

incomplete RPMI1640 medium. Again, these conditions are in accordance with the ones 

recommended by Page and Murphy except that DMEM medium was used instead of 

RPMI1640 medium. 

Irradiation and fusion steps:  

Protocol 1 (used for the chicken panel): the tube containing chicken fibroblasts was 

kept on ice during the irradiation and the fusion was performed within 30 min. The 

importance of these conditions was also highlighted by Page and Murphy in Protocol 2.  For 

the duck panel, the irradiated fibroblasts were added to hamster cells at a ratio of 1:1 and the 

mixed cells were spinned and resuspended in 1 mL of polyethylene glycol 1500 (PEG-1500) 

in less than 1 min before adding complete RPMI1640 rapidly. The cell suspension was then 

dispensed in 75 cm2 flasks with 5X105 cells of each fusion partner per flask.  Finally, fused 

cells are resuspended in complete RPMI and HAT was added to the medium only 24 hours 

after fusion. 

Protocol 2 (described by Page and Murphy): The donor and recipient cells were 

treated in the same way as in Protocol 1 for the irradiation step. In the fusion process, Page 

and Murphy recommend to resuspend the mixed cells in PEG-1500 for a total of 2 min and to 

add 10 mL of unsupplemented DMEM at a rate of 1 mL/min before centrifuging the cell 

suspension at 67g for 5 min. Then the cells are resuspended in unsupplemented DMEM and 

placed at 37°C with gentle mixings every 20 min before being spinned again at 185g for 5 



hybrid Retention Total # Chr # micro
h158 16,1% 29 10

29 9
29 10
29 10
29 9
29 9
29 8
29 8
29 7
29 6

h165 9,7% 23 3
22 0
22 2

polyploidy -
22 0
23 0
28 5
25 3
22 1
24 3
26 4

h219 25,8% 25 5
32 12
26 7
27 627 6
29 6
25 5
28 7
25 4
26 7
26 4

h279 32,3% 31 7
29 7
31 7
29 9
31 8
28 3
34 12
35 9
34 9
36 10

Table II-1: chromosome counting results for the four investigated hybrids.
For each hybrid, chromosome counting were carried out on 10 cells. The retention rate was given for
each hybrid. The total chromosome number was given in the 3rd column, microchromosome number was
given in the 4th column. Compare with the recipient cell karyotype, we observed that the total
chromosome number is increased and we detected additional microchromosomes. This study gave an
evidence that hybrid cell lines were a mixture of cell population. Furthermore, the total chromosome
number had tendency of being positively related with retention rate.
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min. Finally, fused cells are resuspended in complete DMEM and cultured directly in 

presence of HAT (5 x 105 cells per culture dish) after fusion. 

2.3 Comparative results 

  Altogether, the main differences between our method and that of Page and Murphy 

concern the fusion step. The cell partners are submitted to 2 centrifugations according to Page 

and Murphy’s method while we do not spin the cells after addition of PEG-1500. Moreover, 

in our method, the HAT is added 24 hours later than in Page and Murphy’s (see Table II-1). 

In order to compare the two methods (Page and Murphy’s one versus ours) and 2 temperature 

conditions to cultivate the hybrids (37°C versus 40°C), we carried 2 fusion experiments and 

for each tested 4 fusion conditions (combination of two protocols and two culture 

temperatures), each using 17 million of both cell partners in each case. No clone was found at 

40°C either with Page and Murphy’s method or with ours. Fifteen clones were observed and 

cultured using our method and 3 clones were observed and cultured using the one of Page and 

Murphy. Taking these results into account, we set up a large scale fusion according to the 

method described below.  

2.4 The optimized method 

2.4.1 Primary fibroblast culture and cryopreservation 

Twelve-day duck embryos were chosen as donors of primary fibroblasts. The eggs 

were washed with 70% ethanol and the embryos were carefully picked with tweezers and 

placed in culture dishes. They were washed twice with a 0.05% trypsin solution (comprising 

8g NaCl, 0.4g KCl, 1g glucose, 0.58g NaHCO3, 0.2g EDTA and 0.5g Trysin per 1 liter 

solution). The heads of the embryos were removed and the embryos were eviscerated before 

being dilacerated. The trypsin digestion of the tissues was carried out in 5 mL of 0.3% trypsin 

solution (increasing trypsin to 3g without EDTA compared to 0.05% trypsin solution) at 37°C 
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for 5 min under gentle stirring. The supernatant was poured into a 50 mL tube containing 10 

mL complete DMEM to stop the trysinization. This step was done three times and the cell 

suspension was spinned before being resuspended in complete DMEM and counted. They 

were used to set up the primary fibroblast culture while the rest of the tissues was kept for 

DNA extraction in order to determine the sex of the embryos by PCR amplification according 

to Batellier et al(Batellier et al. 2004). Indeed, the fibroblasts will have to be female which is 

the heterogametic sex in birds. Fibroblasts were cultured in complete DMEM [DMEM 

Glutamax (Gibco Co.) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Gibco Co.), 1% penicillin 

and streptomycin] at 40°C with 5% CO2 in 25-cm2 flasks on the basis of 6 x 106 cells/flask. 

At the stage of confluence, the cells were harvested, centrifuged, resuspended in 95% fetal 

calf serum (Gibco Co.) and 5% DMSO, at a concentration of 6 to 12 million cells/mL and 

cryopreserved in liquid nitrogen.  

2.4.2 Generation of radiation hybrids 

Pre-irradiation step: Two 75 cm2 flasks were seeded with 6 million female duck fibroblasts 

in complete DMEM and cultured in 5% CO2 at 40°C until the cell monolayer approached 

confluency. The day before the fusion, the cells were harvested, divided in four 75 cm2 flasks 

and cultured overnight. On the day of fusion, the medium was aspirated from the flasks and 

the monolayer was washed twice with 10 mL of HBSS. Trypsinization in each flask was 

carried out using 2 mL of 0.05% trypsin solution, and the fibroblasts were collected in 5 mL 

of complete DMEM. All the fibroblasts from the 4 flasks were pooled in the same tube before 

centrifugation for 10 min at 900 rpm. The fibroblasts pellet was resuspended in 15 mL of 

complete DMEM and this centrifugation step was repeated to remove all trypsin from the 

solution. The fibroblasts were then resuspended in incomplete DMEM (without serum) and 

counted. One tube containing 27 million fibroblasts was kept on wet ice until the radiation 

step. Wg3hCl2 hamster cells were cultured the same way in complete RPMI1640 medium at 



Parameters Protocol 1 Protocol 2

Donner cell treatment
(pre-irradiation)

Incomplete DMEM Incomplete DMEM

recipient cell treatment
(pre-irradiation)

Incomplete DMEM Incomplete DMEM

PEG treatment 1 min 2 min

Resuspension media RPMI1640 DMEM

Centrifugation after fusion Not needed Yes, 67g for 5 minCentrifugation after fusion Not needed Yes, 67g for 5 min

Incubation of fusion partners Not needed
Incubate at 37oC for 1 h with one 

gentle mixing every 20 min, and then 
cells were centrifuged before division

Addition of HAT 24 hrs after fusion Immediately

Media for hybrid culture Complete RPMI1640 with HAT Complete DMEM with HAT

Table II-2: Comparison of two protocols used for generation of radiation hybrid.
Protocol 1 was adapted for chicken RH panel construction whereas protocol 2 was described by Page and Murphy  (2008). 
Incomplete DMEM only contains 1% streptomycin and penicillin (without serum). Complete DMEM/RPMI medium are 
supplemented with 1% streptomycin and penicillin  and 10% fetal calf serum.
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37°C with 5% CO2. Twenty-seven million cells were prepared in complete RPMI1640 

medium 

Irradiation and fusion steps: The tube containing 27 million duck fibroblasts was kept on ice 

while being irradiated at 6,000 rads. The fusion step was carried out within the 30 min after 

the irradiation step. In the fusion process, twenty five million irradiated fibroblasts were 

mixed to 25 million hamster cells and spinned at 900 rpm for 10 min. The pellet was 

resuspended in 1 mL PEG 1500 (Roche Applied Science) in less than 1 min (checked with a 

timer) by gently pipetting up and down with a 1-mL pipette. Twenty-four mL of incomplete 

DMEM (without serum) was rapidly added. The cell suspension was then dispensed in fifty 

75 cm2 flasks (0.5 million of each fusion partners per flask) in RPMI1640 and placed at 37°C 

with 5% CO2. Two million hamster cells were seeded in one 75 cm2 flask containing 20 mL 

of complete RPMI (negative control N°1) and 2 million irradiated fibroblasts were seeded in 

one 75 cm2 flask containing 20 mL of complete DMEM (negative control N°2). 

Post-fusion step: HAT (HAT Media Supplement (50×) Hybri-Max® from Sigma-Aldrich), 

was added 24 hours after the fusion in all the flasks except in the negative control N°2. The 

medium was changed (complete RPMI1640 plus HAT) in all the flasks 4 days post-fusion to 

discard the non-fused cells and once a week afterwards. The flasks were examinated for the 

presence of hybrid clones everyday between 7 and 20 days after fusion.  

2.4.3 Clone picking, short term cultures and DNA extraction 

No colonies were observed either in negative control N°1 or N°2, indicating that only 

the fusion products were viable under the combination of irradiation and selective medium 

conditions used. Seven to 12 days after the fusion, clones appeared, sometime several of them 

in the same flask. After the clones had grown enough to occupy the whole field of the 

microscope (objective 10X), they were individually picked using bent Pasteur pipettes and 

transferred to individual 25cm2 flasks. Each clone was cultured until the stage of confluence 



Figure II-1: karyotype of Wg3hCl2 cell lines. The cell line derives from Chinese Hamster
Lung cells (DON) and was characeterised by Echardet al. (1984). Due to karyotype instability,
the chromosome number can vary between 20-24 with a median value of 21.
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and transferred in two 75cm2 flasks. Clones appeared at various times throughout the 7-20 

days post fusion and grew at different speed. Care given to each clone was adapted to its own 

behaviour, the medium being changed at least once a week and trysinization steps were added 

for clones growing in lumps, in order to reseed the whole flask. When fully grown, cells from 

both flasks were harvested. Five million were kept for DNA extraction while the rest was 

frozen in 95% fetal calf serum (Gibco Co.) and 5% DMSO, at a concentration of 3 to 6 

million cells/mL and cryopreserved in liquid nitrogen. DNA extraction was carried out using 

the QIAGEN DNeasy® blood and tissue kit (http://www1.qiagen.com/Products/). 

 

2.5 Cytogenetic investigations on four hybrids 

 We randomly chose 4 duck RH hybrids (h158, h165, h219 and h279) to establish the 

chromosome number and visualize the location of duck genome fragments by FISH 

(Fluorescent In Situ Hybridisation).  

Chromosome number 

We counted 10 metaphases for each hybrid. Results are shown in Table II-2.  

Karyotype of Wg3hCl2 hamster cells had been analyzed by (Echard G. 1984) as shown in 

Figure II-1. This cell line has a chromosome number ranging from 20 ~ 24 with a median 

value of 21 (Echard G. 1984) and exhibits a very small chromosome M3 (Figure II-1). For all 

the four hybrids, the number of chromosomes is increased compare to the Wg3hCl2, showing 

additional microchromosomes. We observed a strong variability of the number of 

chromosomes between and within the hybrids. Although h158 showed constant chromosome 

number in all 10 cells checked, microchromosome number differed in which some contained 

6 microchromosomes and 3 or 4 very small fragments and some contained 5 microchrosomes. 

The remaining three hybrids had a variable number of chromosomes according to metaphases. 

The retention rate seemed somehow positively related with the total chromosome number: the 



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure II-2 : Cytogenetic study of 4 duck hybrids. Duck genomic DNA (red) is hybridised to hamster
chromosomes stained by DAPI (blue). (a) two metaphases from hybrid h158, with 8 (left) and 9 (right)
additional microchromosomes containing duck fragments. Moreover, the size of the microchromosomes is
different between these two cells. This suggest that the hybrid cells are not monoclonal. (b) two examples
from hybrid h165, with only 1 (left) and 4 (right) additional chromosomes. The cell on the right is
tetraploid. (c) two examples of hybrid h219 and (d) two examples of h279. Cells contain different number
of additional microchromosmes. (e) a 2D-view of the duck fragments in hybrid interphase nuclei.

(e)
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higher the retention rate, the higher the chromosome number. This suggests that the 

fragmented duck DNA could integrate the recipient cells as independent neo-

microchromosomes. The different chromosome numbers suggests that there is a strong 

instability of the karyotype in the hybrid cells. 

FISH of duck genomic DNA 

To further visualize the integration of the fragmented duck DNA in the hybrid cells, 

labeled duck genomic DNA was used as a probe and hybridized in situ on metaphase 

chromosome spreads of hybrid cells (Details see in supplementary method). FISH 

experiments showed that the duck chromosome fragments formed one or more additional 

microchromosomes and in some cases a few small fluorescent signals are seen on hamster 

chromosomes, suggesting that the duck chromosome fragments preferentially form additional 

microchromosomes and only occasionally insert themselves in the hamster chromosomes 

(Figure II-2). Meanwhile, within the same hybrids, we observed that the additional 

microchromosomes containing duck fragments could vary in size and number, which was 

consistent with the observation above in counting chromosome numbers. This study provided 

further evidence that a hybrid cell line was not monoclonal but a mixture of a cell population 

(V.Fillon, unpublished data). 

2.6 Discussion 

The interspecific hybrids are obtained by fusing cells that grow at different 

temperatures: 37°C for the hamster cells and 40°C for the duck cells. The question is thus 

whether to use a temperature that favors the donor or the recipient cells. Favoring the donor 

cells could perhaps help for chromosome fragment retention, whereas favoring the recipient 

should ensure optimal growth, as their genome is complete, unlike the donor cell’s genome. 

Previous studies were made on somatic hybrids (Cassingena et al. 1971; Grzeschik et al. 1972; 

Kao 1973; Migeon and Miller 1968; Minna and Coon 1974; Minna et al. 1974; Westerveld et 



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure II-3 : Cytogenetic study of Chicken hybrids using primed in situ labelling (PRINS) of the
hamster genome. Green/yellow PRINS signals on red stained chromosomes are from hamster and non-
labelled red chromosomes are from chicken. Most chicken fragments are in the form of additional
microchromosomes, with only very few insertion in the hamster genome, indicated by the arrow in (c).
(V.Fillon personnel communication)
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al. 1971), showing that genome dominance was observed. Herein, we suggest the recipient 

cell should dominate the cell cycle, at least from the fact that donor cells are only partially 

retained and thus they don’t have a whole set of genes for cell growth and propagation. Work 

on the zebrafish RH panel also reflected that culture conditions should be those of the 

recipient cell (Kwok et al. 1998). The difficulty for obtaining more chicken hybrids is 

probably due to the fact that the chicken hybrids were cultured at 39°C instead of 37°C.  

Apart from the culture temperature, the fusion process is also a critical factor 

influencing fusion efficiency. The protocol described by Page and Murphy could be very 

stringent for fragile irradiated cells; especially the long treatment with PEG followed by 

centrifugation in the post irradiation step may be fatal for the fragile hybrids. 

The painting experiment of duck genomic DNA onto the hybrids showed the presence 

of donor cell chromosome fragments as additional chromosomes independent from the 

hamster chromosome. This is similar to what had been observed for chicken hybrids (Kwok et 

al. 1998) and also in agreement with the characterization of chicken hybrids where the 

chicken DNA fragments were formed as independent microchromosomes (V.Fillon personnal 

communication, Figure II-3). The painting on chicken hybrids had been done by PRINS 

(Primed in situ labeling) of hamster fragment, and showed only occasional cases (Figure II-

3.C) of chicken fragments inserted into hamster chromosome and mostly independent 

additional microchromosomes. These cytogenetic studies have shown that duck and chicken 

hybrids behave in a similar pattern. However, these observations are slightly different from 

those in swine, for which larger additional chromomes were observed (Yerle et al. 1998) 

(Figure II-4) and in zebrafish for which insertions into the recipient genome were not so rare 

(Kwok et al. 1998). As a conclusion, what can be deduced from these cytogenetic studies, is 

that the donor cell fragments frequently form additional microchromosome(s) or 

chromosome(s) which are retained in the hybrids, at least for chicken and duck hybrids. 

Combining the observation that an additional chromosome could consist of fragments coming 



(a) (b)

(c)

Figure II-4 : (a) and (b) characterization of swine hybrids (6000 rads panel) using primed in situ
labelling (PRINS) of the swine genome. (a): Green/yellow signals on red chromosomes are from swine
fragments labelled by PRINS on red (a) or blue (b) hamster chromosomes. Results suggest that swine
fragments could form additional chromosomes, or insert themselves in hamster chromosome (arrow in
(a)). (c) the centromeric sequences of swine chromosomes were labeled as probes. Probes derived from
metacentric and acrocentric chromosomes were labeled by different colors. Two signals in (c) suggest
this chromosome contains fragments from at least from two different chromosmes. (M.Yerle personnal
communication)
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from different donor cell chromosomes (Kwok et al. 1998; Yerle et al. 1998), we postulate 

that the additional chromosomes are comprised of the joining of many small radiation-

induced duck chromosome fragments with randomly selected duck centromeres, which are 

required for proper segregation during mitosis. This is reflected by the higher retention of 

centromeric regions of donor chromosomes in the hybrids (Figure II-5). However, the 

observation from swine hybrids (Figure II-4.c) and cytogenetic study by Yerle et al.(1998), 

that multi-chromosomal originated additional chromosome has more than one centromere, 

raises an interesting question that what mechanism would be involved to inactivate extra 

centromere(s) if there is more than one, otherwise chromosome would not be stable.  

Some additional chromosomes observed in swine hybrids could be much larger than 

that of in birds as represented in Figure II-2, 3, 4, and insertion events were more common in 

zebrafish hybrids (Kwok et al. 1998). The mechanism is not clear yet, but we speculate that 

the repetitive sequences might be involved as half of swine and zebrafish genomes are 

repetitive sequences and containing much more DNA transposons than birds (Lam et al. 1996; 

Wiedmann et al. 2006).  

3. Conclusion 

This feasibility study compared four fusion conditions and established an optimized 

protocol to generate radiation hybrids in birds. We carried out two fusion experiments to test 

all 4 conditions from which the optimized condition provided highest fusion efficiency. 

Additional fusion experiments with the best condition, using the same protocol as for chicken 

radiation hybrids described by (Morisson et al. 2002), but with a culture temperature of 37 oC 

will be needed to generate enough hybrids for the final panel. 

 

 



Centromere effect

Figure II-5: Retention values in the chicken ChichRH6 panel. Top: along GGA4. The HPRT
gene used for donor chromosome fragment selection  is located near the first peak (100% 
retention). The second peak is close to the centromere. Bottom: along GGA1. (A.Vignal personnel 
communication)
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4. Supplementary Method 

 

Fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) 

FISH was carried out on metaphase spreads obtained from cell cultures of four RH-

hybrids, arrested with 0.05 µg/ml colcemid (Sigma) and fixed by standard procedures.  Duck 

genomic DNA was extracted from cryopreserved cells (5 million) deriving from the same 

individual (TT) that was used for the panel construction, with the Qiagen Dneasy blood and 

tissue kit (spin-column protocol). 

The FISH protocol is derived from Yerle et al, 1992. Two-colour FISH was performed 

by labelling 100 ng of TT genomic DNA with alexa fluorochromes (ChromaTide® Alexa 

Fluor® 568-5-dUTP, Molecular Probes) by random priming using the Bioprim Kit 

(Invitrogen). The probe was purified using spin column G50 Illustra (Amersham Biosciences), 

ethanol precipitated, and resuspended in 50% formamide hybridization buffer. The probe was 

denaturated and hybridised to RH hybrids metaphase slides for 17 hours at 37°C in the 

Hybridizer (Dako). Chromosomes were counterstained with DAPI in antifade solution 

(Vectashield with DAP, Vector). The hybridised metaphases were screened with a Zeiss 

fluorescence microscope and a minimum of twenty spreads was analysed for each experiment. 

Spot-bearing metaphases were captured and analysed with a cooled CCD camera using 

Cytovision software (Leica-Microsystem).  
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Introduction 

After our tests on culture and fusion conditions, we obtained an optimized protocol to 

construct a radiation hybrid (RH) panel in duck. However, during our test studies, we couldn’t 

obtain enough hybrids for a whole panel. Therefore, two more fusion experiments were 

carried out and a total of 225 hybrid clones were harvested from four fusion experiments in 

total. From these, a selection of a set of the 90 best hybrids, with the highest retention values 

for duck chromosomes, is mandatory for increasing the RH mapping power (Jones 1996). 

 To assist the duck genome sequence assembly, thousands of markers will have to be 

genotyped on the panel, meaning that a large quantity of DNA from the hybrids is needed. For 

this, large scale culture of the hybrid clones is the usual approach. However, this is a time-

consuming step and another major problem is that donor chromosome fragments are lost from 

the hybrids in the process. To avoid this, we first tried using whole genome amplification 

(WGA) to amplify all the hybrids in the panel and assessed the retention variation before and 

after WGA with a same set of microsatellite markers chosen all over the genome on the basis 

of existing genetic maps. Then, to investigate the power of the panel for building maps, we 

developed markers from the duck assembled scaffolds and genotyped both on WGA panel 

and non-WGA panel.  

 Traditional RH mapping involves genotyping defined markers by PCR followed by 

migration on agarose gel. Although it proved effective for building maps in many species, this 

method is time-consuming for genotyping high numbers of markers. Therefore, we tested the 

possibility of using the Fluidigm real time quantitative PCR (qPCR) (Spurgeon et al. 2008) 

who allows the genotyping of 96 markers at a time and a drastic reduction in reaction volumes. 

These volumes being as low as 7nL, thousands of markers can be genotyped even without 

large-scale culture of the clones. Therefore, we tested the Fluidigm real time qPCR on both 

the WGA panel and on the non WGA panel. 
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 The different genotyping methods were assessed with a set of 39 markers and we 

selected the method having the best performance to evaluate the quality of the duck genome 

assembly. This was the first assessment study of a NGS assembly by RH genotyping so far. 

Using the Fluidigm real time qPCR techniques, we genotyped duck EST markers showing no 

BLAST hit to the chicken genome, as these could correspond to microchromosomes or other 

genomic sequence absent from the assemby. The result show that RH mapping by Fluidigm 

qPCR are more powerful than traditional PCR and agarose gel electrophoresis genotyping. 

This might thus help assembling the sequence of the 10 smallest michrochromosomes, still 

causing problems in chicken and quite certainly also in duck. 

Article 

Insert article” A duck RH panel and its potential for assisting NGS genome assembly” 

Accepted by BMC Genomics 
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ABSTRACT 31 

Background: Owing to the low cost of the high throughput Next Generation Sequencing 32 

(NGS) technology, more and more species have been and will be sequenced. However, de 33 

novo assemblies of large eukaryotic genomes thus produced are composed of a large number 34 

of contigs and scaffolds of medium to small size, having no chromosomal assignment. 35 

Radiation hybrid (RH) mapping is a powerful tool for building whole genome maps and has 36 

been used for several animal species, to help assign sequence scaffolds to chromosomes and 37 

determining their order. 38 

Results: We report here a duck whole genome RH panel obtained by fusing female duck 39 

embryonic fibroblasts irradiated at a dose of 6,000 rads, with HPRT-deficient Wg3hCl2 40 

hamster cells. The ninety best hybrids, having an average retention of 23.6% of the duck 41 

genome, were selected for the final panel. To allow the genotyping of large numbers of 42 

markers, as required for whole genome mapping, without having to cultivate the hybrid 43 

clones on a large scale, three different methods involving Whole Genome Amplification 44 

(WGA) and/or scaling down PCR volumes by using the Fluidigm BioMarkTM Integrated 45 

Fluidic Circuits (IFC) Dynamic ArrayTM for genotyping were tested. RH maps of APL12 and 46 

APL22 were built, allowing the detection of intrachromosomal rearrangements when 47 

compared to chicken. Finally, the panel proved useful for checking the assembly of sequence 48 

scaffolds and for mapping EST located on one of the smallest microchromosomes. 49 

 Conclusion: The Fluidigm BioMarkTM Integrated Fluidic Circuits (IFC) Dynamic ArrayTM 50 

genotyping by quantitative PCR provides a rapid and cost-effective method for building RH 51 

linkage groups. Although the vast majority of genotyped markers exhibited a picture coherent 52 

with their associated scaffolds, a few of them were discordant, pinpointing potential assembly 53 

errors. Comparative mapping with chicken chromosomes GGA21 and GGA11 allowed the 54 

detection of the first chromosome rearrangements on microchromosomes between duck and 55 
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chicken. As in chicken, the smallest duck microchromosomes appear missing in the assembly 56 

and more EST data will be needed for mapping them. Altogether, this underlines the added 57 

value of RH mapping to improve genome assemblies. 58 

59 
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BACKGROUND 60 

The development and commercialization of next-generation massively parallel DNA 61 

sequencing approaches, by dramatically decreasing the cost of sequencing, have 62 

revolutionized genomic research. The main innovation of NGS, as compared to Sanger 63 

sequencing, is the parallelisation of the process, allowing between a few thousands and up to 64 

millions of sequencing reactions to be processed simultaneously. The three main NGS 65 

technologies available on the market use different approaches for library construction, 66 

template immobilisation and sequencing reaction, but the basic principles remain the same. 67 

NGS approaches also have some drawbacks compared with Sanger sequencing: (1) sequence 68 

reads produced currently by NGS (100 bp for Illumina, 500 bp for 454) are shorter than 69 

Sanger sequencing reads (1000 bp) and have a higher error rate, making the sequence 70 

assembly more problematic; (2) the pairing of reads in Sanger sequencing is limited by the 71 

size of the DNA fragments that can be inserted in cloning vectors, ranging from 1-2 kb or less 72 

up to 100-200 kb (plasmids, fosmids, BAC), whereas pairing of reads is limited to 40 kb with 73 

NGS, limiting the average assembled scaffold length and leading to more difficulty in 74 

segmental duplication and copy number variation detection; (3) as a consequence, a higher 75 

sequencing depth is required for assembly and a very high number of small scaffolds are 76 

produced. Nevertheless, the sequencing and de novo assembly of a Chinese individual [1] 77 

proved the feasibility of sequencing and assembling whole genomes by NGS. Many species 78 

have been sequenced and/or resequenced by NGS, such as the giant panda Ailuropoda 79 

melanoleura [2], the silk worm Bombyx mori [3], the cucumber  Cucumis sativus [4], the 80 

chicken Gallus gallus domesticus [5, 6], the turkey Meleagris gallopavo [7] and the Mallard 81 

duck Anas platyrhybchos domesticus (Huang et al, in prep).  82 

The Pekin duck (Anas platyrhynchos, APL) is an obvious target for detailed genomic 83 

studies due to its agricultural importance [8-10]  as well as for its role as a natural reservoir of 84 
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all influenza A viruses. It can usually carry the infection with no sign of disease and thus 85 

propagates the virus to other bird species and potentially to mammals such as pigs or humans 86 

[11-15]. The duck genome presents most of the characteristics encountered in birds, which 87 

are: (i) a more compact genome, one third the size of a mammals, (ii) a large number of 88 

chromosomes (2n = 80), (iii) the presence of macrochromosomes and microchromosomes, the 89 

latter being as small as a few Mb [16] and (iv) the females are the heterogametic sex (ZW) 90 

and males the homogametic one (ZZ). Due to its importance both in the economic and 91 

scientific fields, the sequencing of the Pekin duck genome was initiated in 2008 using the 92 

same strategy recently published for the giant panda [2] at the Beijing Genomics Institute 93 

(BGI). The sequence reads provided a depth of 65X and a total of 78,487 scaffolds were 94 

assembled in which N50 scaffold was 1.2Mb and the largest was 5.9 Mb in length (Huang et 95 

al, in prep). However, owing to the lack of a clone-based physical map and other 96 

supplementary mapping data, apart from a first generation genetic map composed of 155 97 

microsatellite markers, 115 of which located in only 19 linkage groups spanning 1353.3cM 98 

[17], it is possible to assign only very few assembled scaffolds to chromosomes.  99 

Several studies have shown that birds seem to have a slower rate of chromosome 100 

rearrangements than mammals, with only very little inter-chromosomal rearrangements [18-101 

23]. Between chicken and zebra finch, whole genome comparison revealed 114 tentative 102 

intrachromosomal rearrangements (56 inversions and 58 translocations) in which some were 103 

confirmed by FISH (Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization) experiments [24, 25]. Recently, Zhang 104 

et al (2011) provided confirmed evidence for 20-27 major rearrangements between turkey and 105 

chicken, almost all of which are inversions [26]. The mean reported phylogenetic distance 106 

between chicken and turkey is 47 million years, whereas it is 81 between chicken and duck 107 

[27], so the number or rearrangements reported between chicken and turkey provide the 108 

minimum level of difference expected between chicken and duck. To date, only one 109 
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interchromosomal difference has been reported between the chicken and the duck karyotypes, 110 

with APL4 and APL10 corresponding to GGA4q and GGA4p respectively [21]. This 111 

interchromosomal rearrangement explains the difference in diploid chromosomal number 112 

between the two species, which is 2n = 78 in chicken and 2n = 80 in duck and therefore the 113 

nomenclature for numbering the duck chromosomes follows mainly that of chicken. 114 

Macrochromosomes APL1 to APL9 correspond to GGA1 to GGA9, then APL10 corresponds 115 

to GGA4p and finally, the rest of the karyotype is offset by one, with GGA10 corresponding 116 

to APL11 and so on. Cross-species fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) studies using 117 

chicken BAC clones on duck metaphase spreads showed only a few large scale 118 

intrachromosomal rearrangements concerning the largest chromosomes [23, 28]. All this 119 

demonstrates a high karyotype stability despite 80 million years of divergence between the 120 

two species [29, 30]. 121 

As a first attempt to order the duck sequence scaffolds, we aligned the 7,205 ones 122 

larger than 1kb to the current chicken assembly using the Narcisse database [31, 32] and 123 

successfully positioned 1,787 of them. This still leaves a large number of scaffolds to assign 124 

and also means that the ordering of the duck scaffolds and genes we obtained will follow the 125 

chicken genome and will be wrong whenever large- or small-scale rearrangements will have 126 

happened between the two species. 127 

To assemble the scaffolds in an order corresponding to the real duck chromosomes, 128 

several approaches can be used. High density SNP genetic maps allow high precision in 129 

mapping. However, the SNP markers need first to be discovered by a sequencing approach, 130 

such as published by Kraus et al. (2011) [33] and must be informative in a reference 131 

population to be used for mapping. However, despite several thousand SNP discovered to 132 

date [33], only a small subset of 384 were genotyped [34], mainly due to the high cost that 133 

would have been required for additional markers. Finally, out of these, only a small subset 134 
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was informative in mapping populations (R. Kraus, R. Crooijmans, personal communication), 135 

which will allow only for low resolution maps and poor marker ordering. Furthermore, for 136 

high precision mapping, very large populations counting several hundred individuals are 137 

required, yet again increasing cost and labour. Further sequencing for SNP detection and a 138 

consortium for generating a SNP chip would help improve genetic maps in duck and may 139 

happen in the future. Physical maps can be based on the mapping of BAC clones by FISH for 140 

chromosome assignment and large-scale ordering. The BAC clones from large libraries can 141 

be used for contig construction by fingerprinting or high throughput hybridization. End-142 

sequencing of the clones allow linking sequence scaffolds together. BAC contig maps are thus 143 

usually a backbone to the sequence assembly. A  BAC library has been made for Duck [35], 144 

but to the best of our knowledge, there are no plans yet to build physical maps. In this context, 145 

radiation hybrid mapping can be an excellent complementary mapping approach, as it does 146 

not require complex marker development and large-scale genotyping. Any STS can be placed 147 

on the map by simple PCR on as little as 90 hybrids. Thus with a minimal effort, maps with a 148 

resolution intermediate between the genetic and the BAC contig maps can be constructed to 149 

propose a correct chromosomal assignment and ordering of scaffolds. We report here the 150 

production of a duck whole genome radiation hybrid panel and demonstrate its utility to 151 

verify the quality of sequence scaffolds and for assigning and positioning scaffolds onto 152 

chromosomes. Large-scale culture of radiation hybrid clones is a time-consuming process and 153 

moreover causes the loss of donor fragments in the hybrids. To avoid the necessity of 154 

cultivating the radiation hybrid clones at a large scale, we tested three approaches. One 155 

involves whole genome amplification (WGA) and conventional genotyping by PCR and gel 156 

electrophoresis and the other two use minute amounts of DNA and Fluidigm BioMarkTM IFC 157 

Dynamic ArrayTM genotyping by quantitative PCR. The advantage of the Fluidigm 158 

approaches is low cost combined with simple and rapid high-scale genotyping.  159 
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 160 

RESULTS 161 

Generation and characterisation of a duck radiation hybrid panel 162 

Duck radiation hybrids were obtained by fusing female duck embryonic fibroblasts 163 

irradiated at a dose of 6,000 rads, with HPRT-deficient hamster cells from the Wg3hCl2 cell 164 

line. Five fusion experiments were carried out to produce 225 duck radiation hybrids, 165 

suggesting that one hybrid clone was recovered per 289,000 duck fibroblasts, corresponding 166 

to an average fusion efficiency of 3.46 x 10-6 clone per duck fibroblast. Retention frequencies 167 

in the hybrids were estimated by using a set of 31 microsatellite markers distributed along the 168 

duck genome, whose positions were estimated on the basis of a low resolution genetic map 169 

(Marie-Etancelin et al., in prep). Genotyping was performed by conventional PCR followed 170 

by agarose gel electrophoresis. As the ancestral chromosomes 4 and 10, fused in chicken to 171 

give GGA4q and GGA4p respectively, remain separated in duck as APL4 and APL10 [23, 172 

28], care was taken to choose one marker located on APL10 and 3 others on APL4. As 173 

microchromosomes and the regions close to centromeres were reported to be better retained in 174 

chicken radiation hybrids [36-38], we decided to focus more on macrochromosomes and a 175 

higher proportion of markers from macrochromosomes. Altogether, 20 markers from 176 

macrochromosomes 1 to 7 and chromosome Z were selected and the rest (11 markers) were 177 

from identified microchromosomes. By using the genetic maps and comparative mapping 178 

with chicken, we avoided the clustering of markers.  179 

As a result from genotyping, we estimated the average retention frequency of duck 180 

genome fragments in the 225 hybrids to be 15.3% for the whole genome, with unequal values 181 

for macrochromosomes (10.2%) and microchromosomes (21.8%). Previous estimation 182 

showed that a panel of 100 hybrids with marker retention frequencies between 20 and 50% 183 

are sufficient to build maps of chromosomes at a reasonable resolution [39]. Almost 50% of 184 
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our duck-hamster hybrids have an average retention frequency over 15%, being thus potential 185 

candidates for the final panel. Finally, the 90 hybrids selected for the definitive panel were 186 

chosen with the highest possible marker retentions for macrochromosomes while maintaining 187 

good values for microchromosomes. Final retention frequency values are 23.6% genome-188 

wide, with specific values of 20.2% for the macrochromosomes and 28.1% for the 189 

microchromosomes. 190 

Testing three different RH strategies for mapping macrochromosomes and medium size 191 

microchromosomes 192 

Several thousand markers are needed to build genome-wide maps, requiring large 193 

amounts of DNA, usually prepared by large-scale culture of the radiation hybrid clones. 194 

However, this is a time-consuming task and moreover, donor chromosome fragments are lost 195 

during the culture process. To avoid this, we tested three alternative methods allowing minute 196 

amounts of DNA from the hybrids to be used. These were based either on whole genome 197 

amplification (WGA) by Multiple Displacement Amplification (MDA) of the DNA from the 198 

hybrid clones and/or on scaling down the PCR to 7 nl, allowing the DNA requirements to be 199 

as little as 70 pg, by using the Fluidigm BioMarkTM IFC Dynamic ArrayTM genotyping by 200 

quantitative PCR (FLDM) [40]. The three conditions were thus: (i) WGA-PCR, in which the 201 

DNA from the hybrid clones was amplified by WGA and the genotyping performed by 202 

conventional PCR followed by agarose gel electrophoresis; (ii) WGA-FLDMqPCR, in which 203 

the WGA-amplified DNA was used for genotyping by quantitative real-time PCR in 7 nl 204 

reaction volumes and (iii) Pre-ampFLDMqPCR, in which the DNA from the clones was used 205 

directly without WGA, which was replaced by a more specific pre-amplification step using 206 

the 96 primer pairs for the 96 loci studied in one Fluidigm BioMarkTM run (see methods). 207 

Whole genome amplifications with MDA were performed for all the 90 selected 208 

radiation hybrids. Each sample was amplified in three replicates which were pooled together 209 
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to avoid representation bias in the final working panel. We obtained a 1000 X amplification 210 

efficiency, with more than 150 µg of WGA-DNA obtained for each hybrid, from 150ng of 211 

starting DNA. As the smallest microchromosomes have always proved difficult to sequence 212 

and to clone in chicken, we supposed a bias could also exist for WGA. To check for correct 213 

amplification of microchromosomes, we designed markers from two scaffolds located on 214 

APL17, orthologous to GGA16 and  containing the two major histocompatibility complex 215 

(MHC) gene clusters and the Nucleolar Organizing Region (NOR) rRNA genes, and from two 216 

scaffolds located on APL26, according to comparative genomic data given by the Narcisse 217 

database [31]. These 4 markers were added to our first set of 31 microsatellite markers we 218 

used primarily for selecting the 90 clones for the panel. Genotyping this set of markers on the 219 

WGA-DNA of the 90 hybrids demonstrated average retention frequencies of 23.8% for the 220 

whole genome, with 19.3% for the macrochromosomes and 29.9% for the 221 

microchromosomes. On average, retention frequencies are very close to those observed before 222 

the WGA (Figure 1A). However, retention frequency of S2870 located on APL17, S906 and 223 

S2549 located on APL26 were increased after WGA, especially for S2870. In contrast, a 224 

slight retention loss was found for S618, the other scaffold marker from APL17. Thus 225 

amplifying the panel by WGA and genotyping by the conventional PCR and agarose gel 226 

electrophoresis approach (WGA-PCR) appears to be a good option for mapping without 227 

having to perform large-scale culture of the hybrids, at least for macrochromosomes and 228 

medium-sized microchromosomes.  229 

However, genotyping several thousand markers by individual PCR and gel 230 

electrophoresis would require a lot of time and effort and a higher throughput method would 231 

be more appropriate, if feasible. In addition to scaling down PCR volumes and reducing 232 

required DNA amounts, the Fluidigm BioMarkTM has the added benefit of allowing rapid 233 

testing of 96 markers on 96 samples. To compare Fluidigm BioMarkTM genotyping by qRT-234 
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PCR, with (WGA-FLDMqPCR) or without (Pre-ampFLDMqPCR) WGA of the radiation 235 

hybrid DNA (see methods), with our more usual PCR and agarose (WGA-DNA) method, we 236 

used a set of 39 markers designed from scaffolds of the duck genome assembly. Results 237 

shown in Figure 1B suggest differences in retention frequencies between the three methods 238 

for the 39 markers tested, with lower values for the WGA-FLDMqPCR method. Differences 239 

in marker retention between the three methods was estimated by multiple t-tests (Table 1 and 240 

Additional file 3 Table S1), suggesting that there was no significant difference between the 241 

WGA-PCR and the Pre-ampFLDMqPCR methods, whereas the WGA-FLDMqPCR 242 

genotyping results were significantly different from the two others, with markedly lower 243 

retentions. These lower retentions values found with the WGA-FLDMqPCR condition are 244 

probably due to a lower sensitivity of the method, when compared to the Pre-245 

ampFLDMqPCR condition (Figure 2). Taken together, our results suggest that our genotyping 246 

method by qPCR using the Fluidigm BioMarkTM IFC Dynamic ArrayTM should not be 247 

performed using WGA DNA and also that if WGA DNA can be used for genotyping 248 

macrochromosome markers by the conventional agarose technique, it may cause problems for 249 

the smallest microchromosomes, as suggested by the results from the two markers on APL17. 250 

To investigate further the possibility of using the Pre-ampFLDMqPCR method for 251 

genotyping, we constructed a map for a medium-size microchromosome (APL12), in addition 252 

to a first map of APL22 constructed by conventional PCR and agarose genotyping. 253 

RH mapping of APL22 by WGA-PCR 254 

Twenty-four scaffold markers derived from 15 duck scaffolds aligned to GGA21 in 255 

the Narcisse database (Figure 3) and designed as described in the Material and Methods 256 

section, were genotyped on WGA DNA by conventional PCR and gel electrophoresis. To 257 

build RH map of microchromosome APL22, two methods were used: one using the 258 

Carthagene software with the usual method [41] and a second using a comparative approach 259 
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based on the chicken genome, and the construction of robust map (see Methods). By the 260 

classical Carthagene approach, 24 markers were included in a single linkage group with a 261 

LOD score threshold of 11, and a framework map containing 12 markers and spanning 170 262 

cR was obtained. However, five of the comprehensive map markers might extend the current 263 

map length by 53 cR and the most likely position for all framework and non-framework 264 

markers given by Carthagene software [41] are indicated in italics on the APL22 RH map 265 

(Figure 4). The comparative mapping approach and the associated robust map construction 266 

produced a map 283 cR long, containing 12 robust markers (Figure 4). The average retention 267 

frequency for the markers is 30.4%, in accordance with microchromosome retention 268 

frequency of the panel. A maximum marker retention around marker sca246B, suggests the 269 

centromere could be in that region (data not shown), which would be compatible with an 270 

acrocentric microchromosome. Comparative mapping with chicken chromosome GGA21 271 

suggests several intrachromosomal rearrangements within this microchromosome. 272 

RH mapping of APL12 by Pre-ampFLDMqPCR 273 

Genotyping data for ten APL12 microsatellites and thirty-one markers designed from 274 

18 scaffolds aligned to GGA11 were successfully obtained using the Pre-ampFLDMqPCR 275 

method and used to generate a RH map by the classical approach with the Carthagene 276 

software [41] and by the comparative mapping approach. After two-point analysis at a LOD 277 

threshold of 6, three linkage groups were defined among which the largest one contained 38 278 

markers. The order of the 38 markers from the largest linkage group was determined by 279 

multipoint analysis with Carthagene and a framework map of APL12 bearing eighteen 280 

markers was obtained. The framework map is composed of 18 markers, covers 408 cR6000 and 281 

twenty additional markers on the comprehensive map extend the current map length by 34 cR 282 

(Figure 5). The map obtained by the comparative mapping approach is 728 cR long. The 283 

average retention for the markers on APL12 is 46%, significantly higher than the average 284 
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microchromosome retention. As a result, the whole chromosome has a relatively high 285 

retention rate and no position for the centromeric region can be suggested from the RH map. 286 

Only one major intrachromosomal rearrangement is observed when comparing APL12 to 287 

chicken chromosome GGA11. One additional minor inversion is observed only when 288 

comparing GGA11 with the map of APL12 built with the classical Carthagene approach. The 289 

major inversion was tested and confirmed by FISH mapping using BAC clones located at 290 

both ends of the inverted fragment and corresponding to the regions of scaffold2558 and 291 

scaffold1176 (Figure 5). FISH results confirm the inversion (Figure 6).   292 

 293 

RH Mapping of no hit EST markers from the smallest microchromosomes 294 

Next, we wanted to test the three genotyping methods for mapping the smallest 295 

microchromosomes, orthologous to those absent from the current chicken sequence 296 

assembly and maps. We previously reported a strategy for mapping genes on the smallest 297 

microchromosomes absent from the chicken genome assembly [42, 43]. Chicken EST 298 

contigs with sequence similarity to the human genome and showing no BLAST hit in the 299 

chicken genome were selected to develop PCR markers. Most of these markers, which we 300 

named the no hit markers (see materials and methods), were found to cluster in specific 301 

regions of the human genome, likely corresponding to conserved syntenies missing in 302 

chicken and corresponding to the missing microchromosomes [42]. 303 

To increase chances of our markers showing linkage in duck, we focused marker 304 

development on duck EST contig sequence having sequence similarity to HSA19, in a region 305 

that was already shown to have synteny conservation with some of the smallest chicken 306 

chromosomes and being absent in the chicken genome assembly [43]. Due to the limited 307 

amount of duck EST data available, we were able to design only eight such markers derived 308 
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from duck EST contig data showing no significant BLAST hits with the current chicken 309 

assembly (chicken no hit markers) but with sequence similarity to human chromosome 310 

HSA19 (Figure 7). These were genotyped by all three techniques. Genotyping results for 311 

these eight no hit to chicken markers are showed Table 2, suggesting WGA has a much lower 312 

efficiency for the smallest microchromosomes, especially when used in combination with the 313 

FLDM method, leading to the underrepresentation (much lower retentions) or even to the total 314 

loss of the corresponding mapping data. For instance, the genotyping results of 8 no hit 315 

markers showed that some regions like the fragment spanned by marker EstCtg23833 is not 316 

amplified by WGA because no positive signal was observed both in amplified hybrid DNA or 317 

in amplified duck genome DNA, whereas the remaining seven markers have a very low 318 

average retention: 5% in WGA-FLDMqPCR and 12% in WGA-PCR, compared to 34% for 319 

Pre-ampFLDMqPCR. The latter method seems thus the only one suited for mapping the 320 

smallest microchromosomes. 321 

Analysis of the results with Carthagene showed that 4 out of the 8 markers: 322 

EstCtg11412, EstCtg23833, YO3G5XE5 and EstCtg293 are linked together and define a 323 

region of conserved synteny with HSA19 and GGA30 (Figure 7) and corresponds thus to 324 

APL31. The duck marker EstCtg727 labels the gene CKM which is located very close to 325 

human genes BCKDHA, SNRPA, MRPS12 and PSMD8 which were shown to be on GGA32. 326 

This suggests that EstCtg727 could be located on duck chromosome APL33.   327 

Testing scaffold assembly  328 

To test the quality of scaffold assembly, we selected the 13 largest duck scaffolds 329 

whose length ranged from 4.0 to 5.9 Mb and designed 70 markers with a density of one 330 

marker every megabase. These 70 markers were genotyped by Pre-ampFLDMqPCR and the 331 

results allowed the detection of one possible misassembly in scaffold504, for which a marker 332 
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located at one end showed no linkage with the others. Results for all the scaffolds are showed 333 

in Additional File 1 Figure S1. 334 

To further test scaffolds from the duck genome assembly, we screened for potential 335 

chimeras by comparative mapping and detected using Narcisse [32], 41 duck scaffolds each 336 

of which mapping to two chicken chromosomes (Figure 8). As no inter-chromosomal 337 

rearrangements have been described to date between duck and chicken, we suspected 338 

assembly errors could have occurred and therefore tested 19 of the breakpoints by RH 339 

mapping with 45 markers. Results showed that all scaffolds, with the notable exception of 340 

sca649 could be misassembled (Figure 8 and Additional File 2 Figure S2).  341 

DISCUSSION  342 

Overall, the pattern of retention for the broken duck chromosome fragments in the 343 

hamster cells obtained here is very similar to that observed for the chicken radiation hybrid 344 

panel, with higher retentions for microchromosomes than for macrochromosomes. However, 345 

whereas only 23 % of the chicken-hamster hybrids produced had sufficient retention 346 

frequency values to be retained in the final panel, 50 % of the duck-hamster clones did. 347 

Indeed, although the fusion efficiency for chicken-hamster hybrids was reported to be as high 348 

as 2-9 x 10-6 by Kwok et al [44], it was only approximately 1.4 x 10-6 in our hands when we 349 

produced the 452 clones for the chicken whole genome RH panel. Here, the fusion efficiency 350 

is close to 3.5 x 10-6 which is three times higher. Such differences could be due to variations 351 

in chromosome structure and/or content between the two bird species or to differences in 352 

culture conditions. For instance, the HPRT gene used as a selection marker for the clones is 353 

on the short arm of macrochromosome GGA4 in chicken [45] and thus very likely to be on 354 

microchromosome APL10 in duck. Microchromosomes being better retained than the 355 

macrochromosomes, having the selection gene on one of them could help recovering a higher 356 

number of clones in each fusion experiment. It is also very likely that these results are due to 357 
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our change in culture conditions after the cell fusions: the chicken-hamster hybrids were 358 

cultivated at 40°C, the usual temperature for avian cells, whereas the duck-hamster ones at 359 

37°C. Similarly, Ekker et al [46] succeeded in producing zebrafish somatic hybrids at 37°C 360 

but not at 28°C, which is the normal temperature for the culture of zebrafish cells. More 361 

generally, the difference in optimal temperatures for the growth of donor and recipient cells 362 

may be one of the possible causes for the lower retention frequencies usually observed for 363 

somatic and radiation hybrids in non mammalian species. 364 

To obtain the DNA quantity required for building genome-wide maps, large-scale culture of 365 

the hybrid clones is necessary. However, in this process, donor DNA is lost. For instance, 366 

Karere et al [47] reported a genome wide half-life of the donor DNA of 8.7 passages and 367 

when preparing the whole genome RH (WGRH) panel in chicken, we observed the loss of 368 

10% of the chicken genome after large cell culture of the hybrids [38]. This problem, in 369 

addition to the fact that large-scale culture of a RH panel requires lots of labor, encouraged us 370 

to find an alternative, such as WGA or scaling down the reaction volumes. Since the 1990s 371 

three major whole genome amplification techniques including primer extension pre-372 

amplification (PEP) [48], degenerate oligonucleotide primed (DOP) PCR [49] and multiple 373 

displacement amplification (MDA) have been developed to address the problem of limiting 374 

amounts of DNA samples. PEP and DOP are both PCR-based methods and are limited by 375 

features of the Taq polymerase: typical amplification fragment length of < 3 kb and an error 376 

rate of 3 × 10-5. These methods also suffer from incomplete coverage and uneven 377 

amplification of the genomic loci of several orders of magnitude, with 10-2 ~ 10-4 and 10-3 ~ 378 

10-6   fold amplification biases for PEP and DOP-PCR methods, respectively [50]. MDA is an 379 

isothermal amplification employing the high fidelity Phi29 phage DNA polymerase for DNA 380 

synthesis and strand displacement [51]. The genome coverage is much improved, with an 381 

estimation of only 2.2 % missing after WGA by the MDA method in mammals [52]. Karere et 382 
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al [47] confirmed that MDA was suitable for RH mapping and reported a high concordance 383 

rate of 97.6% with data from genomic DNA. However, even if this is true for mammals, it 384 

might not be the case of microchromosomes in an avian genome. 385 

When comparing retention frequencies before and after WGA in the 90 hybrids, with 386 

the 35 markers used for clone selection, only slight variations of retention, either gains or 387 

losses, were usually observed. However three markers, CAUD064, S618 and CAUD022, show 388 

an important loss of retention frequency after WGA while two others, CAUD013 and S2870, 389 

show a high increase, suggesting potential coverage problems by the WGA, either by lack of 390 

coverage (losses) or by the over-representation of a region (gains). Moreover, genotyping of 391 

eight no hit EST markers on WGA DNA, either using conventional PCR and Agarose or 392 

FLDMqPCR, demonstrated a very low retention which is not in accordance with the retention 393 

levels usually observed for microchromosomes. Therefore, we suggest that the genomic 394 

features in the smallest microchromosomes causing coverage problems in whole genome 395 

sequencing projects may also interfere with the efficiency of WGA. As we have already 396 

shown, RH mapping can allow building maps for non-sequenced chromosomes [42, 43], it is 397 

important that we produce genotyping results for them. 398 

In this context, the Fluidigm BioMarkTM IFC Dynamic ArrayTM genotyping method 399 

can be an alternative to WGA, as only minute amounts of DNA (as little as 70 pg) are 400 

required. High throughput gene expression analysis by real time PCR in a microfluidic 401 

dynamic array was first introduced by Spurgeon et al [40], and has since been successfully 402 

applied to copy number variation studies [53] and quantitative miRNA expression analysis 403 

[54]. In our case, by performing qPCR with the Fluidigm BioMarkTM IFC Dynamic ArrayTM 404 

genotyping, the additional benefit is high throughput, as the identification of bands on gel 405 

electrophoresis is replaced by monitoring the PCR with Ct (Cycle threshold) and end point 406 

Tm (melting temperature) values, allowing the distinction between specific and non-specific 407 
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amplification profiles. The Tm value is mainly influenced by base composition of amplicons, 408 

making it a specifically interesting parameter to follow when using markers defined from 409 

coding regions, which are more prone to cross-amplifying the hamster DNA. 410 

We tested the Fluidigm genotyping method on WGA DNA and on standard DNA, 411 

with a pre-amplification step using a mix of all primers of the 96 markers analyzed together in 412 

a run [55]. In the WGA-FLDMqPCR runs, Ct values for the duck positive control was high 413 

with an average of 22 cycles (data not shown), as opposed to an average of 12 cycles, which 414 

is in the recommended scale, for the Pre-ampFLDMqPCR runs (Figure 3). These high Ct 415 

values suggested the quantity of DNA template was too low [55]. For a variety of reasons, 416 

WGA coupled with either FLDMqPCR or conventional PCR and agarose electrophoresis was 417 

unsuitable for genotyping on the smallest microchromosomes. Therefore, although the 418 

combination of WGA and FLDMqPCR would have allowed us to use less RH DNA, we 419 

decided the best genotyping method was to use standard DNA by FLDMqPCR genotyping, 420 

with a pre-amplification step performed using a mix of all primers for a set of 96 markers. 421 

The drawbacks of genotyping by Fluidigm BioMarkTM IFC Dynamic ArrayTM come 422 

from the fact that all 96 markers are genotyped with the same condition and therefore special 423 

care must be taken in the marker design. As a consequence, approximately 10 % of the 424 

markers were discarded during the final analysis due to poor quality data.  425 

Apart from improving the genome assembly by assigning and ordering scaffolds to 426 

chromosomes, the duck RH panel can be used to test the scaffold assemblies. We tested this 427 

by genotyping markers at Mb density on the 13 scaffolds larger than 4 Mb, spanning 428 

altogether 60 Mb and thus accounting for 5.5% of the current duck genome assembly. A total 429 

of 70 markers were genotyped, only one marker (sca504F) on the end of sca504 was not 430 

linked with other markers derived from the same scaffold (Additional File 1 Figure S1), 431 

suggesting an overall good quality of the final genome. To test further our capacity for 432 
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detecting potentially misassembled scaffolds, we took advantage of previously published data 433 

indicating that on the whole, avian chromosomes are known to be well conserved throughout 434 

evolution and more specifically, that no inter-chromosomal rearrangements, apart from the 435 

well documented case of GGA4 = APL4 + APL10, have been discovered between chicken 436 

and duck by current comparative cytogenetic approaches [17, 23, 28]. The 41 scaffolds 437 

(including sca504) we detected as potential chimeras by comparative mapping had poor pair-438 

end sequence support (BGI, personal communication), suggesting most of them could indeed 439 

be misassembled (Additional file 4 Table S2). We tested nineteen of them by genotyping 440 

markers flanking the potential breakpoints (Additional File 2, Figure S2). As a result, all but 441 

one scaffold (sca649) could be misassembled, and sca649 possibly suggesting the first 442 

detection of a small inter-chromosomal rearrangement between the duck and chicken 443 

genomes, or perhaps more likely a segmental duplication in duck or in the last common 444 

ancestor of the two species. This would need further confirmation by FISH mapping with 445 

chicken BAC clones. It can be noted that the pair-end sequence support for this scaffold was 446 

high, showing an agreement between sequencing and RH mapping data. When disagreements 447 

between assembly and our RH data are detected in large scaffolds, they tend to happen 448 

towards the end. To achieve better assembly accuracy, higher sequencing depth or more 449 

efforts on developing sequencing libraries with longer inserts are needed.  450 

Concerning the smallest duck microchromosomes, paralogous to those absent from the 451 

chicken assembly, we suspect similar problems will arise: lack of sequence information, 452 

difficulties in cloning, in genetic mapping, etc. RH mapping has proved useful for getting a 453 

grip on these regions and one striking example is the case of some regions of HSA19, to 454 

which no corresponding chicken genome data could be assigned by sequence similarity and to 455 

which many chicken no hit EST showed significant sequence similarity. RH mapping with 456 

these markers allowed building maps for GGA30 and GGA32 [43]. By developing markers 457 
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targeted to this region, a small linkage group composed of 4 no hit markers (absent in the 458 

chicken genome assembly) orthologous to HSA19 was obtained. When aligned to HSA19, we 459 

found they spanned a 5Mb region on HSA19p. Due to the lack of BAC clones for FISH or 460 

other supplementary information, we cannot identify the duck chromosome, but according to 461 

known data on synteny conservation between chicken and duck, we suggest that this small 462 

linkage group should be assigned to APL31. Of the 8 no hit to chicken markers we studied 463 

three have hits with small to medium-size scaffolds (between 23 and 96 kb) of the duck 464 

assembly, suggesting that more sequence from the smallest microchromosomes could be 465 

obtained in NGS (Table 2). Chicken/duck comparative mapping of GGA21/APL22 and 466 

GGA11/APL12 microchromosomes demonstrate several intrachromosomal rearrangements, 467 

the first described for microchromosomes in this pair of species. The maps obtained using the 468 

usual Carthagene mapping approach or the comparative approach are very similar, apart for a 469 

few markers, especially non-framework / non-robust ones, for which lower reliability in map 470 

position can be due to the limits of the possible resolution of the mapping or to genotyping 471 

errors. As the comparative approach starts with an ordering of markers corresponding to 472 

chicken, it is interesting to note that the major duck-chicken rearrangements found with the 473 

Carthagene approach are confirmed. A second advantage of the comparative mapping 474 

approach and the associated construction of robust maps is that the number of robust markers 475 

obtained is usually higher than the number of framework markers in the classical approach. 476 

The major inversion found between GGA11 and APL12 is confirmed by FISH mapping, but 477 

also by sequence alignment of duck scaffolds on the chicken assembly. Indeed, scaffold736, 478 

whose integrity is demonstrated by RH mapping, with markers sca736A and sca736B 479 

positioned close to one another at 153 and 154 cR on the CarthageneRH map and 402 and 441 480 

cR on the ComparativeRH-Robust map, is separated in two locations when aligned to the 481 

chicken sequence (Figure 5). Likewise, although a more complex pattern of events accounts 482 
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for the differences between GGA21 and APL22, one of them is supported by scaffold246, 483 

whose integrity is demonstrated by RH mapping with three markers on the robust map, each 484 

of which are positioned in different regions when aligned to the chicken sequence. Another is 485 

supported by markers sca871_1 and sca871_2, which are co-localized on the RH map and are 486 

1.4 Mb apart in chicken (Figures 3 and 4). When comparing the turkey and chicken genomes, 487 

Zhang et al. also confirmed evidence for 20-27 major rearrangements between the two species 488 

and found one inversion between GGA11 and MGA13. However, they did not observe any 489 

rearrangement between GGA21 and MGA23. The mean estimated divergence time between 490 

chicken and turkey is 47 million years and 81 between chicken and duck [56]. A higher 491 

number of rearrangements are thus expected between the two latter pair of species. Only one 492 

major interchromosomal difference -with APL4 and APL10 corresponding to GGA4q and 493 

GGA4p respectively [21]- and very few intrachromosomal rearrangements have been reported 494 

between the chicken and the duck karyotypes [18-23]. The rearrangements observed with our 495 

data between GGA21 and APL22 seem more complex for example, Sca246B, Sca246C and 496 

Sca246D are split by Sca1885 in both RH maps. Likewise, Sca367B and Sca367C are split by 497 

Sca3327 in both RH maps, whereas they are adjacent in the chicken sequence, and Sca148 498 

markers are widely split in the ComparativeRH map, while adjacent in the chicken. Further 499 

investigations and more precise maps using different techniques such as FISH or BAC contig 500 

maps will be needed to confirm these rearrangements. The increased resolution obtained by 501 

RH mapping as compared to the FISH mapping performed to date show that 502 

intrachromosomal rearrangements might happen on a finer scale than shown until now. This 503 

means that although the simple ordering of the duck scaffolds along the chicken genome by 504 

sequence similarity helps for chromosome assignment, the duck sequence thus obtained will 505 

be wrong whenever large or small-scale rearrangements will have happened between the two 506 

species. The whole duck assembled sequence will have to be ordered using the whole genome 507 
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RH map which will be constructed in our laboratory, in conjunction with other mapping 508 

methods, such as genetic and/or BAC contig physical maps, the latter allowing finer mapping 509 

and orientation of small scaffolds. 510 

 511 

CONCLUSION  512 

The chicken WGRH panel has been used to construct chromosome RH maps and 513 

helped in the genome assembly or the mapping of some of the smallest microchromosomes 514 

[42, 43, 57]. Similarly, the duck WGRH panel presented here will also be a major 515 

contribution to duck genomics. RH mapping can be a complementary approach to NGS by 516 

allowing the assignment of scaffolds to duck chromosomes and furthermore, detailed RH 517 

maps will allow a precise estimation of the intrachromosomal rearrangements that have 518 

occurred between chicken and duck. 519 

Using the chicken genome as model and in combination with survey sequencing, the 520 

construction of dense RH maps of a less studied bird such as duck can be made. By taking 521 

advantage of the conservation of syntenies, optimal orders can be proposed [58, 59], thus 522 

maximizing the information obtained as first proposed by Hitte et al. [60, 61]. Indeed in duck, 523 

a dense RH map combined with scaffold sequencing and comparison to the chicken sequence, 524 

should lead to an improved genome assembly.  525 

 526 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 527 

Generation of radiation hybrids 528 

The method was adapted from Morisson et al 2002 [38]. Normal diploid fibroblasts 529 

were obtained from 12-day-old Peking duck embryos from a highly inbred duck line. For 530 

each embryo, primary cells were obtained after trypsinization of the embryo tissues and the 531 
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rest of the tissues were stored for DNA extraction. Duplex PCR was performed to test the sex 532 

of embryos according to Batellier et al [62]. Fibroblasts from only one female embryo were 533 

propagated in complete DMEM medium (DMEM Glutamax (Gibco Co.) supplemented with 534 

10% foetal calf serum (Gibco Co.), 1% penicillin and streptomycin) at 40oC with 5% CO2 and 535 

used as donor cells. The HPRT (Hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase) -deficient 536 

hamster cell line Wg3hCl2 [63] was used for recipient cells, which were cultured in complete 537 

RPMI medium (RPMI1640 (Sigma Chemical Co.) supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum 538 

(Gibco Co.), 1% penicillin and streptomycin) at 37oC with 5% CO2. For each fusion 539 

experiment, 1.5×107 duck female fibroblasts were irradiated at 6000 rads by gamma rays from 540 

a Cesium-137 source and mixed to an equal number of Wg3hCl2 hamster cells. The fusion 541 

partners were then pelleted and suspended in 1mL polyethyleneglycol (Roche Diagostics 542 

GmbH) and after 1min, 15mL DMEM medium without serum and antibiotics were gradually 543 

added from which 1 mL was taken to suspend in 10 mL complete RPMI medium and cultured 544 

at 37oC with 5% CO2. Twenty-four hours after the fusion, HAT (hypoxanthine-aminopterin-545 

thymidine) was added to the medium and four days later, the whole medium was changed to 546 

discard the non-fused cells. Eight to twelve days after the fusion, the first hybrid clones were 547 

observed. When fully grown after 7 to 20 days of culture, hybrids were picked and transferred 548 

to 25-cm2 flasks. After confluence, the hybrid cells were subsequently transferred to two 75-549 

cm2 flasks. In order to limit the loss of duck fragment during the cell passages, hybrids were 550 

cultured for only one generation and harvested when fully grown. Ten million cells were kept 551 

for DNA extraction and the rest were cryoconserved. 552 

Whole genome amplification 553 

For each sample, 50ng starting RH DNA was amplified according to the GE 554 

Healthcare Illustra Genomiphi HY DNA amplification Kit protocol. To avoid representation 555 

bias, each hybrid was amplified in three replicates which were pooled to obtain the final 556 
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working panel DNA (WGA DNA). Duck genomic DNA, Wg3hCl2 hamster DNA and H2O 557 

were amplified in the same condition, as positive and negative controls. For genotyping 558 

experiments with the WGA DNA, the positive controls were duck genomic DNA and WGA 559 

duck genomic DNA, whereas when using standard DNA, both positive controls were duck 560 

genomic DNA. 561 

In silico mapping of scaffolds to the chicken assembly, as a guide for choosing markers. 562 

Seven thousand two hundred and five duck scaffolds larger than 1 kb were aligned to 563 

the current chicken assembly using Narcisse [31] and 1,787 were successfully positioned. All 564 

the data can be traced back at  565 

http://narcisse.toulouse.inra.fr/pre-narcisse/duck/cgi-bin/narcisse.cgi. According to Narcisse 566 

and existing comparative genomics data obtained by FISH [23, 28], approximate location of 567 

all the scaffold markers, especially chromosomal assignment could be inferred, but the real 568 

location still needed to be tested due to the possibilities of intrachromosomal rearrangement 569 

having occurred since chicken and duck divergence. 570 

Thirty scaffolds were positioned on GGA11 and used for designing 31 potential 571 

APL12 markers, whereas 15 scaffolds were positioned on GGA21 from which 24 potential 572 

APL22 marker were derived. 573 

Markers design 574 

Altogether, 234 markers were used in our study and detailed information is given in 575 

Additional file 5 and Table S3. Twenty one microsatellite markers are from public databases 576 

(markers APHXXX, CAUDXXX, AMUXXX and APTXXX) and 10 CAMXXX markers were 577 

produced by our laboratory (Marie-Etancelin et al., in preparation); 8 EST markers 578 

(EstCtg11412, EstCtg23833, YO3G5XE5, EstCtg8099, Y04H5QR8, EstCtg2805, 579 

EstCtg727and EstCtg293) are from EST contig data (Pitel et al., Huang et al., in preparation); 580 
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the rest of the markers (ScaXXX or SXXX) were designed from the sequence of duck 581 

scaffolds from the genome assembly (Huang et al., in preparation) with the Primer3 software 582 

[64]. To avoid repetitive elements in the genome, the primers were checked by in-silico PCR 583 

[65] and the amplicon sequences aligned to the whole genome assembly by BLASTn. 584 

Marker genotyping by conventional PCR and agarose gel electrophoresis (WGA-PCR.) 585 

PCR reactions contained 25ng WGA DNA, 2mM MgCl2, 0.5U Taq DNA polymerase 586 

(Promega Co.), 1X buffer (Promega), 200µM of each dNTP, 0.15µM of each forward 587 

primers, 0.2 µm of each reverse primers in a total volume of 15µL. PCR was performed on a 588 

GeneAmp PCR system 9700 thermocycler (Applied Biosystems): the first 5-min denaturation 589 

was followed by 48 cycles for microsatellite markers and 36 cycles for scaffold markers, each 590 

consisting of denaturation at 94 oC for 30s, annealing at specific temperature for 30s and 591 

elongation at 72 oC for 30s. PCR products were analyzed using a 2% agarose gel and were 592 

visualized by ethidium bromide staining. All the markers were genotyped in duplicate. 593 

Marker genotyping by Fluidigm BioMark TM  IFC Dynamic Array TM  quantitative PCR 594 

on WGA DNA (WGA-FLDMqPCR) 595 

WGA DNA (90 panel samples, positive control: standard Duck DNA and WGA Duck 596 

DNA, negative control: standard Hamster DNA and WGA Hamster DNA, blank control: 597 

WGA H2O and H2O) and an assay set containing 96 primer pairs in which concentration of 598 

each primer pair is 20 µM were loaded on a Fluidigm BioMarkTM 96.96 Dynamic ArrayTM 599 

IFC. WGA DNA was quantified by Picogreen, the ideal concentration of the DNA was of 50 600 

ng/µL. In fact, WGA DNA proved difficult to quantify by Picogreen, likely due to the 601 

complex branched structure of the amplification product obtained. Real time PCR was 602 

performed in the presence of EvaGreenTM DNA-binding dye, according to the manufacturer’s 603 

protocol [40]. All the markers were genotyped in duplicate. 604 
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Marker genotyping by Fluidigm BioMark TM  IFC Dynamic Array TM  quantitative PCR 605 

on pre-amplified standard DNA (Pre-ampFLDMqPCR) 606 

Standard DNA was quantified by Picogreen and diluted at a final concentration of 5 607 

ng/µL. Primer pairs for the 96 markers included in one Fluidigm BioMarkTM run were diluted 608 

at a final concentration of 20 µM and distributed in a 96-well microplate called a 20µM assay 609 

set. Then 8 µl of 0.1 M TE and 2 µl of each primer mix from the 20µM set were pooled in a 1 610 

mL Eppendorf tube and vortexed thoroughly (96 Markers Primer mix). Pre-amplification was 611 

performed in 5 µL, containing 2.5 µl Pre-amplification Master mix (Applied Biosystems), 612 

1.25 µl of 96 Markers Primer mix and 1.25 µl DNA at 5 ng/µL (90 panel samples, positive 613 

control: genomic Duck DNA, negative control: genomic Hamster DNA, blank control: H2O ). 614 

After denaturation for 10min at 95oC, a PCR was performed by 14 cycles of 15 s at 95 oC and 615 

4min at 60oC, and a final elongation step at 20 oC for 10min. The pre-amplification products 616 

thus obtained were diluted 7 times before the Fluidigm BioMarkTM run. The 96 diluted pre-617 

amplified samples and 20 µM 96 primer pairs assay set was loaded on a Fluidigm BioMarkTM 618 

96.96 Dynamic ArrayTM IFC, using the same procedure as for the WGA-FLDMqPCR marker 619 

genotyping method. All the markers were genotyped in duplicate. 620 

Interpretation of FLDM data 621 

Data was analyzed using the Fluidigm Real-Time PCR Analysis software to obtain the 622 

Ct values (Cycle Threshold: number of cycles required for the fluorescent signal to cross a 623 

given threshold) and Tm values (DNA melting temperature which is influenced by the length 624 

and base composition of the DNA molecules amplified) (Figure 3). For the genotyping calling, 625 

the positive control (duck DNA) should not be too low or too high (Ct values between 10 and 626 

16). A hybrid was called positive when the hybrid had a Ct value lower or equal to that of the 627 

negative control and a Tm value close to the positive control. A genotype was called 628 

“Unknown” when a hybrid had a high Ct value but the same Tm as the positive control or a 629 
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low Ct value but a Tm value was slightly different (± 1.5oC) than the positive control. If no 630 

amplification of the positive control could be seen, the marker was discarded altogether. 631 

Map construction  632 

Two methods for map construction were used: (i) a classical approach by two point and 633 

multipoint mapping, followed by the determination of the minimal set of markers for a 634 

framework map and (ii) a comparative map approach with statistical measure of a set of maps. 635 

The classical RH map were constructed using the Carthagene software [41] in three steps: (1) 636 

linkage groups were defined by two point analysis using a LOD score threshold of 11 (for the 637 

RH map of APL22) or 6 (for the RH map of ALP12) (2) multipoint analyses were done to 638 

define a framework map for the larger linkage groups, using a LOD threshold of 3 for the 639 

framework maps (3) a comprehensive map was built by calculating the location of additional 640 

markers relative to the framework markers. The comparative map approach is described by 641 

Faraut et al., (2007) [58]. It uses the information of marker adjacencies in a related genome, 642 

to assist the mapping process when the experimental data is not conclusive, thus directly 643 

producing comparative maps minimizing the number of breakpoints. The comparative 644 

mapping is followed by a statistical confidence measure of a distribution of maps to evaluate 645 

map uncertainties and produce a robust map, such as described in Servin et al. (2010) [66]. 646 

Finally the map figures were created using MapChart [67]. 647 

Fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH). 648 

 Chicken BAC clones were chosen in the Wageningen BAC library [68] according to 649 

their known position, as estimated by BAC end sequence information, in regions paralogous 650 

to the breakpoint under study. WAG19G7 (accession number CZ566048) corresponds to the 651 

duck scaffold sca2558, while WAG13P2 (CZ561694) and WAG20C21 (CZ565661) 652 

correspond to sca1176. BAC clones were grown in LB medium with 12,5 µg/ml 653 

chloramphenicol. The DNA was extracted using the Qiagen plasmid midi kit. 654 
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FISH was carried out on metaphase spreads obtained from fibroblast cultures of 7-days 655 

old chicken and duck embryos, arrested with 0.05 µg/ml colcemid (Sigma) and fixed by 656 

standard procedures. The FISH protocol is derived from Yerle et al, 1992 [69]. Two-colour 657 

FISH was performed by labelling 100 ng for each BAC clones with alexa fluorochromes 658 

(ChromaTide® Alexa Fluor® 488-5-dUTP, Molecular probes; ChromaTide® Alexa Fluor® 659 

568-5-dUTP, Molecular Probes) by random priming using the Bioprim Kit (Invitrogen). The 660 

probes were purified using spin column G50 Illustra (Amersham Biosciences). Probes were 661 

ethanol precipitated, resuspended in 50% formamide hybridization buffer (for FISH on 662 

chicken metaphases) or in 40% formamide hybridization buffer for heterologous FISH. 663 

Probes were hybridised to chicken metaphase slides for 17 hours at 37°C and to duck 664 

metaphases for 48H in the Hybridizer (Dako). Chromosomes were counterstained with DAPI 665 

in antifade solution (Vectashield with DAP, Vector). The hybridised metaphases were 666 

screened with a Zeiss fluorescence microscope and a minimum of twenty spreads was 667 

analysed for each experiment. Spot-bearing metaphases were captured and analysed with a 668 

cooled CCD camera using Cytovision software (Applied Imaging).  669 

 670 

 671 
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FIGURES and TABLES 897 

Figure 1: Estimations of duck genome retention in the RH clones. A: retention 898 

frequencies of thirty-one microsatellite markers and four scaffold markers before (white) and 899 

after (grey) whole genome amplification. The test was done on the 90 selected hybrids by 900 

conventional Agarose genotyping. The expected chromosome locations of the markers (given 901 

in brackets) are derived from the chicken/duck comparative FISH mapping and a duck genetic 902 

map (Marie-Etancelin et al., in prep) for the microsatellite markers and according to 903 

comparative genomic data given by the Narcisse software [32] for the scaffold markers.  904 

B: Retention frequencies of thirty-nine scaffolds markers obtained using three different 905 

genotyping strategies. The thirty-nine scaffold markers were genotyped using either (i) the 906 

amplified panel with conventional agarose genotyping (blue: WGA-PCR), (ii) the non 907 

amplified panel and genotyping with the Fluidigm BioMark gene expression dynamic array 908 

(green: Pre-ampFLDMqPCR) or (iii) the amplified panel and genotyping with the Fluidigm 909 

BioMarkTM IFC Dynamic ArrayTM genotyping by quantitative PCR without any pre-910 

amplification step (purple: WGA-FLDMqPCR). The markers are distributed along the X axis 911 

from the lowest to the highest retention frequencies obtained by the first method (the 912 

amplified panel with conventional agarose genotyping WGA-PCR in blue).  913 

Figure 2: Genotyping by Fluidigm BioMarkTM IFC Dynamic ArrayTM quantitative 914 

PCR. (A) WGA-FLDMqPCR: WGA-amplified DNA and qPCR. Left: double-strand DNA 915 

(dsDNA) accumulation curve as a function of the number of cycles. Right: melting curve of 916 

the final product. Green: positive control (duck DNA). Red: a hybrid which was positive 917 

(containing duck DNA corresponding to the marker tested). Blue: a negative hybrid. Yellow: 918 

negative control (hamster DNA). (B) Pre-ampFLDMqPCR: non-amplified DNA, a pre-919 

amplification step with a mix of the 96 primer pairs for the 96 markers tested in the Fluidigm 920 

BioMarkTM assay and qPCR. The same markers and controls are used as in (A). The 921 
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sensitivity is higher in (B), with a lower number of cycles necessary for detection of duck 922 

DNA. The negative control and the hybrid not containing duck DNA amplify at a much 923 

higher number of cycles and the non-specific products amplified can easily be distinguished 924 

by their different melting temperature values (right). In both experiments, no amplification 925 

was obtained from water (data not shown). 926 

Figure 3: Developing markers using comparative mapping data. Screenshot of GGA21 927 

from the Narcisse database  928 

(http://narcisse.toulouse.inra.fr/pre-narcisse/duck/cgi-bin/narcisse.cgi). Right: GGA21, with 929 

gene names. Left: white cylinders represent duck scaffolds or portions of duck scaffolds 930 

aligned to the chicken genome. Grey and green arrows represent portions of conserved 931 

synteny between the chicken chromosome and the duck scaffolds and their orientation. Left: 932 

names of the markers developed for RH mapping. For large scaffolds, such as sca148, one 933 

marker every 500 kb was developed to ensure RH linkage by optimizing inter-marker 934 

distances. Red: scaffold246 and green: scaffold871. These two scaffolds each seem to be split 935 

in chicken into three and two different regions respectively. At least one marker per region 936 

was developed, so as to check duck scaffold integrity.  937 

Figure 4: Comparative mapping between chicken chromosome 21 (GGA21) sequence 938 

map and duck chromosome 22 (APL22) radiation hybrid maps. Left and right: position of 939 

duck scaffold markers on the chicken genome. Middle left: RH map built with the Carthagene 940 

software. Middle right: RH map built with the comparative approach, followed by statistical 941 

confidence measures for genome maps. Framework markers for the CarthageneRH map and 942 

robust markers for the ComparativeRH map are in red. 943 

Figure 5: Comparative mapping between chicken chromosome 11 (GGA11) sequence 944 

map and duck chromosome 12 (APL12) radiation hybrid maps. Left and right: position of 945 

duck scaffold markers on the chicken genome. Middle left: RH map built with the Carthagene 946 
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software. Middle right: RH map built with the comparative approach, followed by statistical 947 

confidence measures for genome maps. Framework markers for the CarthageneRH map and 948 

robust markers for the ComparativeRH map are in red or in blue (inversion). Two markers 949 

boxed in red correspond to the chicken BAC clones used for FISH mapping. 950 

Figure 6: Confirmation of the inversion on APL12 by FISH. Chromosomes are stained by 951 

DAPI. Centromere positions (cen) are indicated by arrows. Left: BAC clone WAG19G7, 952 

corresponding to duck scaffold sca2558 is located in the centromeric region of GGA11 (top), 953 

whereas it is clearly located in the middle of the q arm of APL12 (bottom), suggesting the 954 

occurrence of an intrachromosomal rearrangement. Right: BAC clone WAG19G7 (red) 955 

corresponds to scaffold2558, whereas WAG20C21 and WAG13P2 (green) to scaffold1176. In 956 

chicken WAG19G7 (scaffold2558) is located in the centromeric region of GGA11 and 957 

WAG20C21 (scaffold1176) is in the middle of the q arm (top), whereas in duck, WAG19G7 958 

(scaffold2558) is located in the middle of the q arm and WAG13P2 (scaffold1176) is at the 959 

end (bottom). This suggests the occurrence of an inversion between the two species. The 960 

black bands in the middle of APL12 near BAC clone 19G7, might be an artifact resulting 961 

from over-denaturation or to the DAPI staining. 962 

 963 

Figure 7: Chicken and duck microchromosome linkage groups based on ‘no hit’ EST 964 

mapping.  965 

-Left : the chicken linkage groups are from Morisson et al., 2007 [43]. Markers were 966 

developed from chicken EST contigs absent from the chicken assembly (no hit markers), 967 

presenting sequence similarity to HSA19. Markers in blue, purple or green are ‘no hit’ EST; 968 

genetic markers are in red and framework markers are underlined. Markers in black got 969 

subsequently included in the linkage groups. 970 
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-Middle: position on HSA19 of chicken EST markers (blue, purple or green) and duck EST 971 

markers (brown). For each marker, the name of the gene is added. The duck EST markers are 972 

shown on both sides of the map to allow visualization of all possible pair wise map 973 

comparisons. 974 

-Right: a duck RH linkage group corresponding to one part of chicken microchromosome 975 

GGA30. They both bear the genes AKAP8 (GCT1867 in chicken and EstCtg293 in duck) and 976 

KEAP1 (GCT1859 in chicken and Y03G5XE5, EstCtg23833 in duck). Markers were 977 

developed from duck EST contigs, presenting sequence similarity to HSA19 and for which no 978 

sequence similarity could be found on the chicken genome. 979 

Figure 8: Testing duck scaffolds aligning to two chicken chromosomes. Based on previous 980 

observations, duck scaffolds aligning to two chicken chromosomes were suspected to be 981 

misassembled and one example is shown here. A: sca3008, boxed in red, aligns to GGA5 and 982 

GGA7, according to the Narcisse database. B: Markers sca3008A (green) and sca3008B 983 

(purple), very close to one another on sca3008, but spanning the putative breakpoint, were 984 

genotyped on the RH panel, but failed to show linkage, indicating that the scaffold is indeed 985 

misassembled. Results for other scaffolds are shown in Additional File 2 Figure S2. 986 

 987 
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 WGA-PCR WGA-FLDMqPCR Pre-ampFLDMqPCR 

WGA-PCR 26.1 15.9 24.8 

WGA-FLDMqPCR 7.4e-08 16.2 15.8 

Pre-ampFLDMqPCR 0.7 2.1e-10 28.1 

 
Table 1: Comparison of marker retention with the three genotyping techniques. Diagonal (in bold): mean number of positive hybrids in the 

panel (90 hybrids; 39 markers tested). Above the diagonal: mean number of positive hybrids in common between two conditions. Below the 

diagonal: P-values adjusted by Bonferroni correction for the differences in marker retention between two techniques. 
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WGA-PCR  WGA-FLDMqPCR   
Pre-

ampFLDMqPCR  BLAST to Duck Assembly 

WGA 
Duck1 

Duck2 No. 
pos3 

 WGA 
Duck1 

Duck2 
No. 
pos3 

 Duck2 
No. 
pos3 

 BLAST hit 
(scaffold name) 

Scaffold length 
(bp) 

EstCtg11412 + + 11  + + 3  + 25  sca4924 26 914 

EstCtg23833 - + 0  - + 0  + 25  C19155564 548 

EstCtg2805 + + 18  - + 3  + 24  sca12946 245 

EstCtg293 + + 24  + + 16  + 30  sca271 23 394 

EstCtg727 + + 14  - + 1  + 44  nohit NA 

EstCtg8099 - + 1  - + 2  + 29  C18154597 159 

Y03G5XE5 + + 7  - + 0  + 25  nohit NA 

04H5QRB + + 13  + + 11  + 43  sca1017 95 902 

Nb. Controls4 
or Mean pos5 

6/8 8/8 11  3/8 8/8 4.5  16/16 30.6  NA NA 

Mean 
retentions (%) 

NA NA 12  NA NA 5  NA 34  NA NA 

 
 

Table 2: Genotyping 8 no hit markers using three different genotyping strategies. The 8 no hit markers were genotyped using either of three 

methods (see Material and Methods): (i) WGA-PCR: the WGA-amplified panel and conventional agarose genotyping; (ii) WGA-FLDMqPCR: 

the WGA-amplified panel and genotyping with the Fluidigm BioMark gene expression dynamic array, without the pre-amplification with a mix 
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of all primer pairs or (iii) Pre-ampFLDMqPCR: the non-amplified panel and genotyping with the Fluidigm BioMarkTM IFC Dynamic ArrayTM 

with a pre-amplification step using a mix of all primer pairs. 1WGA Duck: WGA-amplified duck genomic DNA as positive control; 2Duck: duck 

genomic DNA as positive control; 3No. Pos: number of hybrids positive for the assay (out of 90 hybrids tested); 4 Nb. Controls: total number of 

controls which are positive over the number of controls tested; 5Mean pos: mean number of positive hybrids observed over the whole panel; NA: 

not applicable.  
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ADDITIONAL FIGURES AND TABLES 

Additional File 1 Figure S1.pdf. Checking the 13 largest scaffolds by RH mapping. Each 

thick horizontal line represents a scaffold; arrows point to the names of the markers which 

were genotyped on the duck RH panel. The approximate position of the markers is shown as 

well as the scaffold lengths. Markers in the same color and contained within the same box are 

linked by RH mapping. For the 12 first scaffolds shown, the RH mapping data confirm the 

scaffold assembly. The last one, scaffold504, was the only one which was detected to be 

discontinuous, as marker sca504F is not linked by RH mapping to the five other markers 

sca504A, sca504B, sca504C, sca504D and sca504E. Comparative analysis with chicken 

shows that the portion of the scaffold containing sca504F aligns to GGA2, whereas the rest 

aligns to GGA1.   

Additional File 2 Figure S2.pdf. Testing duck scaffolds aligning to two chicken 

chromosomes. Duck scaffolds are represented together with the portions of chicken 

chromosomes to which they show high sequence similarity in the Narcisse database. The 

approximate position of the markers on the scaffolds and on the chicken genome is shown as 

well as the scaffold lengths To test if the synteny breakpoints are due to an evolutionary 

chromosomal rearrangement or a problem in the assembly of scaffolds, a pair of markers was 

chosen close together on the scaffolds, but spanning the break points. Whenever markers are 

linked together by RH mapping, they are contained in the same box and are represented in the 

same colour.  

Additional File 3 Table S1.xls. Genotyping results of 39 scaffold markers and 8 no hit 

ESTs for the three different methods. The panel contained 90 hybrids. 

Additional File 4 Table S2.xls The 41 disrupted scaffolds which could be aligned on two 

different chicken chromosomes. Break1: the right-most coordinate of the alignment of the 

left part of the scaffold to one chicken chromosome. Break 2: the left-most coordinate of the 
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alignment of the left right part of the scaffold to another chicken chromosome. Chicken 1 and 

Chicken 2: chicken chromosomes to which the left and right parts of the duck scaffold align 

to respectively. Pair-end support: refers to the reliability of paired-end sequence data.  

Additional File 5 Table S3.xls. Data on all markers genotyped in the study. Primer pairs, 

PCR conditions, and accession numbers (where applicable) are given.  
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Discussion 

 The two RH maps which were built proved the feasibility of using the panel as an aid 

for the duck genome assembly. Although the panel amplified by WGA proved inefficient for 

building maps for the smallest microchromosomes, it can still be used to construct the maps 

for other chromosomes by traditional genotyping. 

By using sequence similarity, 1787 duck scaffolds were aligned to chicken 

chromosomes and could be visualized in the Narcisse database viewer 

(http://narcisse.toulouse.inra.fr/pre-narcisse/duck/cgi-bin/narcisse.cgi). However, many 

scaffolds whose length sum up to more than 51Mb could not be anchored by this comparative 

approach, either due to sequence divergence or to their very small size (Figure III-1). The 

information provided by Narcisse is the alignment of duck sequence on chicken chromosomes, 

meaning that the position and orientation of the scaffolds in the duck genome may be different. 

Whole genome comparison of zebra finch and chicken, whose divergence time is estimated to 

be around 100 MYA, have shown that there are extensive intrachromosomal rearrangements 

between two birds (Skinner and Griffin 2011; Warren et al. 2010). The divergence time 

between chicken and duck is estimated to be approximately 80 MYA (van Tuinen and Hedges 

2001), but nevertheless, we estimate that there are more small scale intrachromosomal 

rearrangements yet to be identified, especially on medium size chromosomes and on 

microchromosomes. Therefore, whole genome RH maps will be an invaluable addition for the 

improvement of the current assembly and to facilitate other genetic approaches. Moreover, 

mapping scaffolds with the duck RH panel will allow the mapping of scaffolds that were too 

divergent to chicken in sequence composition to be included in the predictive Narcisse maps.. 

Many attempts have been made to sequence the smallest chicken microchromosomes 

using all available sequencing techniques (Ye et al. 2011) and despite this, their sequence is 

still absent from the current assembly of chicken. It has been suggested in many occasions, 

that high GC content and a high content in repetitive sequences of microchromosomes 



a. b.

c. d.

e. f.

Figure III-1: Size distribution of duck scaffolds. Left: all 78 487 scaffolds; right: scaffolds larger
than 10 kb. For each column: top: all scaffolds; middle: scaffolds aligned to chicken; bottom: scaffolds
that do not align to chicken. Top left of each histogram: sum of scaffold length.
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(McQueen et al. 1996; McQueen et al. 1998; Nanda and Schmid 1994) could cause 

difficulties in cloning and sequencing. However, these smallest microchromosomes are gene-

rich and some EST data is available, that can be used as a start point for RH mapping. 

However, due to the fact that the exons of protein-coding genes are amongst the best 

conserved regions during evolution, cross-species amplification can happen and many 

markers are discarded due to cross-amplification of the hamster DNA in the hybrids when 

using traditional genotyping with PCR and agarose gel electrophoresis. This can be overcome 

by Fluidigm qPCR, as a Tm measurement of the PCR product is performed, allowing the 

distinction between specific and non-specific amplification. Available duck EST data is now 

available, but not at the same level as for chicken and despite the chicken RH panel was not 

amplified by WGA, large quantities of DNA were prepared. Thus, it would be wiser to 

continue the effort of characterization of the smallest microchromosomes in chicken, based on 

a much deeper sequencing and mapping of its genome. The Fluidigm qPCR genotyping of the 

chicken RH panel could help in this effort. Soon after the maps and sequence of the smallest 

microchromosomes in chicken are known, the smallest michromosomes in duck and other 

birds will possibly be inferred with the help of comparative maps and using the fact that 

synteny conservation is high.  
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Introduction 

We have reported a duck whole genome RH panel in the previous chapter and 

assessed three different genotyping techniques. Fluidigm qPCR showed a much higher 

throughput genotyping than traditional genotyping. To develop whole genome RH maps, 

according to our previous experience in mapping with the chicken RH panel, the minimum 

marker density should be about every 500kb, thus we need to map over 2,000 markers. 

Designing 2,000 markers is very laborious, very expensive and time consuming, apart 

from marker design, the cost of Fluidigm microfluidic chip cannot be neglected. Although 

cheaper than traditional genotyping, the final overall cost of making whole genome RH maps 

would be very high: in the order of 40,000 € for 2,000 markers. Meanwhile, in the field of 

sequencing, constant improvements in technology have allowed regular decrease in cost and 

increase in throughput. At the time of writing moment, the cost for sequencing a large genome 

has dramatically decreased. Having in hand a preliminary assembly of the Duck genome and 

the duck RH panel mentioned above, we propose a new approach for RH mapping which 

consists in sequencing the RH panel as an alternative to genotyping and using duck scaffolds 

as markers to build maps and improve the duck genome assembly. 

At first, our biggest concern was that the sequencing output would contain a majority 

of hamster reads which would be useless, with only approximately 3% of reads coming from 

duck (with 20% retention rate, a hybrid clone contains on average 200Mb duck genome 

compared to the 6Gb of the diploid genome of the recepient genome) . In a first 

approximation, if we set criteria of having a minimum of 4 independent reads to attest the 

presence of a scaffold in a hybrid, the sequencing of two million reads for each hybrid led to a 

risk of 0.0003 of missing a scaffold whose length is at least 50kb. Considering this risk is 

acceptable, a total of 18Gb sequences for 90 hybrids should allow mapping a majority of the 

scaffolds larger than 50kb, thus covering 95.7% of the assembly. This stimulation provides a 
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first evidence that a survey sequencing of the RH panel, combined with RH mapping would 

extract maximal genome information for duck. 

We have sequenced 100 hybrids at a mean coverage of 0.3X and proved that survey 

sequencing at this depth allowed construction of whole genome RH maps. Two thousand and 

twenty seven scaffolds were placed on 27 chromosomes and thereafter provided opportunity 

to compare with chicken genome. 
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Here is only a preliminary version of the manuscript for readers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sequencing Radiation Hybrids for Improving Genome 1 

Assembly: Example of the duck genome 2 

Introduction 3 

The ultimate goal of genetics is to link each phenotype to genotype which resides in a 4 

genome. Therefore, a complete genome is an invaluable repertoire for biomedicine approach, 5 

evolutionary study and animal/plant breeding. The length of the sequencing reads (100 6 

~1000bases) produced by any state of the art sequencing technology is by several orders of 7 

magnitude smaller than the genome size. Thus any genome sequencing project involves a 8 

strategy to assemble the sequencing reads into complete genome. The sequence assembly 9 

process is a stepwise process in which the sequence reads are first organized into contiguous 10 

sequences (contigs) and subsequently in larger structures called scaffolds, the latter being 11 

finally ordered and oriented on the different chromosomes using external mapping 12 

information.  13 

The first genome projects, most notably the human genome project (Lander et al. 14 

2001), followed a “map first, sequence second” strategy, also known as clone-by-clone (CBC) 15 

method (Green 2001), where a physical map constructed beforehand is used to select the 16 

clones to be sequenced and hence to organize the contigs along the chromosomes. The 17 

alternative whole genome approach, the whole genome shotgun (WGS) method, proceeds 18 

more directly by the assembly of sequence reads generated in a random, genome wide fashion. 19 

While this approach bypasses the labor intensive construction of a clone-based physical map, 20 

it doesn’t dismiss however the need for genome wide maps in order to organize the resulting 21 

assembly contigs along the chromosomes. Since the year 2007 the massive parallel 22 

sequencing, or so called next generation sequencing (NGS), have revolutionized genomics by 23 

its unprecedented speed, throughput and ultra low cost. All NGS technologies sequence a 24 

genome routinely by means of WGS. Hitherto many non-model species have been sequenced 25 

using one or several NGS technologies, to name a few, the giant panda (Li et al. 2010), duck 26 

(Huang and consortium 2012) and yak (Qiu et al. 2012). Due to the limited mapping 27 

ressources available for most non-model species, the genome assemblies have been or will be 28 

published as a collection of scaffolds which are not organized on chromosomes. Whatever the 29 

sequencing strategy, the top down clone-by-clone method (Green 2001) or the more 30 

widespread Whole Genome Shotgun (WGS) method , long range intermediate genome maps 31 



are needed to organize the contigs and scaffolds along the chromosomes. Besides the BAC 32 

FPC maps that are central to the clone-by-clone approach and the widespread genetic maps, 33 

the RH maps are also commonly used in this physical mapping process of assembling contigs 34 

into chromosomes. RH maps have been extensively used to assist the assembly of dog 35 

(Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005), cat (Pontius et al. 2007) and bovine (Elsik et al. 2009) to name 36 

only a few. 37 

 Every genome sequence needs a good map” (Lewin et al. 2009). Harris Lewin and his 38 

colleagues emphasize the importance of having physical maps with good resolution for 39 

optimizing utilization of genome sequences generated by WGS approaches. Indeed, Many 40 

species have already been sequenced by WGS sequencing, along with high density 41 

intermediate maps; their genome sequences are available in the form of chromosomes 42 

(Dalloul et al. 2010; Gibbs et al. 2004; ICGC. 2004; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005; Warren et al. 43 

2010; Waterston et al. 2002). For instance, dog was sequenced by a WGA approach, from 44 

which an improved assembly CamFam2.0 had a N50 scaffold of 45.0Mb in length whereas 45 

the total assembled size was 2.385 Gb (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005).  The high density 46 

integrated RH/FISH maps provided invaluable data helping to anchor the assembly to the 47 

canine chromosomes (Breen et al. 2004; Breen et al. 2001) and allowing 97% of the assembly 48 

to be ordered and orientated. Such an improved genome assembly, approaching the reality of 49 

the chromosome ordering, is indispensable for comparative genomics. 50 

The Duck genome has been recently sequenced by NGS with Illumina GAII 51 

sequencing machines. A total of 78,487 scaffolds have been assembled, with a scaffold N50 52 

of 1.2Mb and the largest being 5.9Mb in length (Huang et al, in prep). The current duck 53 

mapping resources are quite limited (Huang et al. 2006). To this end, we propose a high 54 

throughput RH mapping method to order and orientate the NGS assembly, using duck as an 55 

example and the RH panel recently developed in our laboratory (Rao et al. 2012). This duck 56 

panel has an average retention of 23% and already showed its power in assisting NGS genome 57 

assembly (Rao et al. 2012). The state of the art genotyping methods for a RH panel are PCR-58 

based or chip-based. Currently, we neither have sufficient markers developed for PCR-based 59 

genotyping nor a ready-to-use chip. Therefore we decided to sequence the RH panel to order 60 

scaffolds and accomplish the chromosome assignment in duck.  To better understand the 61 

method, we first describe rationale in result section. 62 

 63 



Results 64 

Rationale 65 

In broad outline, a radiation hybrid panel is constructed by randomly fragmenting the 66 

genome by irradiation and rescuing a subset of the resulting fragments in a recipient cell. The 67 

proportion of fragmented genome rescued is called the retention fraction and the breakage 68 

frequency between two markers is simply the proportion of hybrid cell lines in which a 69 

breakage occurred between the two markers The chromosomal breakage induced by the 70 

radiation plays here a similar role as recombination in genetic mapping, the probability that 71 

two linked genes are included within a single fragment, and therefore their co-retention 72 

probability, decreases with the distance between them. Key to success of RH mapping is the 73 

ability to determine correctly the retention pattern of markers – e.g. the presence/absence 74 

status in all the clones. In the absence of a large collection of markers in duck, having in hand 75 

a RH panel and the NGS assembly described above, we propose to sequence the 100 hybrid 76 

clones of the duck RH panel enabling to genotype directly the assembly scaffolds on the panel. 77 

The rationale is as follow: the presence/absence of a scaffold in a particular sequenced hybrid 78 

is attested by the presence/absence of reads mapping specifically to this scaffold. We describe 79 

in the following section, the different steps of this mapping by radiation hybrids sequencing 80 

procedure: from the raw sequence data to the retention pattern for the scaffold-markers to the 81 

construction of the maps. 82 

 83 

Primary data 84 

We have sequenced 100 RH hybrids and a total of 179 Gb sequences were produced. 85 

Considering a mean retention of 20% of a haploid duck genome in each hybrid and haploid 86 

genome sizes of 1 and 3 Gb for duck and hamster respectively, a hybrid clone contains 6Gb of 87 

hamster and 200 Mb of duck DNA (3 % of duck DNA per hybrid). Thus the mean expected 88 

coverage of duck genome sequence per hybrid is 0.3 X. The amount of sequence produced for 89 

each clone is indicated in Supplementary Table1. There were clear biases in the results, as the 90 

quantity of sequence produced per hybrid could vary up to 8-fold, with the minimum amount 91 

for hybrid h215 having 2 million reads and the maximum for hybrid h225 having more than 92 

17 million reads. The average percentage of the reads which can be uniquely aligned on the 93 

duck scaffolds is around 2.5 %, which is close to our expectation of 3 % when considering an 94 



average retention of 20 % of the duck genome in the hybrids. Here we define read coverage as 95 

number of paired reads per 20kb which was an important parameter in genotype calling 96 

process in following analysis. In our initial estimations, considering 20% retention of haploid 97 

genome retained and without sequencing biases, we expected a mean value of 3 reads per 98 

20kb for duck scaffold. We plotted the length of scaffolds having at least one pair of reads 99 

well and uniquely mapped within each hybrid and found that many scaffolds only had very 100 

few read pairs mapped (less than 1 read per 20kb). We also plotted the length of scaffolds 101 

having at least 1 read per 20kb, resulting in a significant loss of positive scaffold in all hybrids 102 

and dramatic losses in some hybrids (i.e. h100) as show in Supplementary Figure1A. To 103 

further investigate the reasons for which there were so many scaffolds with such extremely 104 

low read coverage, we visualized data with GenomeView (Abeel et al. 2012) and discovered 105 

that some scaffolds could have read pairs clustered in specific region.  106 

In traditional RH genotyping by PCR, care was taken in marker design to avoid 107 

nonspecific amplification of the hamster genome, leading to false positive calling. Similarly, 108 

we filtered sequencing reads that could be mapped both on duck and hamster, resulting in an 109 

average of 1.6% sequencing reads left for analysis (Supplementary Table1). The successfully 110 

mapped read pairs for each hybrid varied between 16 521 to 408 453, almost differing by 25-111 

fold. We plotted the scaffolds having at least 1 reads and having the read coverage of at least 112 

1 read per 20kb after removal of potential hamster reads, and showed the data for three 113 

example hybrids in Supplementary Figure1B. In both datasets, we found that the in hybrid 114 

containing few reads mapped, i.e. h100, the proportion of scaffolds containing at least 1 read 115 

per 20kb was very low. Therefore, we observe that a lower read coverage leads to more 116 

ambiguities in the determination of presence or absence of smaller scaffolds. Due to this 117 

problem, 14 hybrids highlighted in grey in Supplementary Table1 were excluded from further 118 

analyses.  119 

Read coverage varies within and among hybrids 120 

To better understand the data, we plotted read coverage of the scaffolds having read 121 

coverages of at least one read mapped, at least 1 read per 20kb and at least 4 reads per 20kb 122 

before and after filtering potential hamster reads respectively. Three hybrids are shown as an 123 

example in Figure1, from which we could conclude that there was a great proportion of 124 

scaffolds with very low read coverage (less than 1 reads per 20kb) in all hybrids. For scaffolds 125 

having at least 1 read or 4 reads per 20kb, there is a clear bimodal distribution suggesting that 126 



duck fragments are not uniformly distributed. Indeed, we estimated the read coverage 127 

distribution at similar sequencing depth using chicken sequencing data (F.Pitel personnel 128 

communication) and then compared with duck hybrid sequencing data, shown in Figure 2, 129 

from which a more dispersed distribution was observed in duck hybrid sequencing data. This 130 

suggests strongly that the hybrid cell lines are in fact a mixture of cells retaining different 131 

duck chromosome fragments, with some fragments retained in a majority and perhaps all cells, 132 

whereas others are in a minority of cells. This is consistent with data from human classical 133 

somatic hybrid cell lines, demonstrating that a single hybrid cell line is not homogenous but a 134 

mixture of different cells. As an example, table 2 shows the percentage of cells from a human 135 

chromosome assignment panel containing given chromosomes. (A.Vignal personnel 136 

communication) Supplementary Table 2.  Figure1 shows that read coverage within a single 137 

hybrid varies significantly from more than 350 reads per 20kb down to less than 1 read per 138 

20kb. As shown in Figure1, h100, that was eliminated from the subsequent analyses, contains 139 

a majority of scaffolds with low read coverage, and hybrids which were kept contain a 140 

considerable higher number of scaffolds with a high read coverage scaffolds. Thus in the final 141 

dataset of 86 hybrids, the analysis should generate a lower false calling rate. An example of 142 

read coverage along a scaffold is shown in Supplementary Figure2 for sca519. Read coverage 143 

can vary on the same scaffold within a hybrid like in h154; a clear breakage observed in h156 144 

(Supplementary Figure 2). 145 

When we compared the read coverage for the same scaffold among different hybrids, 146 

we observed variations between hybrids which are completely independent from the quantity 147 

of sequence obtained for the hybrids. For instance, although h102 is amongst the hybrids with 148 

the highest sequencing output (Supplementary Table 1) and the highest overall retention rate  149 

(Rao et al. 2012), it has a lower density of reads compared to other hybrids for sca109 150 

(Supplementary Figure 3). This suggests that the proportion of cell containing the duck 151 

chromosome fragment corresponding to sca109 is lower in h102 than in the other hybrids. 152 

Sca109 is present as two independent fragments in hybrid h295. 153 

  154 

Scaffold Segmentation  155 

As shown in Supplementary Figure 2, breakages can be observed within scaffolds in 156 

the hybrids. To detect such breakpoints in the entire dataset, we used segmentation algorithms. 157 

We first used the Circular Binary Segmentation (CBS) algorithm, which was primarily 158 



developed to detect copy number variations (Olshen et al. 2004), in order to segment scaffolds 159 

with a window size of 20kb. CBS is a modification of a binary segmentation algorithm which 160 

was based on a test to detect a single change  (breakpoint) (Sen and Srivastava 1975). On the 161 

contrary, there is no limitation on the numbers of changes (breakpoints) that can be detected 162 

in CBS. 163 

Nevertheless, CBS requires a defined sliding window size and thus the window 164 

containing a breakpoint can be assigned to the wrong side if the read coverage is significantly 165 

lower than neighboring window, which can result in increasing the read coverage on the 166 

absent side (Supplementary Figure4). In addition to breakpoint imprecision, CBS also fails to 167 

detect breakage in some rare cases (Supplementary Table3). 168 

Segments Calling 169 

To summarize the segmentation of the scaffolds in the hybrids and to format results, 170 

we only considered the segmentation in two ends of each scaffold, meaning that when a 171 

scaffold was segmented in more than two we only used the segmentation results from the two 172 

ends, to allow the orientation of the scaffolds in the maps. We used a threshold of < 0.5 read 173 

per 20kb for calling genotypes as absence of scaffold or of scaffold ends in hybrids; of > 1 174 

reads per 20kb for presence scaffold or of scaffold ends in hybrids; values in between were 175 

called as unknown. Scaffolds having identical genotypes at both ends for all the 86 hybrids 176 

were considered as a single marker, as no breakage was observed. Contrarywise, if a scaffold 177 

had differents genotypes at both ends in at least one hybrid, it was treated as two markers, 178 

allowing for possible orientation on the RH maps. To eliminate bad quality markers, we 179 

selected only those having a retention higher than 5% in the panel and an unknown calling 180 

rate less than 15%. The final dataset is composed of 2690 markers from 2027 scaffolds 181 

covering 1055 Mb of the duck genome assembly.  182 

Linkage analysis 183 

We performed linkage analysis using the set of 2690 markers, from which 51 linkage 184 

groups were obtained using a LOD score threshold of 4.5. We superimposed these 51 linkages 185 

on chicken chromosomes, represented in Figure4. These results suggest a good agreement 186 

with the cytogenetic data, confirming that no interchromosomal rearrangement can be 187 

detected, except for GGA4 corresponding to APL4 and APL10. 188 



The Maps 189 

Traditional RH mapping constructs the maps on the sole information given by the RH 190 

vectors (de Givry et al. 2005). Although this method is suitable for genotyping a small 191 

number of markers, it becomes tedious when several hundreds or thousands are involved. 192 

Therefore we built the duck RH maps using a comparative mapping approach suitable for 193 

genome-wide marker ordering (Faraut et al. 2007), in which a genome phylogenetically close 194 

to the genome to be mapped is used as a reference to help in marker ordering. To check if the 195 

final result can be influenced by the reference genome, we built 3 successive sets of maps on 196 

our segmentation and calling results by using chicken, zebra finch or turkey as reference 197 

genomes. In traditional RH mapping, a framework map is a map whose marker ordering is 198 

1000 times more reliable than any other ordering with the same set of markers, whereas in the 199 

comparative mapping approach, the map containing a set of marker with an invariant order is 200 

named a robust map. 201 

In this study, we focused on three chromosomes: APL2, APL12 and APL22. The 202 

rationale for selection of these chromosomes is the following: APL2 was a large chromosome 203 

in which cytogenentic data showed some unelucidated rearrangements (Fillon et al. 2007; 204 

Skinner et al. 2009) and  reported to have a well conserved synteny with turtle chromosome 2 205 

(Graves, unpublished data) , APL12 and APL22 had already been genotyped with different 206 

techniques (Rao et al. 2012). These three chromosomes are in addition good representatives of 207 

typical avian macrochromosomes, minichromosomes and michrochromosomes. 208 

APL22 209 

 We used the chicken genome as a reference to construct the RH map for this 210 

microchromosome (Figure 5). This map (APL22_GGA21) contains 22 markers corresponding 211 

to 16 duck scaffolds, in which 12 markers are placed on the 198.8cR long robust map. The 212 

average retention for APL22 is 31% and retentions of the region spanning from marker 213 

sca246_1 to sca324_0 were the highest, suggesting the centromere could be in this region 214 

(Benham et al. 1989; Goodfellow et al. 1990). This map suggested the existence of many 215 

complex rearrangements between chicken and duck. 216 

 217 



APL12 218 

For this minichromosome we used as reference the three genomes chicken, turkey and 219 

zebra finch genome. The map using chicken as reference (APL12_GGA11) is 358.9cR long 220 

and consists in 47 markers, 39 of which placed on the robust map, which is highly consistent 221 

with the previous map made by comparative mapping (APL12_FLDM) (shown in Figure 6). 222 

The map made by using zebra finch as reference (APL12_TGU11) contains 35 markers on the 223 

robust map and agrees highly with APL12_GGA11 (shown in Figure 7). This map is more 224 

than 400cR long and contains 45 markers. The map made by using turkey as reference 225 

(APL12_MGA13) contains 40 markers with 36 placed on the robust map, and is 353.8cR long 226 

(Figure 8).  227 

The average retention is 38.4% and the highest retention is for the first marker 228 

(sca743_0), suggesting that the centromere could be close to this region. This is in agreement 229 

with the cytogenetic data, also showing that APL12 is a telocentric chromosome (Fillon 230 

personnal communication).  231 

There is a major intrachromosomal rearrangement between APL12 and GGA11, which 232 

was confirmed by FISH experiment in a previous study, involving about 10Mb. Comparing 233 

APL12 with zebra finch, shows three rearrangements, including one translocation (Figure 7). 234 

When compared with APL12_GGA11, APL12_MGA13 has five scaffolds counting as 7 235 

markers, highlighted in yellow in the figure, which were less conserved between duck and 236 

turkey and couldn’t be located by sequence similarity on the turkey assembly and therefore 237 

couldn’t be used as markers in the comparative mapping approach. Two inversions and one 238 

tranlocation were revealed by comparative mapping between duck and turkey, aas shown by 239 

arrows on the figure. 240 

Comparing three RH maps made by using different references, there were some 241 

markers not in common. For instance, sca575 was placed on ChrUN (chromosome unknown) 242 

in chicken but on TGU11 in zebra finch.  The lengths of three maps were quite similar after 243 

removing the marker sca575. 244 

 245 

APL2 246 

The map made with chicken as a reference (APL2_GGA2) contains 328 markers, of 247 

which 319 are placed on the robust map. This map is 1688,3cR long and the sum of the 248 



scaffold lengths is about 158Mb, similar to the length of GGA2 (Figure 9). The map using the 249 

zebra finch genome as reference (APL2_TGU2) consists of 308 markers with 296 assigned on 250 

the robust map (Figure 10). The robust map is 1658.4 cR long and coveres 156.6 Mb of the 251 

duck genome which is similar to the length of TGU2. To use the turkey genome as a reference, 252 

we concatenated MGA6 and MGA3 as a virtual chromosome to construct a RH map for 253 

APL2 (APL2_MGA) as cytogenetic data suggested that fission of ancestral chromosome 2 254 

gave rise to MGA3 and MGA6 (Dalloul et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2012). APL2_MGA consists 255 

of 278 markers, 265 of with assigned to the robust map(Figure 11). The comparative map is 256 

1568.4 cR long and covered 142.1 Mb of duck genome. 257 

We also compared the robust maps for APL2 constructed with the 3 different reference 258 

genomes. There were 238 markers in common and all maps showed a high degree of 259 

consistence (Figure 9,10,and 11). We plotted the retention for all the markers on the RH map 260 

obtained from the chicken-duck comparative mapping in Figure 12, from which a clear 261 

centromere effect was observed. The average retention is 18.2% and we suggested that the 262 

centromere could be close to sca1153_0. 263 

The RH map of APL2 suggests 7 tentative intrachromosomal rearrangement when 264 

compared to GGA2: 6 inversions and a large translocation. The largest inversion from 265 

sca1034_0 to sca74_1 on GGA2, spans about 11Mb. Interestingly, this rearrangement is 266 

supported by assembly scaffold as well, as this inversion led to two duck scaffolds (sca74 and 267 

sca1034) to be splitted when aligned to GGA2. The second largest inversion involves the 268 

chicken centromeric region: about 10Mb, between sca2872 and sca616_0. The translocation 269 

from sca713 to sca616_1, transposes approximately a 6 Mb fragment from the q arm to the p 270 

arm. Comparing with zebra finch, 4 putative inversions and 4 putative translocations are 271 

suggested.  272 

All maps showed that two inversions are shared between the three comparative maps, 273 

specified by the orange box in the Figure9, 10 and 11, a fragment of approximately7Mb from 274 

sca258_0 to sca22_1 and another fragment of 6 Mb from sca5_0 to sca280_0. These seem to 275 

be duck-lineage specific inversions. 276 

In addition, by integrating the previous cytogenetic data on the comparative maps 277 

between chicken and duck, the RH map confirmed the complex rearrangements on this 278 

chromomosome (data in Figure13)(Fillon et al. 2007; Skinner et al. 2009).  Due to the fact 279 

that random selection of BAC clones in these studies, some were selected just outside the 280 



rearrangement, such as the BAC corresponding to sca9452 and sca1034, or in the middle of 281 

inversion such as the BAC corresponding to sca1153, Current FISH data could not illustrate 282 

the complex intrachromosomal rearrangement explicitly. To this end, we selected 4 chicken 283 

Wageningen BAC clones to perform FISH experiments, which confirmed the translocation 284 

and the inversion from marker sca1034_1 to marker sca74_1 (Figure 14). 285 

Disrupted Scaffolds 286 

In the previous study, we demonstrated that we detected 41 scaffolds, also called 287 

disrupted scaffolds, that could be mapped to two different chicken chromosomes by Narcisse 288 

(Courcelle et al. 2008; Rao et al. 2012). Birds are were well known to have very well 289 

conserved karyotypes and syntenies, and that there were no interchromosomal rearrangements 290 

detected to date between chicken and duck except for GGA4 corresponding to APL4 and 291 

APL10 (Fillon et al. 2007; Skinner et al. 2009). In the previous study we only chose 19 292 

scaffolds as a survey study to test the power of the newly made duck whole genome RH panel 293 

and to test these potentially misassembled scaffolds. All cases were proved to be 294 

misassembled scaffolds, except for sca649. From the genotype calling generated from 295 

sequencing hybrids, most of scaffolds larger than 20kb were kept and all the 41 scaffolds 296 

were called, among which sca180 and sca649 were proven to be correctly assembled and rest 297 

were confirmed as misassembled except for uncertainty of sca398 and sca802 (shown in 298 

Supplementary Figure5); all data on the potentially misassembly regions is summarized in 299 

Supplementary Table5. Both sca398 and sca802 were mapped to sexual chromosomes in 300 

chicken. CBS segmentation suggested both scaffolds were in the same linkage group whereas 301 

in the graphical representation of Seqmonk 302 

(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/) the breakages, if real, are not 303 

obvious, due to low read coverage (Supplementary Figure5) 304 

Moreover, we also found one case (sca530, mapped to GGA3), in which the 305 

comparative data didn’t suggest a misassembly, although one was revealed by linkage 306 

analysis, at the end of the scaffold (Supplementary Figure6). 307 

 308 

Discussion 309 

As shown in Figure1, each hybrid exhibited its own pattern in read coverage. But there 310 

were some characteristics shared in common: all hybrids contained a great proportion of 311 



extremely low read coverage reads and the rescued scaffolds were contained at different 312 

levels in term of copy number (data not shown). We gathered the low read coverage scaffolds 313 

from different hybrids and tried to find some clues, but it seemed that there was no clear 314 

pattern for the low read coverage scaffoldss which meant that the low read coverage 315 

scaffoldss were not shared in all hybrids. For each hybrid, the distribution of read coverage 316 

was complex and prone to be overlap of two or more negative binomial distribution. The 317 

mechanism for this phenomenon is not yet known. We speculated that by nature that a hybrid 318 

cell line was a mixture and that random loss of fragments might be responsible for the 319 

complicated distribution of read coverage, and the contamination in sequencing could also be 320 

a reason especially for low read coverage scaffoldss. The nature of heterogeneity of a hybrid 321 

cell line was not only supported by human somatic hybrid cell (Supplementary Table2), but 322 

also evident in our results from the characterization of hybrids(FIGURE14). For instance, in 323 

h207, some cells contained only one synthetic microchromosome while some had nine 324 

synthetic microchromosomes which were composed of duck fragments. A question was thus 325 

raised whether this cell was not a single clone at the moment of the colony isolation or that 326 

the great variation in synthetic microchromosomes was as a result of fragment random loss. 327 

Both situations could perhaps exist in the hybrids; moreover, the hybrid cells were passaged 328 

no more than 4 generations which could lead to incomplete loss of the duck fragments, and 329 

might explain the low read coverage scaffolds in the data. It would be interesting to 330 

investigate some chicken radiation hybrids (Morisson et al. 2002) which were subject to large 331 

scale culture to understand better the phenomenon. The selective gene, HPRT, was always 332 

among scaffolds that had the highest read coverage. To assess the percentage of the cell 333 

containing a scaffold, it would be better to use the average read coverage of hamster genome 334 

instead of selective gene HPRT although the recipient cell line hamster Wg3hCl2 was 335 

transformed.  As it was reported that selective gene could amplify under selection pressure 336 

(Carroll et al. 1988; Carroll et al. 1987; Schimke 1984; Stark 1986), we did observe gene 337 

amplification of HPRT in one case in h304 so that the estimating proportion of cell containing 338 

a given scaffold could be imprecise. An intriguing question can be raised with regard to the 339 

telomeres in the hybrids, as shown in FIGURE14. Duck fragment are preferentially rescued 340 

by forming synthetic microchromosomes and no telomere effect was reported, then without 341 

protection of the telomeres how did the scaffolds located at termini behave during cell 342 

propagation?  If the absence of telomere could explain some low read coverage scaffold, then 343 

hybrids that have been subject to many cell generation would have extremely low read 344 

coverage scaffolds which locate towards the end of synthetic microchromomes. We also 345 



observed very few duck fragments inserted into the hamster genome, for which we speculated 346 

that it should be stable and have high read coverage. 347 

Cause of the heterogeneity of hybrid cell line; we hypothesized that the scaffold read 348 

coverage could be  classified into different read coverage state. Thus our first attempt was to 349 

use Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to model the read coverage using a sliding window of 350 

read counts along the scaffolds and thereby enabling to segment the scaffolds; we have tried 4 351 

state-HMM in which state 1 meant absence, state 2 for shallow read coverage, state 3 for 352 

median read coverage and state 4 for high read coverage. For each state the read count was 353 

modeled by a binomial negative distribution. But the read coverage varied greatly within 354 

hybrids and sequencing depth varied among hybrids, which led to incorrect estimation of state 355 

in many cases. We have compared the false calling ratio between HMM and CBS, from which 356 

better segmentation was selected. Thus CBS had better performance and was therefore 357 

selected for our segmentation procedure and calling was determined by the mean value of 358 

each resultingsegment. With respect to the threshold set for CBS, great care was taken to 359 

avoid false calling. By considering our first estimation of expected read coverage for 20kb 360 

fragment and comparing the scaffolds which had been genotyped by Fluidigm qPCR 361 

technique, we found that most of the scaffolds with read coverage of 0.5 read per 20kb were 362 

considered as absent using the Fluidigm qPCR technique though few cases were present. For 363 

those low read coverage scaffolds, we checked the neighboring scaffolds using chicken 364 

coordinates and revealed that the neighboring scaffolds had similarity read coverage so that it 365 

would not cause false breakage.  Furthermore, a buffering zone using read coverage between 366 

0.5 and 1 read per 20kb fragment was set and called unknown (-). However, as mentioned 367 

previous in Result section, CBS required window size sometimes causes breakage 368 

imprecision or failure in detecting breakage. We therefore tried to devise our own 369 

segmentation procedure based on a pruned dynamic programming optimal change-point 370 

algorithm (G Riguail, ref to be completed) which does not require setting a window size. 371 

Unfortunately, this program cannot detect yet changes in read counts buried in the middle of 372 

largesegments and is therefore still under development.. 373 

Nevertheless, the “bugs” in CBS segmentation could be tolerated which was evident 374 

by two following reasons: (1) CBS segmentation allowed detecting most of the disrupted 375 

scaffolds and (2) the failure in detecting breakpoint resulted in shortening the distance of the 376 

markers on two ends of the same scaffolds but would not influence the following markers as 377 

they would be absent in most cases. Current RH maps made from CBS segmentation results 378 



showed good agreements with the maps made by other genotyping techniques, reflecting that 379 

the segmentation should be robust though not perfect.  380 

With new maps made for three chromosomes, we could therefore estimate the 381 

resolution and the power of this panel. The resolution had been defined above as the ratio of 382 

physical distance per cR and here we defined the power was that the mean minimum distance 383 

for observation of one breakage. For APL22, we calculated the resolution of different maps 384 

which were about 40kb/cR, 46kb/cR and 50kb/cR for APL22_GGA21, APL22_TGU21 and 385 

APL22_MGA23 respectively. The differences were owing to in each dataset contained 386 

different number of markers in which some were not shared by all references. However, 387 

comparative map of APL22_GGA21 by genotyping WGA-panel was 283cR in length 388 

consisting 24 markers (Rao et al. 2012), reflecting a resolution of 24.6kb/cR.  This was a 389 

consequence of two different genotyping strategies as illustrated in Supplementary Figure7, 390 

the genotyping by sequencing only considered one breakage for scaffolds if there was at least 391 

one breakage which consequently led to shortening the actual distance on the map, whereas 392 

the conventional genotyping had opposite effect. Moreover, this significant difference in 393 

resolution for the same chromosome was evident in APL12. The length of APL12_FLDM 394 

made by genotyping non-WGA panel with Fluidigm qPCR was as two times long as that of 395 

APL12_GGA11, 727.5cR and 358.9cR respectively. Here we compared the resolution solely 396 

for chromosomes genotyped by sequencing. APL12_GGA11 showed a resolution of 58kb/cR 397 

while resolution of APL2_GGA2 was estimated to be 93.5kb/cR. Indeed, as illustrated above, 398 

the length of the map could be underestimated and therefore decreased the resolution. Hence 399 

we introduced the power (Θ) of the panel to estimate the frequency of the breakage which 400 

first demonstrated by Cox et al (Cox et al. 1990). Θ was estimated by the equation: Θ = (A+B- 401 

+ A-B+)/[T(RA + RB – 2RARB)] in which A+B- was observation that A was present B being 402 

absent (A-B+ was on the contrary), R was retention and T was the number of hybrids in the 403 

panel. When retention (r) reached 50%, the Θ could reach minimum. Θ estimated by this 404 

formula could be very independent on local retention; the purpose is to briefly estimate the 405 

interval to detect a breakage. Thus Θ was estimated to be 3.6cR for APL2 whereas Θ=2.5cR 406 

for APL12, which conversely reflected that observing one breakage on APL2 needed longer 407 

interval than that of APL12. Comparative mapping approach had been tested on pig RH data 408 

with about 5000 markers (B. Servin, unpublished data) and was successfully applied to 409 

validate the assembly of dog chromosome 2 (Servin et al. 2010).  410 



In our approach, we adopted comparative mapping rather than traditional RH mapping 411 

had several advantages: (1) comparative mapping not only use multipoint  likelihood but also 412 

integrate comparative data, so that the markers had very high LOD score that were very 413 

difficult to order by traditional RH mapping could be proposed by means of the reference 414 

genome; (2) for large number of hybrids, traditional RH mapping only can place a small 415 

proportion of marker on the framework map in which the order of marker was highly likely, 416 

whereas the comparative mapping usually gave more markers on robust map; and (3) 417 

comparative mapping was faster way to construct RH map especially when dealing with high 418 

throughput data. For instance, we tried traditional mapping on APL2 which contained more 419 

than 300 markers, only 56 of which were located on framework map using LOD score of 3 as 420 

a threshold, whereas 296 out of 308 markers were on robust map. This may infer that 421 

comparative mapping can somehow compensate the effect of bad genotyped markers. 422 

Before our first attempt to using more than one species as reference, we were not 423 

confident that whether comparative mapping would give too much weight on reference 424 

genome and thereby the RH maps would be very different from different references. However 425 

the RH map of APL2 inferred that the RH maps were robust as they were highly consistent 426 

between APL2_GGA2 and APL2_TGU2 despite the extensive intrachromosomal 427 

rearrangements between chicken and zebra finch which diverged more than 100 million years 428 

(Pereira and Baker 2006). Furthermore, the different maps made with different references for 429 

the same chromosome they contained different set of markers, i.e. APL12, on 430 

APL12_GGA11 the order of 4 markers from sca2156_0 to sca5274 was not invariant in the 431 

map distribution during MCMC iterations, but was on robust map on APL12_TGU11. We 432 

suggested that we could integrate all those maps to increase the number of markers on the 433 

robust map. 434 

All three duck chromosomes suggested that duck chromosomes experienced extensive 435 

intrachromosomal rearrangements since it diverged from its common ancestor with chicken, 436 

zebra finch and turkey. Unlike turkey whose major type of rearrangements was inversions 437 

compared to chicken, the rearrangements in duck were more complex as in zebra finch while 438 

comparing to chicken or turkey. Interestingly, the proposed centromeric regions were all 439 

involved in the rearrangements, but only with three chromosomes it would be difficult to 440 

hypothesize that (neo)centromeres play an important role in speciation. In addition, some 441 

regions showed that have the same order in chicken, zebra finch and turkey but were inverted 442 

in duck. On APL12, the region spanned from marker sca736_0 to sca903_0 was inverted 443 



always in duck, meanwhile, two similar situations could be found on APL2 both of which 444 

involved 10Mb (seen in Figure 9, 10 and 11). It seemed that those inversions were prone to be 445 

duck-specific, but more evidences would be needed. 446 

We also used the marker ordering of robust maps to investigate the evolutionary 447 

breakpoint regions for these three chromosomes. It is believed that evolutionary breakpoint 448 

share some common characteristics such as high GC-content, gene-rich or high repetitive 449 

content(Gordon et al. 2007). We took 5kb upstream and 5 kb downstream region surrounding 450 

the breakpoint while comparing duck RH map with other three birds, we assessed the GC 451 

content of those 5kb windows as well as the virtual chromosome made by concatenating all 452 

the scaffolds. Of the breakpoint regions on APL22, the GC content were relatively higher than 453 

genome average (about 41%, (Huang et al, in prep) (Supplementary Table5), however, the 454 

overall GC content for this microchromosome was high which was more than 45.1%. On the 455 

contrary, the breakpoint regions on APL2 showed an overall lower GC content than 456 

chromosome-wide even though that was 38.3%. Nevertheless, we did find that some scaffolds 457 

involved in breakpoint regions had repeat regardless of low GC content. Again, we only had 458 

limited data by far; to unveil more evidence to support the hypothesis more data from other 459 

chromosomes would be acquired. Additionally, those three chromosomes exhibited distinct 460 

isochore that the GC contents were 38.3%, 40.1% and 45.1% for APL2, APL12 and APL22 461 

respectively. 462 

Finally, Nacisse only aligned 1787 duck scaffolds onto chicken genome and we had 463 

usable data for 2027 scaffolds, meaning that there were more than 200 scaffolds were 464 

divergent from chicken or located on ChrUN like sca575 on APL12. Those scaffolds will be 465 

incorporated in the robust maps using their RH vectors.  466 

Conclusion 467 

We have sequenced the duck RH panel at a shallow sequencing depth, with a bulk of 468 

junk sequencing reads from hamster; we are still able to construct RH maps and thereby order 469 

and assign scaffolds onto duck chromosomes. We have compared the RH maps made by 470 

different genotyping methods, from which good consistence proves the feasibility of this 471 

survey study. Moreover, we used three references for comparative mapping duck scaffolds, 472 

from which the caveat that too much weight was posed on reference genome could be 473 

therefore eliminated and the maps will promote comparative studies for avian chromosome 474 

evolution. The maps we have represented above indicated extensive intrachromosomal 475 



rearrangements which are not thoroughly understood from the available cytogenetic data 476 

(Fillon et al. 2007; Skinner et al. 2009). Although some procedures could be improved in the 477 

near future, our survey study provides an opportunity to overcome the shortage of NGS 478 

genome assemble by taking advantage of NGS technology. 479 

Whole genome RH maps for duck are under construction; we believe that the 480 

availability of improved duck genome assembly will facilitate research in related field. 481 

Moreover, the comparative maps for all four sequenced birds will shed great light on avian 482 

chromosome evolution and reconstruction of ancestor genome. 483 

Methods 484 

Library preparation  485 

The sequencing library was made according to manufacture’s protocol (Illumina). 486 

Briefly, 1µg of genomic DNA was fragmented by sonication and size-selected by separation 487 

on agarose gel. Then the fragmented genomic DNA was polished and added an “A” base to 488 

the ends of the DNA fragments. DNA adaptors with a single “T” base overhang at the 3’end 489 

and a 6 nucleotides barcode for multiplexing were ligated to the above products. The mean 490 

insert size of the library was 335 bp. 491 

Sequencing 492 

One hundred hybrids were sequenced using an Illumina Hiseq2000 sequencing 493 

machine.  For each hybrid 0.7 pg of DNA was used and twelve hybrids were multiplexed and 494 

sequenced in a single lane by pair-end sequencing, with a read length of 101 bases. Individual 495 

hybrids are identified by reading the barcode sequence on the adaptors.  496 

Sequence Alignment and Data Filtering 497 

As the hamster genome sequence is unavailable, the mouse genome was used as a 498 

reference to detect the donor cell sequence sequence reads. Alignment to the mouse genome 499 

was done with the GLINT alignment software (T.Faraut personnel communication). 500 

Alignment to the duck assembled scaffolds was done with the BWA alignment tools 501 

introduced by Li et al using default settings (Li and Durbin 2010). Only paired reads for 502 

which both sequences mapped at unique positions on duck scaffolds were retained for further 503 

analysis. However, reads that could be mapped both on the duck and the mouse genome were 504 



discarded. After these filtering processes, new bam files were created containing only the 505 

paired reads uniquely mapped on duck scaffolds.  506 

Scaffold Calling 507 

To detect breakpoints along the scaffolds in the hybrids, the calling was done using the 508 

circular binary segmentation (CBS) algorithm introduced by Olshen et al. 2004 (Olshen et al. 509 

2004), using a window size of 20kb. Fragments or ends of scaffolds not reaching 20kb were 510 

not included in the analysis. An output file was generated describing the segmentation of each 511 

hybrid, each segment being composed of windows with similar characteristics. Information 512 

describes the number of windows in a segment, its first and last window, the total number of 513 

reads it contains and the mean value for its 20kb windows.  The mean number of sequencing 514 

reads for 20kb windows was used as the parameter to determine the genotype call: presence or 515 

absence of the scaffold segment in the hybrid. A Python script was used to summarize the 516 

scaffold calling for all 86 hybrids. 517 

Map Construction 518 

Draft maps (comprehensive maps) were made using the comparative mapping 519 

approach (Faraut et al. 2007) which is part of the Carthagene program (de Givry et al. 2005). 520 

Chicken, turkey and zebra finch genomes were used as references to build three sets of maps. 521 

First the RH vectors obtained by the scaffold calling and the files containing the ordering of 522 

the markers along the reference genomes were used to compute the marker ordering by 2-523 

point likelihoods using the lkh command. Then the properties of the map posterior 524 

distributions were obtained with the mcmc command using 32806 as random generator seed 525 

and running 5000 mcmc iteration, the first 1000 of which were discarded. The output file 526 

from mcmc was used as input for the metamap program described by Servin et al (Servin et al. 527 

2010), from which the robust map could be therefore obtained together with posterior 528 

possibility of each maps. Finally the RH map pictures for APL12 and APL22 were created 529 

using MapChart (Voorrips 2002). The view of the comparative maps of APL2 was made 530 

using an R script. 531 

FISH experiments 532 

 Chicken BAC clones were chosen in the Wageningen BAC library according to their 533 

known position, as estimated by BAC end sequence information (Crooijmans et al. 2000), in 534 

regions paralogous to the breakpoint under study. WAG-21A17 (accession number 535 



CZ567423.1) corresponds to marker sca713, WAG-15A21 (CZ561801) corresponds to 536 

sca616_0, while WAG-7I10 (CZ560582) correspond to sca1034_1 and WAG-23I13 537 

(CZ568657) correspond to sca74_1. BAC clones were grown in LB medium with 12,5 µg/ml 538 

chloramphenicol. The DNA was extracted using the Qiagen plasmid midi kit. 539 

FISH was carried out on metaphase spreads obtained from fibroblast cultures of 7-days 540 

old chicken and duck embryos, arrested with 0.05 µg/ml colcemid (Sigma) and fixed by 541 

standard procedures. The FISH protocol is derived from Yerle et al, 1992 (Yerle et al. 1992). 542 

Two-colour FISH was performed by labelling 100 ng for each BAC clones with alexa 543 

fluorochromes (ChromaTide® Alexa Fluor® 488-5-dUTP, Molecular probes; ChromaTide® 544 

Alexa Fluor® 568-5-dUTP, Molecular Probes) by random priming using the Bioprim Kit 545 

(Invitrogen). The probes were purified using spin column G50 Illustra (Amersham 546 

Biosciences). Probes were ethanol precipitated, resuspend in 50% formamide hybridization 547 

buffer (for FISH on chicken metaphases) or in 40% formamide hybridization buffer for 548 

heterologous FISH. Probes were hybridised to chicken metaphase slides for 17 hours at 37°C 549 

and to duck metaphases for 48H in the Hybridizer (Dako). Chromosomes were counterstained 550 

with DAPI in antifade solution (Vectashield with DAP, Vector). The hybridised metaphases 551 

were screened with a Zeiss fluorescence microscope and a minimum of twenty spreads was 552 

analysed for each experiment. Spot-bearing metaphases were captured and analysed with a 553 

cooled CCD camera using Cytovision software (Applied Imaging).  554 
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Figure1A: Read coverage for three different hybrid clones. The distribution of the number of reads per
scaffold is corrected for the scaffold size (values are given in terms of # reads /100kb). The blue line depicts
the empirical density. For each hyrbid, the three histogram represents, the read coverage, in #reads per
100kb, for (left) scaffold with at least one read, (center) scaffolds with at least 5 reads/100kb and (right)
scaffold with at least 20 reads per 100kb. The value given within the box represent the total length of the
involved scaffolds. This total length does not reflect the total length of duck fragments in the hybrids
because some scaffolds can be broken.

g. h. i.
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Figure1B: Distribution of read coverage ( # reads /100kb) after removing reads mapped on
hamster. The distribution of the number of reads per scaffold is corrected for the scaffold size
(values are given in terms of # reads /100kb). The blue line depicts the empirical density. For each
hyrbid, the three histogram represents, the read coverage, in #reads per 100kb, for (left) scaffold
with at least one read, (center) scaffolds with at least 5 reads/100kb and (right) scaffold with at
least 20 reads per 100kb. The value given within the box represent the taotal length of the involved
scaffolds. This total length does not reflect the total length of duck fragments in the hybrids
because some scaffolds can be broken.Removing the reads that maps also to the hamster
genome does not change the general picture.



Figure2: Read coverage, expressed in terms of number of reads in 20kb windows. Top: read
coverage distribution observed when sequencing genomic DNA (chicken genomic sequence reads
kindly provided by F.Pitel). Bottom: read coverage distribution with sequencing reads obtained by
sequencing the RH panel. Red and blue lines correspond respectively to a fit with the Poisson and
negative binomial distribution. The well known over dispersion of the distribution of read counts can be
observed here with the departure to the Poisson dispersion. This over dispersion is even more
pronounced with the sequencing reads originating from the RH panel sequences. This more pronounced
over dispersion suggests that the variation in read coverage is not only the result of the sequencing bias
also observed with genomic data, but also reflects the fact that the hybrids are a mixture of cells with
different genomic content.
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Figure 3: principle of circular binary segmentation (CBS)
CBS first circularize the scaffold (start indicated in pink). A sliding window size (e.g. 20kb) is fixed and
reads are counted for all non-overlapping windows providing n ordered observation X1, …, Xn. We define Si
as the partial sumΣX j .The CBS searches recursively for segments of different means using the statistics
ZC=max1≤i≤j ≤n|Zij |. The significance of the statistical test is judged by permutation. The binary circular
segmentation procedure applies the test recursively until no changes are detected in any of the segments
obtained from the change-points already found.



Figure 4: Fifty-one RH linkage superimposed on chicken chromosomes.
All RH vectors were subjected to RH linkage analysis, from which 51 RH linkages were obtained by LOD
threshold of 4.5. Then these 51 RH linkages were superimposed on chicken chromosomes as shown in the
figure. Each color was a linkage group. The markers having extremely high retention were filtered for
analysis, thus the GGA4p was not well covered. The linkage analysis could also assign some scaffolds which
were mapped to chicken ChrUN to a specific chromosome.
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Figure 5: Comparison of APL22 RH maps obtained by sequencing or by PCR. Left: scaffold position on
GGA21, middle: RH map of APL22 built by the comparative mapping method and based on the data from
sequencing the hybrids. Right: RH map of APL22 based on conventional genotyping on the whole genome
(WGA) amplified panel (Rao et al., accepted). The nomenclature of the markers in the maps on the left and
middle is different from the map on the right. Markers in the maps on the left and right have suffixes “_0”
and “_1”, used for orientating scaffold: “_0” is the beginning of the scaffolds and “_1” is the end of scaffold.
Markers on the right are PCR amplicons designed from scaffold sequence, whose accession numbers are
given in Rao et al, accepted. Markers in green are robust or framework map markers whose position are
quite certain. Only robust map markers on APL22_GGA21 are linked by blue lines.
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Figure 6: Comparison of APL12 RH maps obtained by sequencing or by PCR. Left: scaffold position on
GGA11, middle: RH map of APL12 built by the comparative mapping method and based on the data from
sequencing the hybrids. Right: RH map of APL12 based on FLDM genotyping (Rao et al., accepted). The
nomenclature of the markers follows that of figure 5.
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Figure 7: Comparing RH maps obtained with chicken or zebrafinch as reference. Left: markers placed
on TGU11, middle: RH map of APL12 made by comparative mapping using zebra finch as reference. Right:
RH map of APL12 made by comparative mapping using chicken as reference. Nomenclature of markers are
as in figure 5. Makers in green were on the robust map. Markers highlighted in yellow are not on both maps
due to non-alignment on one of the reference genomes. Only robust map markers are linked by blue lines.
Arrows indicated inversion.
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Figure 8: Comparing RH maps obtained with chicken or turkey as reference. Left: markers placed on
MGA13, middle: RH map of APL12 made by comparative mapping using turkey as reference. Right: : RH
map of APL12 made by comparative mapping using chicken as reference. Nomenclature of markers are as in
figure 5. Makers in green were on the robust map. Markers highlighted in yellow are not on both maps due
to non-alignment on one of the reference genomes. Only robust map markers are linked by blue lines.
Arrows indicated inversion
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Figure 9: APL2-GGA2 comparative map. Left: comparative map of the APL2 robust map with the
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the two inversions specific to the duck genome.
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Figure 12: retention frequency of APL12 RH markers. RH map of APL12 built using using chicken as a
reference. The highest retention is for sca1153_0, with 51.2%, suggesting the centromere position. The
average retention for this chromosome is 18.2%.
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Skinner et al (2009). Chicken BAC clones were hybridized on duck metaphases. Red bars indicate the
position of the signal on the duck chromosome and the blue line inferred the best position. Sca316 had three
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Figure 14: Confirmation of GGA2-APL2 rearrangement by FISH. (a) confirmed translocation from
region sca713 to sca616_0 on the map. BAC clone 21A17 corresponded to sca713 in red while 15A21
corresponded to sca616_0 (in green). In GGA2 the signals were on q arm whereas in duck were on p arm. As
the region was near centromere, the chromatin was condensed thus the interval seemed small on
chromosome. (b) Confirmed inversion spanning sca1034_1 to sca74_1 on GGA2q. BAC clone 23I13
corresponds to sca74_1 while 7I10 corresponds to sca1034_1. This inversion was about 11Mb. Centromere
positions are indicated by arrows.
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Figure IV-1: Sequencing reads on WGA hybrids and ATG4A copy number. Visualization of sequence
alignments with GenomeView for 4 hybrids, either WGA amplified: e.g. h291a or not: e.g. h291. Top:
sca1160 is the scaffold bearingHPRT and therefore is retained in all the hybrids. The zoom is on theHPRT
gene. Bottom: sca1499 bearing theATG4A gene. The zoom is onATG4A. In all the hybrids shown above, it
is clear thatATG4A had much higher read coverage thanHPRT. Amplified hybrids have a lower read
coverage, including forHPRT, the selection gene.
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Complementary results and discussion 

A highly repeated gene in duck genome: ATG4A 

Before performing the segmentation process and genotype calling of the scaffolds, we 

investigated the scaffolds that had extremely high retention. Not surprisingly, all the scaffolds 

were located near the HPRT gene used for the selection of hybrids containing duck 

chromosome fragments. A notable exception was sca1499 which is be located on APL2 

according to comparative mapping data with chicken. Furthermore, we also tried to explore 

whether there was a link between the proximity to HPRT gene and read coverage. Therefore 

we visualized those data with GenomeView program (Figure IV-1) and interestingly, we 

found out that the sca1499 had distinct pattern in term of read coverage. The HPRT gene is 

located in sca1160, which is evenly covered in most of the hybrids, whereas sca1499 presents 

a very high read coverage only for a region of about 8 kb in most of the hybrids. Moreover, 

the rest of sca1499 has a significantly low read coverage, when the whole scaffold is present. 

We searched for this 8 kb fragments in the human and chicken genomes by BLASTN and 

found a high sequence similarity to the ATG4A gene. This gene involves in the process of 

autophagy which is a major catabolic pathway by which eukaryotic cells degrade and recycle 

macromolecules and organelle (Scherz-Shouval et al. 2007). ATG4A is one of four homologs 

of ATG4 which cleave ATG8 and thereby allow the conjugation and deconjugation of cleaved 

ATG8 and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE). The conjugated ATG8-PE functions in membrane 

dynamics during autophagy (Scherz-Shouval et al. 2003). 

 The most intriguing finding was that this gene is present in its integrality at a high 

copy number in all the hybrids. We first speculated that multiple copies might result from 

gene amplification since previous studies showed that some genes can amplify under the 

selection stress in somatic hybrids (Schimke 1984; Stark 1986). As the sequencing data 

showed a very high read coverage, reflecting a very high copy number, we tested whether 



Figure IV-2a: localization of HPRT and ATG4A in chicken. The FISH results are in good agreement with
the sequence data. TheHPRT gene locates at 4Mb on GGA4p whereasATG4A at 14Mb in GGA4p.

Figure IV-2b: localization of HPRT and ATG4A in duck. TheHPRT gene locates on a microchrosomome,
consistent with previous cytogenetic studies (Skinneret al, 2009), whereas theATG4A gene is highly
repeated in the duck genome. Right: the same metaphase as on the left, only the signal ofATG4A gene is
shown. Microchromosomes show higher intensity than macrochromosomes.
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those units were arrayed in tandem or dispersed. In addition, we also tested whether this gene 

was co-retained with the HPRT gene. In this context, we performed FISH experiment on 

chicken, duck and duck hybrids metaphases (FigureIV-2). Strikingly, the results show that the 

ATG4A gene does not appear as specifically amplified in the hybrids, but to be present in the 

duck genome at a high copy number and dispersed throughout the genome on most 

chromosomes, with a preferential enrichment on microchromosomes. Moreover, the FISH 

experiments showed that ATG4A is present as a single copy un the chicken genome 

(FigureIV-2a,b). 

In human, there are 4 homologous genes to ATG4A, in which ATG4B has the broadest 

substrate spectrum with similar affinity and catalytic efficiency toward each of ATG8 

substrates and then followed by ATG4A (Li et al. 2011a). We have found that duck has an 

ortholog of the ATG4B gene in sca2210; however, the sequencing data does not suggest that 

ATG4B is amplified or has multiple copies.  

The ATG4A gene is 8kb long and apparently expanded in the duck genome. Therefore 

it is not clear why this gene was not detected as high copy in the genome sequencing and 

assembly. The only assembled copy of ATG4A is on a scaffold belonging to APL2. Although 

the FISH mapping confirms the presence of the gene on APL10, close to HPRT, this copy 

does not appear to have been assembled. ATG4A gene has twice the length of full length CR1 

repeats (Wicker et al. 2005). If this gene is a novel repeat which appeared in the duck genome, 

its GC content is close to the genome average and larger than that of any known LINE 

family(Mathias et al. 1991; Wicker et al. 2005). Moreover, it seems enriched on 

microchromosomes, as opposed to CR1 repeats which are enriched on macrochromosomes. 

 



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

h158
h158

h219 h219

Figure IV-2c: Localization of HPRT and ATG4A in duck hybrids. Two hybrids were chosen: h158 for (a)
and (b) ; h219 for (c) and (d). For each hybrid, two metaphases are shown. Combining the results on duck
metaphase, these results above reflected thatATG4A andHPRT are not associated. (a) and (b) showed no
ATG4A signal in hamster chromosomes in hybrid h158, (c) was the same as in hybrid h158. whereas (d)
showed theATG4A gene inserted into hamster genome, suggesting that a few duck fragments could insert in
the hamster genome, which had not been detected by hybridizing duck genomic DNA on the hybrids.
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Sequencing whole genome amplified (WGA) hybrids 

The duck whole genome RH panel has not been cultured at a large scale. Instead, we 

used whole genome amplification (WGA) with the Multiple Displacement Amplification 

(MDA) method to obtain large quantity of DNA (chapter II). It was previously reported that 

the WGA by MDA method allowed a relatively unbiased amplification and was subsequently 

applied in single cell sequencing for cancer research (Hou et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2012). 

However, the genotyping of 8 nohit markers (chapter II) revealed also that some genomic 

regions were difficult to amplify (Rao et al. 2012), so we chose 4 WGA hybrids to sequence 

and compare to the non-WGA sequence data, to see if WGA hybrids are suitable for the 

genotyping by sequencing method. The primary sequencing output is shown in Table IV-1, 

from which it is clear that WGA hybrids have less reads mapped to duck than non-WGA 

hybrids. Moreover, read alignment to scaffolds also showed that results of scaffolds genotype 

calling was not always consistent between WGA and non WGA hybrids (data not shown). We 

visualized the alignment of sca1160 in the HPRT region and sca1499 in the ATG4A region 

with GenomeView (Figure IV-1). The WGA hybrids have a similar trend in sequencing depth 

variation around ATG4A, than the non WGA hybrids, although with a lower read coverage. 

Although the HPRT gene, as a selection gene for donor cell chromosomes, is retained in all 

four hybrids, the sequencing depth is lower in the WGA hybrids. Moreover, in one case, no 

read was observed in the amplified hybrid, despite the gene being present.   

Since the low read coverage data in the WGA hybrids caused uncertainties in the 

calling process, we hence compared the read coverage distribution for each hybrid (data 

shown in FigureIV-3). From FigureIV-3 it is clear that the WGA hybrids contain a larger 

proportion of scaffolds with low read coverage. Non WGA hybrids gave better data and thus 

the WGA hybrids were discarded for further analysis. In addition, as WGA DNA was difficult 

to quantify (Rao et al. 2012) and as the DNA concentration is an important parameter in NGS, 

we chose non WGA hybrids for sequencing. Although we have shown that WGA DNA was 



HYBRID Nb of Reads produced Nb of Reads pair mapped on duck

h150a 4,773,538 94,806

h150 4,346,000 130,199

h201a 4,393,723 98,172

h201a 6,656,681 220,509

h207a 3,116,217 52,205

h207 6,793,978 199,571

h291a 1,647,997 18,041

h291 5,276,147 97,090

TableIV-I: primary sequencing and alignment on duck of WGA and non-WGA hybrids. Reads
mapping both to duck and hamster were not removed. Nomenclature for normal hybrids is: h+arabic
number whereas whole genome amplified hybrids had an “a” as suffix.
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difficult to quantify which could probably be the cause for the lower number of sequencing 

reads such as in h291a, h150a showed a higher number of raw sequencing reads than h150, 

suggesting that in the WGA hybrids, the lower number of mapped reads might be due to a 

lower proportion of usable reads, when compared to non WGA hybrids. 
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The aim of the work presented here was to develop a mapping resource, the duck RH 

panel, and methods do generate rapidly genome-wide maps. The ultimate goal is to provide an 

improved duck genome assembly by ordering scaffolds along chromosomes. The whole 

genome RH panel is the basic infrastructure of the whole RH mapping system, so care must 

be taken in its construction. Therefore, we tested 4 different conditions to obtain duck 

radiation hybrids, from which one optimized protocol was selected for the RH panel 

construction. We suggest this protocol may be also adapted for other birds. We have then 

carried out two more fusion experiments using the optimized method to obtain a sufficient 

number of hybrids to select from for an optimized panel. A total of 225 hybrids were obtained, 

from which the 90 best ones were selected in the final panel. To avoid large scale cell culture, 

we compared three different genotyping techniques as described in Chapter III, and tested 

their efficiency by making two RH maps, illustrating the potential of this panel in improving 

duck genome assembly. From there, whole genome RH maps can be constructed. However, as 

a way of reducing the time and effort spent towards whole genome maps, we decided to 

sequence the whole RH panel and then align the sequencing reads to the duck scaffolds which 

are thus considered as the markers in this new approach. With the three maps presented in 

Chapter IV, the feasibility of this new approach is demonstrated. Therefore, whole genome 

RH maps will be soon available using this approach.  

Whole genome RH maps 

In Chapter IV, we showed that the new RH mapping method - genotyping by 

sequencing – has allowed the construction of RH linkage maps and the ordering and assigning 

of duck scaffolds along the chromosomes together with cytogenetic data. However, as 

mentioned in chapter IV, the CBS segmentation can assign breakpoints in a wrong sliding 

window or can fail to detect a breakage in some cases. This problem is difficult to solve due 

to the algorithm itself. To solve this problem we are developing a new segmentation program 
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mentioned in Chapter IV, which still needs to be improved due to its failure for the moment in 

detecting multiple breakages within one scaffold. For the moment, the CBS segmentation 

algorithm has a better performance and gives on average a higher number of markers on the 

robust maps. Therefore, until our new segmentation algorithm is improved, whole genome 

RH maps will be done using CBS segmentation. Most of map construction processes have 

their flaws and one must keep this in mind when using genome maps. It will always be 

necessary to compare maps obtained with different mapping methods: FISH, RH, genetic, 

BAC contigs… In addition, comparative mapping using a reference genome could require 

stronger evidence to suggest the marker order would be different from reference, therefore 

some false genotyping data could be compensated by the reference order. This is reflected by 

the detected rearrangements from the RH map of APL2, have been further confirmed by FISH 

experiments and previous cytogenetic data (Fillon et al. 2007; Skinner et al. 2009). In the 

short term, a genetic map containing 384 SNP markers is under construction in the laboratory 

by using the INRA GeneCan QTL resource mapping population. The resolution of this map 

will be lower than that of the RH map; but it will be built completely independently from 

external data, without using a reference genome. Any large-scale arrors in the RH map will be 

then detected. 

Avian chromosome evolution 

Avian chromosomes are well known to have highly conserved karyotypes and 

syntenies (Nanda et al. 2011; Shibusawa et al. 2004). Two-thirds of birds have a chromosome 

number in the order of 2n=74~86 (Griffin et al. 2007). The cross species painting experiment 

between chicken and nine other birds species belonging to 6 different orders diverged about 

100MYA  made by Guttenbach et al showed a striking conservation of synteny among those 

birds (Guttenbach et al. 2003). For the three birds having their genome sequence assembled 

into chromosomes: chicken, zebra finch and turkey, extensive studies showed that very few 
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Figure V-1: A case of potential interchromosomal rearrangement between chicken and duck. RH
linkage analysis showed that sca649 located on APL13, it is the first marker on the map (orientation:
sca649_0 -> sca649_1). Sca1828 is the first marker on APL5 (orientation: sca1828_1 => sca1828_0) The
repeats in the breakpoint region indicated by arrows were detected by RepeatMasker using chicken repeat
data.
A scenario was proposed as follows: the first 34kb of sca649 perhaps was on a terminal on Chromome5, due
to the segmental duplication, a non-allelic homologous recombination happened between Chromosome5 and
Chromosome13, the 34kb fragment was exchanged to chromosme13.
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interchromosomal rearrangements could be detected, most of which being fission or fusion 

events explaining the differences in chromosome number (Dalloul et al. 2010; Griffin et al. 

2008; Reed et al. 2005; Reed et al. 2007; Stapley et al. 2008; Warren et al. 2010). Therefore 

for avian species, the intrachromosomal rearrangements may be the main driving force in 

speciation. There are only about 20~27 observed intrachromosomal rearrangement between 

turkey and chicken in which most are inversion despite 20 ~ 47 MYA divergence  (Dimcheff 

et al. 2002; van Tuinen and Dyke 2004; Zhang et al. 2012), whereas there are 56 tentative 

inversions and 58 tentative translocation between chicken and zebra finch with an 

approximate 100MYA divergence (Pereira and Baker 2006; Volker et al. 2010; Warren et al. 

2010). A recent study made by Skinner et al has compared the macrochromosomes of three 

sequenced birds, suggesting that about one-third of the chromosomal breakpoint regions may 

recur during avian evolution,  from which the finding is also in agreement with their previous 

hypothesis that non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) hotspot drives genome 

evolution (Skinner and Griffin 2011).  

The phylogenetic distance between duck and chicken is shorter than between chicken 

and zebra finch, with about 80 MYA for the former and 100MYA for the latter (Pereira and 

Baker 2006). Thus the duck genome will offer great insight and more evidence in bird 

chromosome evolution, with a number of expected chicken-duck rearrangements between the 

chicken- turkey and chicken-zebrafinch numbers. For example, a case we have found in 

Chapter III, sca649 would probably be an interchromosomal rearrangement which could be 

explained by this NAHR mechanism (demonstrated in Figure V-1). The RH maps of the three 

chromosomes, APL2, APL12 and APL22, suggest some intrachromosomal rearrangements 

among the four sequenced birds. These results can update the current comparative genomic 

data between duck and other birds; since to date, only rearrangements involving 

macrochromosomes have been identified between duck and chicken (Fillon et al. 2007; 

Skinner et al. 2009). The RH maps of APL2 and APL12 provide further evidence for 



GGA11MGA13APL12 TGU11APL12 GGA11

Figure V-2: rearrangements of APL12 compared with GGA11, TGU11 and MGA13. When
comparing the 4 species, we could define 7 blocks of conserved synteny. When comparing APL12
with GGA11, there are two inversions, the largest of which was confirmed by FISH mapping. The
rearrangements between APL12 and TGU11 are more complex. The number of rearrangements
above are highly consistent with the divergence times, with the lower number between turkey and
chicken, the highest between chicken/duck and zebra finch and an intermediate number between
chicken and duck.
.
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extensive intrachromosomal rearrangements in bird evolution (we exclude APL22 from our 

interpretations, due to the low number of markers on this map). We have defined 7 conserved 

synteny blocks (CSB) on APL12 (Figure V-2) and 18 CSB on APL2. These data suggests 

that chromosomal rearrangements detected are fewest between turkey and chicken, moderate 

between chicken and duck and highest between chicken/duck and zebra finch, in an 

agreement with phylogenetic data (van Tuinen and Hedges 2001). With the duck genome, 

some new evolutionary breakpoints which are not detected by comparison of chicken, turkey 

and zebra finch genome, could be therefore detected, e.g. two inversions on APL2 mentioned 

in Chapter IV. Also, the small inversion between GGA2 and TGU2 in the 2Mb region 

between positions 1Mb and 3.2Mb on GGA2 could be deduced as having happened in the 

Galliforme lineage (Skinner and Griffin 2011), as APL2 has the same order as zebra finch. It 

is interesting to note that most rearranged regions are close to the centromeres, suggesting that 

centromeres could play an important role in the rearrangements and perhaps in speciation. 

However, this observation will have to be confirmed by the comparative maps of the other 

chromosomes. 

Observations on the composition of the genome around the avian breakpoints showed 

biases in repeat and GC % content (Gordon et al. 2007; Skinner and Griffin 2011). The 

construction of our whole genome RH maps will allow having more data on evolutionary 

breakpoint to confirm these observations and will participate in the reconstruction of the avian 

ancestral chromosomes. 

The highly repeated gene: ATG4A 

As we discussed in Chapter IV, we found the ATG4A gene to be highly redundant in 

the duck genome and the sequencing data shows that most copies do not seem truncated. This 

gene was not previously reported to be highly repeated in the three other sequenced birds. To 

check this, we performed FISH experiments using the ATG4A gene as a probe in chicken and 
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duck, confirming the gene might be only highly repeated in duck which is the only waterfowl 

among the sequenced birds. To further determine if this gene is highly repetitive in other 

waterfowl, we have checked preliminary sequencing data from Muscovy duck (A.Vignal, 

personnel communication). The average sequencing depth of the Muscovy duck genome in 

the data is about 30X whereas it is around 20,000 X for ATG4A, supposing this gene exists at 

a very high copy number in both species. As the divergence between common duck and 

Muscovy duck is about 20 MYA (http://www.timetree.org/), we speculate that the expansion 

of this gene must have happened before the divergence of the common duck and the Muscovy 

duck, but after that of chicken and duck about 80 MYA (van Tuinen and Dyke 2004). 

The alignment of the reads from sequencing the duck radiation hybrids and the 

Muscovy duck suggest that this gene could still probably be active because indels and 

mismatches are not frequent in the reads. Interestingly, this gene in flanked by an LTR on one 

side only belonging to the GGLTR8B family, as determined by RepeatMasker 

(http://www.repeatmasker.org/cgi-bin/WEBRepeatMasker). It is uncertain whether a second 

LTR exists and the gene was found on only one scaffold, meaning that the other copies were 

not assembled. However, it is possible that the gene could have expanded in the genome 

through an LTR machinery which is mainly a pathway through which genes are amplified in 

plants (Shirasu et al. 2000; Wicker et al. 2001). To understand whether this gene expansion is 

general in Anseriformes or restricted to ducks, two approaches could be taken. One is to 

perform FISH experiments on metaphases from different species. The other could be to 

perform a low coverage survey sequencing of these species, to check for an unusually high 

coverage of the gene in the sequencing data. To further investigate the possible role of this 

gene, additional data on transcript levels and functional data will be necessary.. 
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Additional chromosomes in hybrids 

The cytogenetic study in Chapter II showed that chicken and duck hybrids behaved 

similarly, with a variable number of chromosomes and a main integration pattern of donor cell 

DNA by forming additional chromosomes in hybrid cell. In some instances, the duck/chicken 

fragments could be inserted into the hamster genome or added on a chromosome end. The 

detailed process happening during the fusion is not known yet, but it is certain that donor 

chromosomes are broken in small fragments and randomly rescued to form additional 

chromosomes. It would be interesting to study whether there are some preferred motifs 

favored by the DNA repair machinery. It would be interesting to perform deep sequencing of 

a few hybrids using various inser-size libraries to investigate this.  

When whole genome RH maps are available, additional exploration could be made to 

investigate whether some chromatin regions are more fragile to radiation. RH maps could 

allow us build virtual chromosomes, and then all the sequencing reads would be remapped to 

virtual chromosomes from which the breakpoint induced by radiation could be kept for further 

analysis. 

Unraveling the smallest microchromosomes by Fluidigm Biomark qPCR  

We have shown the power of using Fluidigm BioMark qPCR in RH mapping EST in 

Chapter III. The smallest microchromosomes in birds have some certain features causing 

difficulties in cloning and sequencing (ICGC. 2004; Morisson et al. 2007). Morisson et al has 

reported a strategy to construct RH linkage groups for the smallest microchromosomes in 

chicken (Morisson et al. 2007). Here we could suggest alternative complementary method to 

construct RH linkage groups by taking advantage of the Fluidigm BioMark qPCR.  
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Apply RH sequencing on other species 

We have proved that 0.3X sequencing allows assignment of most duck scaffolds 

(considering the covered length) on RH linkage groups which are thereafter assigned to 

specific duck chromosomes. Since the number of species sequenced by NGS platforms keeps 

increasing, the corresponding genome assembly would be highly fragmented in the absence of 

an intermediate map, such as the panda genome (Li et al. 2010a). The importance of a genome 

assembly reaching chromosome level is important for comparative approach, reconstruction 

of ancestral genome, providing start point for assessment of gene expansion, contraction and 

adaptation, as illustrated by Lewin et al (Lewin et al. 2009). Thus, we suggest that the RH 

sequencing method could be applied to other species that are sequenced in by WGS. The most 

important feature is the mapping power (Θ), meaning the minimum distance (cR) for which 

breakages can be observed, which is determined by the number of hybrids and the retention of 

the panel (detailed in Chapter IV). Therefore, if the number of hybrids is constant, the 

mapping power could reach the highest value when retention is 50%, likewise, for a constant 

retention value, the more the hybrids, the higher the mapping power. Another parameter is the 

resolution which could be tailored by the radiation dose; the higher the dose, the high the 

resolution. 

While applying this methodology on other species, several factors should be taken into 

account: (1) de novo genome assembly statistics; (2) average retention of the hybrid; (3) 

radiation dose; (4) hybrids number and (5) repeat content.  If a genome assembly contains 

mostly contig/scaffold of small size; high radiation dose and higher sequencing depth would 

be required in order to observe breakages within smaller distances. In terms of retention, 50% 

would empower the mapping to the highest. However, it has proven almost impossible to 

obtain hybrids with such retention values. Moreover, retention values between 30% and 50% 

does not affect the resolution power, as reflected by the derivation of r*(1-r), which is less 

variable while close to r=0.5. Herein for the species having a genome assembly close to (or 
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slightly more fragmented than) duck, similar retention and radiation dose to what we have 

used is sufficient. As for the number of hybrids to sequence, two alternative approaches could 

be taken: either sequence less hybrids having higher retention or more hybrids with 

reasonably lower retention. This is also determined by the difficulties in obtaining hybrids and 

cost. Care should be taken for repeats which are very abundant in mammals and some fishes. 

The case study we made based on 0.3X sequencing benefits from the lower content in 

repetitive sequences that exists in birds. However and despite this, about one thirds of reads 

probably originating from duck DNA have been filtered to avoid false calling. Thus with a 

more repeat-rich species, higher sequencing depth and larger insert size for the paired reads 

would be desirable.  

As sequencing cost drop down, we suggest that future project in RH sequencing could 

sequence at a higher depth, to avoid some false calling, as found in our data. We found some 

large scaffold with an unexpectedly low number of reads. These data correspond certainly to 

duck chromosome fragments present in a low percentage of cells in a hybrid. With deeper 

sequencing, such fragments may become easier to call, increasing the number of analyzable 

duck fragments and thus the retention values and mapping power. Contrariwise, some regions 

have unexpectedly high read numbers, possibly due to non-filtered repeats or to local locus 

amplification that could have happened following the stress in hybrids, such as shown in 

Chapter IV (Schimke 1984). Moreover, data from sequenced WGA hybrids could shed light 

on events happening when making other RH panel obtained by WGA such as sea bass (Guyon 

et al. 2010), rainbow trout (Y.Guiguen unpublished data), that the WGA panel needs a higher 

sequencing depth concerning the proportion of reads mapped on donor cell reduced. This 

might result from majority DNA contents being hamster origin (6Gb versus 200Mb from duck) 

that are more amplified in the hybrids.  

Apart from sequencing WGA hybrids, we also sequenced some pooled hybrids which 

came from pooling two low retention hybrids. It is argued that pooling low retention hybrids 
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could function as having hybrids with a good retention (Lunetta et al. 1995). Thus we 

generated and sequenced 6 pooled hybrids, each composed of a mixture of two hybrids. Our 

data suggested that pooled hybrids have an average lower read coverage than a single non-

pooled hybrid (data not shown). Thus, for species for which it is difficult to obtain hybrids, 

such as birds, fishes or perhaps reptilians, RH panel could be composed of pooled hybrids. 

However, in this case, sequencing the RH panel requires increasing the sequencing depth to 

compensate for the dilution of the donor cell DNA. Therefore, if pooling hybrids is a possible 

strategy for conventional genotyping by PCR, it has no great interest with the sequencing 

approach. 

In conclusion, a higher sequencing depth is always desirable to avoid false calling or 

some biases resulting from heterogeneity of hybrid cell lines or for other reasons that we have 

discussed above. For the species that are planned to be sequenced, simulations could be done 

to optimize the sequencing coverage used for genome sequencing and RH sequencing to 

obtain a good assembly at a lower cost. 
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 Scaffold597 was a large scaffold which was detected to be discontinuous as it could be mapped on different 

chicken chromosome as shown in the graph. The positions of all markers were also indicated. The coordinates 

on the breakpoints were given as well. 

Sca597: 3.5Mb 
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Annex B

Supplementary data to Article in preparation

(Chapter IV)



a. b.

c. d.

S_Figure1A: Scaffold length distribution of read-containing scaffolds before removing reads
mapped on both species.Length is shown in logarithm and sum of all mapped scaffolds are shown on
the top right of each figure. Three hybrids are represented: h100, h174 and h264. Each row represents a
hybrid. e.g (a) distribution of the length of scaffolds having at least one paired read mapped in h100. (b)
distribution of the length of scaffolds having at least one paired read per 20kb (or 5 reads/100kb) in
h100. Total length in the figure does not reflect total length of duck fragments in the hybrids because
scaffolds can be broken.

e. f.



a. b.

c. d.

S_Figure1B: : Scaffold length distribution of read-containing scaffolds after removing reads
mapped on both species.Length is shown in logarithm and sum of all mapped scaffolds are shown
on the top right of each figure. Three hybrids represented: h100, h174 and h264. Each row represents
a hybrid. e.g (a) distribution of the length of scaffolds having at least one paired read mapped in
h100. (b) distribution of the length of scaffolds having at least one paired read per 20kb (or 5
reads/100kb) in h100. Total length in the figure does not reflect total length of duck fragments in the
hybrids because scaffolds can be broken.

e. f.



S_Figure 2: Read coverage variation and breakpoints represented by Seqmonk.Sca519 was used as
examples for h154, h156, h160, h174 and h19. The total length of sca519 is 5.06Mb. Brown and blue dots
in the screenshot represent forward and reverse reads respectively. Read coverage varies amongst hybrids
or within hybrids (h154) and a breakage is observed in h156.



S_Figure 3: Read coverage variation and breakpoints represented by Seqmonk. Scaffold
sca109 is used as an example in h102, h29, h238, h239 and h295. The total length of sca109 is
3.58Mb. Brown and blue dots in the screenshot represent forward and reverse reads respectively.
Hybrid h102 has the highest overall number of sequencing reads and the highest retention fraction
among all hybrids showed above, but has the lowest read coverage for this scaffold. Four
breakages were observed for this scaffolds in h295.



20kb 
window

20kb 
windowbreakpoint

S_Figure4: Example of false positive calling due to breakpoint imprecision in the CBS
segmentation algorithm. When a breakpoint is towards the end of a scaffold, the CBS algorithm can
detect it properly, but nevertheless call the small segment as positive. In the example, sca597 is 3554
kb long and is misassembled around position 3506 kb, at 48 kb from the end. The sliding window size
used for segmentation was 20kb. Two hybrids h243 and h280 are shown in the figure in IGV and the
read counting data for h243 in six windows around the breakpoint, from windows sca_172 to sa_177, is
given on the right on a black background. The CBS segmentation suggested that the breakage was
between sca597_174 and sca597_175 (green arrow), thus segment 1 goes from the first window
(sca597_0) to sca597_174, whereas the last three windows of the scaffold are assigned to segment 2.
However, as sca597_175 containing the real breakpoint was assigned to segment 2, the mean read
coverage of segment 2 was increased to a point at which it was higher than the threshold for positive
calling.



S_Figure 5:sca802 alignments represented by Seqmonk.The sequencing reads alignments in all hybrids
are shown. Top: brown and blue dots in the screenshot represent forward and reverse reads respectively.
Bottom: representation in Seqmonk using a 20kb sliding window with 10kb overlap. The red bars represent
presence of a fragment, giving a clearer view on the position of missassembly.



S_Figure 6:A disrupted scaffolds represented by Seqmonk.The sequencing reads aligned to sca530 in all
the hybrids are shown. Brown and blue dots represent forward and reverse reads respectively. The
missassembly appears clearly, with a breakpoint around 330 kb. This missassembly was detected by RH
linkage analysis.



Sca109 : 3589kb

Genotyping (CBS): Sca109_0:  Absence (A) Sca109_1:  Presence (H)

Sca109 : 3589kb

a.

b.

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

Genotyping (PCR): A-A-H-H-H-A-H-H

S_Figure 7: Comparison of genotyping by sequencing and by PCR(a) Genotyping results for sca109 in
h295 by sequencing and CBS segmentation and representation in SeqMonk. In genotyping by sequencing,
we only took the status of the scaffold ends into account and therefore the genotyping data suggested this
scaffold has one breakage. (b) simulation of a conventional RH mapping by PCR, with markers chosen
every 500 kb. Eight markers would be designed from which the genotyping results would reveal three
breakages. Therefore the distance between M1 and M8 should be greater than that between sca109_0 and
sca109_1.

M8



Supplementary Table1: sequencing information for hybrids (reads mapped on both species has been removed)

clone mapped_reads reads
lane1 88029952
h158 27982 2691514
h17 65140 9654596
h19 105880 8952096
h20 111746 8027348
h27 168016 9190336
h29 189738 8079141
h36 154128 7280104
h38 127318 5516154
h46 83546 7547614
h47 112894 7081940
h50 170205 7701736
h60 89806 6307373

lane2 111424468
h155 186615 6813066
h156 285162 10386194
h159 69194 9325996
h160 185453 9454530
h163 149918 7578305
h164 65770 5561931
h165 73592 12416281
h168 155549 11419990
h170 358602 9440883
h171 233133 10299307
h174 408453 8676271
h185 213955 10051714h185 213955 10051714
lane3 95851511
h188 123250 8175145
h193 162568 11818025
h199 192353 8350941
h200 59274 7136199
h202 136347 7684006
h204 140901 7750970
h206 102059 6941137
h208 120355 8707750
h210 179568 8204979
h213 194444 10997712
h214 133722 8013001
h215 16521 2071646
lane4 118407516
h216 230993 9222456
h219 150408 9958467
h220 222283 8901729
h221 291516 9479779
h223 198123 16724951
h225 227307 17491920
h229 249856 10541728
h232 303194 9706715
h235 163583 9831020
h236 148887 9515739

hpool1 22359 3210700
hpool2 48135 3822312



Supplementary Table1: sequencing information for hybrids (reads mapped on both species has been removed)

lane5 95219283
h238 79251 8202618
h239 58145 9284622
h243 206098 8160584
h248 225625 7797470
h249 209716 6358376
h250 111362 6702889
h254 177341 7248721
h258 309837 9211296
h259 202397 8731752
h268 60208 6461666

hpool3 110924 8212987
hpool4 256821 8846302
lane6 110501277
h104 217621 9406829
h121 221832 9766156
h231 168297 10854890
h264 340373 10235778
h269 161501 9244696
h270 78229 8356067
h272 129648 8092495
h275 141090 8186134
h276 209030 8125138
h277 230109 10424814
h279 426513 8892600

hpool5 114586 8915680
lane7 130248070
h280 286867 10900124h280 286867 10900124
h289 227109 14506422
h291 77396 5276147
h292 253782 13922418
h293 237284 10656926
h294 218885 10353484
h295 295102 8293463
h297 264267 10972362
h298 301459 9729490
h303 379795 12640921
h304 135739 11119793

hpool6 184516 11876520
lane8 105674153
h62 230683 9672173
h63 209198 9116022
h91 363878 12500409
h94 97109 9536064
h96 241833 9997706

h100 40426 6457586
h102 280435 10051377
h119 94337 8902129
h133 323369 9004227
h139 147830 6859680
h140 139225 6543365
h154 186448 7033415
lane9 31145549
h150 100793 4346000
h201 176601 6656681
h207 155906 6793978
h290 169512 13348890



S_Table 2: chromosome counting human somatic cells. Each Column represents the percentage
of cell harbouring corresponding human chromosome. Each row was results in a single hybrid. It is
clear that the human somatic hybrid cell lines are a mixture of cells containing different human
chromosomes (A.Vignal personnel communication)



Supplementary Table3: example of the CBS segmentation couldn't detect breakage

hybrid scaffold length (bp) window read counts window size

# h163 sca2049 96325 sca2049_0 0 20000

sca2049_1 0 20000

sca2049_2 2 20000

sca2049_3 5 20000

sca2049_4 1 16325

# h188 sca2403 221726 sca2403_0 0 20000

sca2403_1 0 20000

sca2403_2 0 20000

sca2403_3 0 20000

sca2403_4 0 20000

sca2403_5 0 20000

sca2403_6 0 20000

sca2403_7 2 20000

sca2403_8 5 20000

sca2403_9 3 20000

sca2403_10 6 20000

sca2403_11 1 1726

# h188 sca638 254101 sca638_0 6 20000

sca638_1 5 20000

sca638_2 6 20000

sca638_3 5 20000

sca638_4 12 20000

sca638_5 8 20000

sca638_6 16 20000

sca638_7 5 20000

sca638_8 6 20000

sca638_9 6 20000

sca638_10 0 20000

sca638_11 0 20000

sca638_12 0 14101

# h193 sca1096 196431 sca1096_0 18 20000

sca1096_1 18 20000

sca1096_2 31 20000

sca1096_3 19 20000

sca1096_4 28 20000

sca1096_5 23 20000

sca1096_6 21 20000

sca1096_7 0 20000

sca1096_8 0 20000

sca1096_9 0 16431



Supplementary Table4: the potential breakpoint region detected by SeqMonkfor disrupted scaffolds
(NA: not applicable)

scaffold disrupted(yes or no) misassembly point
sca102 yes 360-385kb

sca1083 yes 62-74kb
sca1197 yes 720-735kb

sca1375 yes 1005-1010kb
sca1517 yes 558-562kb
sca180 no NA

sca1893 yes 220-221kb
sca193 yes 706-707kb

sca2049 yes 47,4-48kb
sca215 yes 238-239kb

sca227 yes 1216-1218kb
sca245 yes 56-61kb
sca246 yes 619-622kb
sca279 yes 30-50kb
sca286 yes 756-757kb

sca3008 yes 21-23kb
sca316 yes 208-212kb

sca3271 yes 141-142kb

sca354 yes 1372-1376kb
sca365 yes 364-370kbsca365 yes 364-370kb
sca367 yes 308-310kb
sca398 ? NA
sca420 yes 492-493kb

sca458 yes 1739-1740kb
sca481 yes 188-190kb

sca504 yes 3977-3979kb
sca513 yes 675-678kb
sca530 yes 332-333kb

sca597 yes 3507-3508kb
sca629 yes 174-175kb
sca649 no NA
sca676 yes 198-199kb
sca77 yes 99-102 kb 

sca802 ? NA
sca810 yes 332-326kb

sca851 yes 1727-1727,4kb
sca868 yes 636-638kb
sca870 yes 446-448kb
sca881 yes 110-111kb
sca945 yes 139-141kb
sca956 yes 945-950kb
sca530 yes 326-328kb



Supplementary Table5: the evolutionary breakpoint region analysis for the three chromosomes.

scaffold start end AT GC N (gap) MaskedRepeat(family) Repeat_start Repeat_end

APL22

sca246 642000 658535 51,58% 45,37% 3,05% NA

sca246 915760 931501 44,63% 51,87% 3,50% NA

sca246 1000919 1005919 44,73% 53,59% 1,68% NA

sca3327 1 5000 50,12% 49,88% 0,00% NA

sca3327 36189 41819 48,49% 51,39% 0,12% NA

sca1197 1 5000 36,60% 41,80% 21,60% NA

sca1197 593946 598946 48,11% 47,03% 4,86% NA

sca871 327216 343394 56,70% 43,30% 0,00% GGLTR5B(LTR/ERVL) 328236 328611

sca2665 1 111922 37,79% 56,12% 6,09% GGLTR5A(LTR/ERVL) 13890 14167

sca1885 1 298994 48,85% 43,45% 7,70% CR1-Y2_Aves 140324 140750

sca871 341000 346500 54,44% 45,56% 0,00% NA

sca871 32400 329216 51,50% 42,61% 5,88% NA

APL12

sca736 550000 55159 55,83% 44,17% 0,00% NA

sca736 572000 577000 65,13% 33,59% 1,28% NA

sca903 363000 368878 62,54% 37,46% 0,00% NA

sca903 383000 388494 60,96% 32,68% 6,35% NA

sca743 1 10000 54,07% 37,74% 8,19% CR1-F(LINE/CR1) 3483 4556

sca469 1 39042 21,69% 31,99% 46,32% NA

sca469 39403 44042 44,63% 43,79% 11,57% NA

sca769 1 6000 62,62% 37,38% 0,00% NA

sca3421 1 22321 23,29% 43,04% 33,68% NA

sca2156 1 10000 56,42% 43,58% 0,00% GGLTR5A(LTR/ERVL) 3631 3870

sca1434 1180000 1233631 48,55% 46,66% 4,79% NAsca1434 1180000 1233631 48,55% 46,66% 4,79% NA

sca26 1 6000 48,30% 51,70% 0,00% NA

APL2

sca74 2382008 2387008 62,35% 37,65% 0,00% GGLTR8B(LTR/ERVL) 2386499 2386957

sca74 2374046 2382008 60,63% 33,48% 5,89% NA

sca1034 504218 509218 63,73% 36,27% 0,00% NA

sca1034 495371 5000371 61,05% 38,95% 0,00% NA

sca1034 500372 504217 63,49% 36,51% 0,00% NA

sca1497 1 5000 57,86% 42,14% 0,00% CR1-E(LINE/CR1) 937 1545

sca1497 50000 54938 55,40% 35,45% 9,15% CR1-F2(LINE/CR1) 500251 501465

sca488 309030 314030 65,23% 34,77% 0,00% NA

sca1190 1 5000 65,18% 34,82% 0,00% NA

sca1190 39388 44388 54,39% 45,61% 0,00% CR1-F2(LINE/CR1) 43569 44067

sca258 1 5000 59,68% 40,32% 0,00% NA

sca22 3124000 3129084 64,39% 35,61% 0,00% NA

sca5 1 5000 63,72% 36,28% 0,00% CR1-X2(LINE/CR1) 1104 1463

sca5 28924 33924 55,53% 44,47% 0,00% CR1-C4(LINE/CR1) 32419 32615

sca280 1 6000 58,92% 41,08% 0,00% NA

sca529 891000 896469 58,63% 41,37% 0,00% NA

sca529 900793 905793 59,07% 40,93% 0,00% CR1-C4(LINE/CR1) 901402 901847

sca529 900793 905793 59,07% 40,93% 0,00% CR1-Y(LINE/CR1) 901846 902946

sca2592 188000 194255 57,51% 42,49% 0,00% CR1-Y(LINE/CR1) 192518 194256

sca616 22082 28082 63,54% 36,46% 0,00% CR1-X2(LINE/CR1) 26518 26867

sca616 22082 28082 63,54% 36,46% 0,00% CR1-C4(LINE/CR1) 27007 27186

sca616 14665 19665 62,09% 37,91% 0,00% NA

sca1008 125157 130157 66,13% 33,87% 0,00% NA
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  Duck is a very important agronomic species in France, especially for fatty liver 
industry which presents 75% worldwide production. Moreover, duck is also a scientific model for 
avian influenza research as it is a natural reservoir for avian influenza viruses. The work 
presented here    is part of the international collaboration on duck genome sequencing, including 
SNP detection and mapping, EST sequencing. Our goal is to provide a genome map allowing for 
fine mapping QTL and identifying candidate genes involved in expression of agronomic traits.  

 A panel composed of 90 radiation hybrids was produced by fusing irradiated duck donor 
cells with hamster cells. To avoid large-scale culture of the clones, PCR genotyping involving 
Whole Genome Amplification (WGA) and/or reduction of reaction volumes were tested and two 
first maps for duck chromosomes were made. We also used the PCR genotyping method to test 
for the quality of duck sequence scaffold assemblies, which had been produced by the Beijing 
Genome Institute (BGI, China). Finally, to cover the whole genome, we performed a low-pass 
sequencing (0.1X depth) of hybrids, allowing for rapid map development. These maps allow the 
detection of chromosomal rearrangements that have taken place between the duck and chicken 
genomes, which have diverged 80 million years ago. 

Keywords: RH mapping, duck genome assembly, comparative genomics, parallel sequencing. 

Le canard est une espèce d’importance agronomique en France, principalement à travers 
l’industrie de foie gras, qui représente plus de 75% de la production mondiale. De plus, c’est 
aussi un modèle important pour l’étude de l’infection par le virus influenza, pour lequel les 
oiseaux aquatiques sont un réservoir naturel, car porteurs asymptomatiques. Les travaux réalisés 
lors de la thèse se situent dans le contexte international de l’étude du génome du canard, 
comportant la séquence du génome, le séquençage d’EST et l'identification et la cartographie de 
SNP. Le but à terme pour l'INRA étant de disposer des connaissances sur le génome nécessaires 
pour la cartographie fine de QTL et l’identification de gènes impliqués dans l’expression de 
caractères agronomiques. 

 Un panel de 90 d'hybrides irradiés (panel RH) a été réalisé par fusion de cellules 
donneuses de canard  irradiées avec des cellules receveuses de hamster. Afin d'éviter la culture à 
grande échelle des clones cellulaires, des méthodes de génotypage par PCR utilisant 
l'amplification complète du génome (WGA) et/ou la réduction des volumes réactionnels ont été 
testées et deux premières cartes de chromosomes ont ainsi été réalisées. Nous avons également 
utilisé le génotypage par PCR pour vérifier la qualité de l'assemblage des scaffolds du génome du 
canard, réalisés par séquençage nouvelle génération Illumina au Beijing Genome Institute (BGI, 
Chine). Finalement, afin de couvrir le génome complet, nous avons entrepris un séquençage léger 
(0,1X de profondeur) d'hybrides, permettant une réalisation de cartes plus rapides que par PCR. 
Ces cartes permettent la détection des réarrangements chromosomiques existant entre les 
génomes de la poule et du canard, qui sont distants de 80 millions d’années. 

Mots clés : carte d’hybrides irradiés, assemblage du génome du canard, génomique comparée, 
séquençage parallèle. 
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